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University of California, Riverside 
A detailed study of the structure of conditional expectations and conditional 
probability measures is presented. Some characterizations of conditional 
expectations as a subclass of projection operators on Banach function spaces, 
and similarly conditional probabilities as a subclass of vector valued measures 
on such spaces are included. As applications of these results, a representation of 
Reynolds operators and related unified formulation of ergodic-martingale 
theorems are given. 
The purpose of this paper is to present a detailed structure theory of 
conditional operators and of conditional measures. The notion of conditional 
expectation was introduced by Kolmogorov in 1933 [24]. This is one of the 
most fundamental, least intuitive, and generally involved concepts, but its 
importance in many branches of science is well recognized. Despite this, 
somewhat surprisingly, no general study devoted primarily to this subject 
appears in the literature, except for one aspect (i.e., conditional distributions) 
considered recently in [49]. Consequently, it will be useful to view the conditional 
expectation operators and the associated conditional measures from different 
angles, in particular, treating them as functional operators and function space 
valued measures. This also suggests that the analysis should be based on a 
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general measure space that need not be finite. The following two examples 
show how problems in different areas are closely related to the present subject 
and they will serve as a motivation for the generality envisaged here. 
In his well-known book, Thborie des OpPrutions Linkaires (1932), Banach has 
raised a question that can be stated as: If  1 < p # 2 < co, and &Z CL’ (infinite 
dimensional space) is a closed subspace, does a bounded projection onto &! 
exist ? A solution to this problem has interesting applications in approximation, 
prediction, and other theories. In 1937, Murray [31] showed that for every p in 
the above range, a closed subspace & C Lp exists onto which there is no bounded 
projection. Changing the norm, the problem can be recast so that A is the 
range of a contractive projection, and then the changed norm becomes a function 
norm. Then the problem of interest is transformed into characterizations of & 
that are such ranges. This was found to be tied up with the structure theory of 
conditional operators, and it is clear that the measure space need not be finite 
here. Roughly speaking, the solution is that &’ must be topologically equivalent 
to an LP-space on some measure space; this boils down to characterizing con- 
tractive projections on LP(Q, 2, j.b) onto LP(Q, g, CL), &g C 2 and then making 
some adjustments. This was indicated by Grothendiek in [17] for p = 1, and 
in the general case a further study was needed (e.g., [I, 11, 391). 
For a second example, consider the analysis of certain subalgebras in B(H), 
the class of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H. Let 6I! and .X 
be two von Neumann algebras in B(H), G!!3 A. Then a positive linear map 
T : at-+ &! is called an (conditional) expectation if T(AM) = T(A) M, A E 02, 
ME A, and T(I) = I. T is then an averaging operator on GZ. It can be shown 
that T is a contractive projection on G!! onto &’ leaving the identity fixed, and 
that the property characterizes this concept [2]. Since Lm on a measure space 
can be regarded as a von Neumann algebra, the existence of such a T and its 
relation to conditional operators is again intimate. 
These examples and a large part of the Theory of Probability (e.g., Markov 
Processes, Martingales, Stochastic Integrals) show that a general theory em- 
bracing these different but substantially related studies is of importance. This 
is the subject of this paper, which mostly complements [49]. With a view to 
future applications, the whole theory will be presented in the context of Banach 
function spaces Lo, which include both the Lf’ and the Orlicz spaces. However, 
the latter spaces motivate certain key hypotheses in the general case. A summary 
of the results is contained in the following outline. 
After introducing the definition of conditional operators, in Section 1, Banach 
function spaces are recalled and some nontrivial properties of these operators 
are considered on them. The conditional Jensen’s inequality is then derived 
and some consequences are proven. This section contains the necessary in- 
formation for the rest of the paper, making the exposition essentially self- 
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contained. The structure theory of the operators starts in Section 2, where 
relationships between conditional operators and contractive projections are 
determined and characterizations based on averaging and ,%a%k identities are 
obtained. Also, the averaging and projection operators are compared and 
contrasted. 
A detailed study of conditional measures is given in Section 3. The Dunford- 
Schwartz type integral is found to be the natural tool for the conditional measures. 
This reduces to the Lebesgue integral only when these measures are regular. 
These concepts are clarified and characterized by identifying conditional 
measures with a subclass of vector measures. Thus, the konwledge on regularity 
can be taken as a basis for specializations such as those given in [49]. 
The theory of Reynolds operators plays a key role in the studies on statistical 
turbulence [22], and in a unified formulation of ergodic and martingale theories. 
Using the preceding work, the structure of these operators is determined on the 
Lo-spaces in Section 4. Then the convergence of an ergodic-martingale theorem 
and a disintegration problem for certain vector measures of finite semivariation 
are considered. It is hoped that the present detailed analysis can form a firm 
basis for future developments on this subject. 
The author gratefully acknowledges the encouragement of Prof. A. Beurling, 
in the preparation of this paper at the Institute for Advanced Study. 
1. GENERALITIES ON CONDITIONAL OPERATORS 
1.1. DeJinition and Properties of Conditional Operators 
Let (Q, ,Z, P) be a measure space and A E Z, 0 < P(A) < cc. Then, for 
historical reasons, the set function PA(.) = [P(A IT -)]/[P(A)] : Zw w+ is 
called a conditional measure for the given set A. If f : 0 F-+ F! is a P-integrable 
function, then the conditional expectation is defined to be SA f (w) P,(dw) = 
[l/P(A)] jA f (w) P(dw), denoted E,.,(f ). Thus, E,Jf) is a constant on A and 
varies with A. If {A,} is a disjoint sequence in Z with 0 < P(AJ < 00, and 
p = CL, E,,(f )Xa, , then the elementary function p is measurable for the 
u-field g generated by the {A$}, and moreover, 
J’,fdP=J/dP= ijJ;na,E~i(f)dP, AEg. (1.1.1) 
The mapping E% : f HP is called, naturally enough, the conditional expectation 
relative to 8. Abstracting this, a general concept is introduced, essentially 
following Kolmogorov [24], as follows: 
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DEFINITION 1.1.1. Let (Sz, Z, P) be a measure space and g C Z be a u-field. 
If f : Q ++ [w is any P-integrable function, then the conditionul operator (or 
conditional expectation ;f P(Q) < 00) of f, relative to a’, denoted Efg(f), is 
any g-measurable function satisfying the equation 
S, f  dP = s, -@(f) dP, , BES?!, P(B) -=c ~0% (1.1.2) 
where Pa = P 1 &?G?‘, the restriction of P to a. 
When &% was the special countably generated o-field, then Eg(f) = j was 
explicitly constructed above. In the general case, the existence is a direct con- 
sequence of the Radon-Nikodym theorem, and can be proved somewhat more 
generally. (For another result, see [7].) Recall that a completed measure P on Z 
is localizable if its measure ring .Z = Z/X is complete, i.e., every subset has a 
supremum and infinum in it [46]. Here, M is the u-ideal of P-null sets in 2: 
THEOREM 1.1.2. Let (Q, 2, P) b e a complete measure space and 9 C 2, be 
a a-Jield. Let @ be a non-negative symmetric convex function on the line R, such 
that Q(O) = 0, and @(x) > 0 for some x > 0. Define S?‘(2) = {f : QI-+ lJ& 
measurable for 2, jsa @(mf) dP < co f  or some CL = af > 01, and 6p@(@ = 
(f E 2’p”(2), f  measurable for a’>. Then 9*(9) is a linear subspace of the linear 
space 9’(Z). Suppose that either: (i) Q(x) = 0 implies x = 0; or (ii) Pa is 
localizable. Then there exists a unique positive linear idempotent operator ES : 
U@(Z) t+ 9@(9), satisfying 
1 f  dP = s, E?f) dPa 3 f  E -Y’=(Z), B E~Y, P(B) < co. (1.1.3) 
B 
Proof. Since Cp is monotone on IWf, it is clear that p@(Z) is a vector lattice 
and that p@‘(@) is a vector sublattice of g@(Z). Consider case (i). It follows that 
the set (w: 1 f(w)1 > 0) is u-finite for any f  E -Y@(Z), and (1.1.3) is established 
below. 
Let AYa = {B E g: P(B) < co}. Then a0 is a ring. If .Y@(@ = (0}, so that 
a,, is trivial, define Ea = 0. If a,, is nontrivial, let .%?1 be the u-ring generated 
by go (and completed for P) and note that U*(a) = oEpO(gl). In fact, f  E a@@) 
implies the existence of step functions fn E U@(g) such that fa --+ f  a.e. But 
f,, E Z@(&Y,), and hence, f  is @ measurable and f  E de@@&). The opposite 
inclusion is trivial. 
Now, to proceed with the proof, let f  E A?@(Z) and set v,(A) = sA fdP for 
A E Z,, , the ring of all sets of finite measure in Z. Then V~ is u-additive not only 
on the u-ring Z; determined by Z,, , but on all of Z by [39, Lemma 1.1.151. 
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Note that the support of V, is the same as that off, and hence, it is u-finite. 
Let ?f = v, 1 a. Then fit has its support in @r . To: see this, define the 
@-bounded variation of v, relative to P, on a set E E .Z as: 
I,&; E) = sup g1 @ ($&) pw (1.1.4) 
where (Ei} C Z,, , Ei C E, disjoint and the supremum is taken relative to all 
such finite collections. (O/O is taken as zero.) Replacing f by af for an 01 > 0 if 
necessary, it can be assumed that Jo D(f) dP < 00. Then, using an extension 
of [13, 111.2.201, the details of which are given in [50, p. 351, it is seen that 
A&,; E) = s, a(f) dP> L&f> = j- @5(f 1 dP, (1.1.5) 
A-2 
since by definition, &,(v~) = Ie(vf ; 9) = sup{l,(v, ; E): E E ZO}. Since CD is 
nondecreasing, it follows from (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) that I@(&) < G(v~) < co. Also 
(1.1.5) shows that I,(v, ; .) is a a-additive P-continuous finite set function on Z, 
and that IQ and f have the same (a-finite) support [since Q(x) = 0 only when 
x = 01. But (1.1.4) also implies 
&iv, ; E) = M(& ; E) = MOB), EEZ, (1.1.6) 
where (v~)~ = v,(E n a). From this it is immediate that &(v~ ; *) 1 9 = 
&,(s~ ; 0): @ ++ [w+, and hence by (1.1.4), I&$) = sup&,(G, ; B): B E .~@a}. Then 
there exists an increasing sequence B, E a0 , such that S, = lim, B, E 9$ and 
co > I&) = li,m I& : B,) = I&, ; SO). (1.1.7) 
It is clear that 1&j ; B) = 0 for B n S, = 0, and that the o-finite set S, is 
the support of PI . Because of the additivity of &,(i$ ; *) for any set function of 
@-bounded variation, by [50, p. 221, ‘t 1 is in fact u-additive here. This proves 
the assertion. 
Consider the restricted (or trace) u-field a(&,) C a1 C a, on which P is 
u-finite. Since ;f = V~ 1 g = V~ 1 a(&,), by the preceding paragraph, fi, being 
P-continuous, the Radon-Nikodym theorem is applicable and yields a P-unique 
g(S,,) (and hence g) measurable f” such that 
;I(B) = s f dP, BEk%o. (1.1.8) B 
But by the earlier argument (cf. [50, p. 35]), 
co > I& ; B) = jB a’(f) dP, BEG&Y. (1.1.9) 
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Thus, JIG S@(a) and the essential uniqueness implies that the operator Eg: 
f t--+J is well-defined, and since C,(B) = v,(B) for all B E SI”, (1.1.8) implies 
(1.1.3) at once. Again the essential uniqueness of the Radon-Nikodyrn derivatives 
implies that, when f e LZ’@(@,f = f, a.e., which means that Eg(Ea(f )) = E*(f ). 
The positivity and linearity of the maps being evident, it follows that Ef% is a 
positive idempotent operator onto Z’@(a), and the result follows in this case. 
For (ii), Pa is localizable so that i;, . * a I-+ R is a u-additive set function 
vanishing on Pa-null sets. Then by [46, Theorem 5.11 the Radon-Nikodjrm 
theorem applies again to yield (1.1.8). Th en, since (1.1.9) is true as before, the 
result follows in this case also. This proves the theorem. 
An important point in the above proof is the following result, which was 
proven in [50, p. 3.51, but was not stated separately. If f E F’(Z), define the 
seminorm N@(.) by the gauge functional 
N@(f) = inf Ik >o:J- @(f/k)dP<l/. sa (1.1.10) 
Let L@(E) = S”(Z)/J, where 9 = {f E S?@(Z): N@(f) = 01. Denoting the 
induced norm on L@(Z) by (l.l.lO), also by the same symbol, it is seen that 
Lo is a Banch (or B-) space under N,(v), called an OrIicz space. Let V@(Z) = 
{V : ZH R, v u-additive, P-continuous, and I,(v/K) < co for some K = 
K(v) > 01, using the definition in (1.1.4). Then V@(Z) is a vector space of 
u-additive, P-continuous set functions of @-bounded variation, which becomes 
a B-space under the norm 1) * JjO given by 
11 v [IQ, = inf{K > 0 : I,(v/K) d l}. (1.1.11) 
Then a proof of the following result is contained in the argument leading to 
(1.1.8), and is essentially due to Uhl. @ is usually called a Young’s function. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.3 (Uhl). Let (Z, Q, P) be a measure space and L@(Z) and 
VO(Z) be the B-spaces introduced under norms (1.1.10) and (1.1.11). Let either 
Q(x) = 0 imply x = 0 or P on 2 be localizable. Then LO, V@ are isometrically 
isomorphic. If A: L@(Z) H V@(Z) is defkd by 
@f)(E) = J,f dP, EE&,, feL=‘(3, 
then X is the desired isomorphic mapping, and 
(1.1.12) 
I@(v; E) = j- @(h-l(v)) dP, II hf IL = No(f )- (1.1.13) 
E 
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Remark. Since the localizable property (and its consequences from [46]) 
will be used below, note that every u-finite measure is localizable, and a mea- 
sure space that is a direct sum of finite measure spaces is localizable. The latter 
property is also called strict Zocalizability (cf. [18]). 
The continuity properties of the operator E* are given in: 
PROPOSITION 1.1.4. Let (Q, 27, P), 3? C Z and @ be as in Theorem 1.1.2. Then 
Ea : 9@(Z) F-+ F’(B) has the following properties. 
(i) E” is a contractive idempotent endomorphism on (F’, N@(e)). 
(ii) Eg(f EB(g)) = Es(f) Eg(g), a.e., fbr f, g in LP n LP(L’). 
(iii) 99 C a, C Z implies Eg(E%(g)) = E%(E9(g)) = EB(g), a.e. 
(iv) Pa localizable implies E”(1) is defined and E$(l) = 1, a.e., and (more 
generally) for any measurable f 3 0 a.e., the mapping E9 : f ti E9(f) is defined 
and is idempotent. 
Proof. First note that (ii)- hold without topological considerations. To 
prove (i), for any B E&Y,, , by (1.1.8) [and (1.1.311, [&Ye = {B EL% : P(B) < CO}]: 
v,(B) = 1, f dP = s, E-@(f) dPS = &(B). 
It follows from I@(+) <I@(+), together with (1.1.12) and (1.1.13), that 
N&Wf )) = II 5, I/Q d II yt II@ = NcJf 1, f E LP(Z), (1.1.14) 
where the fact that I@(fi/k) < I,(v/k) for any k > 0, and that for k = 11 v  II@, 
the second term is at most 1, is used. Thus (i) holds. 
For (ii), it clearly follows if the equation below is proven for any h E Y@(&?): 
j-, E?fh) dPz% (= s, fh dP) = s, hE?f > dP9 3 AEL&,. (1.1.15) 
But if h = xB, B ~9, (1.1.15) becomes 
j- fxB dp = j-,, Es(f) dpa = s, x&?f) dJ’a , AnBEi&,, (1.1.16) A 
which is true by (1.1.3). Th us, by linearity of the integral, (1.1.15) is true for 
simple h, and then by a standard argument (writing f  = f  + - f -) with the 
monotone convergence theorem, it is true as stated. Since Es, E% are idempotent, 
(iii) is immediate since the range of E@ is a subspace of that of E%. A direct 
argument, using (ii) and (1.1.3), is also easy. Finally, (iv) is a simple consequence 
of the Radon-Nikodjlm theorem. This completes the proof. 
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Remark. The point of the preceding discussion is that the measure P need 
not be finite, and can be arbitrary when Q(x) = 0 only if x = 0 for the theory 
of conditional operators. However, in the absense of the latter condition on 0, 
Eg(l) may not be defined in general unless Pa is localizable. For a very general 
study of this problem, see [7]. 
Some simple properties of Eg needed later are given in: 
PROPOSITION 1.15 Let (9, Z, P), GY C Z, and @ be as in Theorem 1.1.2. Let 
g, h E -V’(Z) and g, , h, E 641(2’). Then the following statements are true for 
EB : P’(Z) I-+ Z’@(9). (v = max, A = min are used below.) 
(a) [Monotoneconvergence] (gvgJ <fn ff < h, a.e. implies Ea(f,J t E”(f), 
a.e., or mwe simply g, <f,, t f, a.e., implies Ea(f,J t E”(f), a.e. where now 
E*(f) = co is possible on a set of positive measure. 
(b) [Futou’s inequalities] (g v gI) <f,, < h, a.e. implies E# (lim, inf f,J < 
lim, inf E9(fn), a.e., and for g, < f,, < h, A h, a.e., E”(lim, sup f,) > 
lim, SUP E-Tf,J, a.e. Again g, h can be suppressed here. 
(c) [Dominated convergence] g, < fn & h, , a.e., f,, -+ f a.e. implies 
lim, Ea(fn) = E”(f), a.e. If @(2x) < c@(x), x 3 0, for some 0 < c < 00, 
then (g, , h,) can be replaced by (g, h) here. 
Prmf. The proofs are easily obtained from the classical (nonconditional) 
results. To see this the proof of (a) will be sketched. 
By hypothesis Es : P’(C) w L?*(9) exists and is positive. So from the 
inequalitiesgl < fn <f < h one deduces that EsB(gI) < Ea(fn) < Ea(fn+l) < 
Es(f) < ES(h), a.e., and hence, lim,, Eg(fn) < E”(f), a.e. Since g, < fn and 
gr E Z(E), the monotone convergence theorem yields for A E a0 
li,m lA Efs(fn) dP9 = lifin JA f,, dP = IA f dP = j* E”(f) dP# 
a f lim Ea(f,,) dPctr . A n (1.1.17) 
On the other hand, Ea(fn) Q lim, Ed(fn) a.e. so that 
JA E-Yf,) dpte G jA li,m E@(fJ dP.¶ . (1.1.18) 
Taking limits in (1.1.18) as n + 00 and substituting into (1.1.17), it follows 
that there is equality throughout in (1.1.17). Since A E go is arbitrary, the last 
two terms of (1.1.17) whose integrands are G%measurable can be identified a.e. 
This proves the first part of (a). The second part is similar. 
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DEFINITION 1.1.6. Let Z,, = (A E 2 : P(A) < co}. Then the set function 
P” : Z,, H 9@(37) defined by P”(A) = l?@(xJ, A E ZO, is called a conditional 
measure (or conditional probability measure when P(Q) < co). 
The result of the preceding proposition implies that Pg is a pointwise, a.e., 
u-additive set function on Z0 . Since it is not in general a real valued set function 
(it is vector valued), a detailed analysis of Pa will be postponed to Section 3. 
1.2. Function Spaces for Conditional Operators 
Even though the L@ spaces serve as a basis for the introduction of conditional 
operators and for elementary properties, it is clear from one of the examples 
of the Introduction that one may have to consider spaces for which the norm 
functional is just a function norm including the L* and Lp-norms. To make the 
results of this paper applicable to a wider collection of problems, a general 
class of Banach function spaces will be considered. These are the spaces exten- 
sively studied by Luxemburg and Zaanen (cf. [28, 55]), and they are briefly 
recalled here so that the analysis can be presented on these spaces. 
Let (52, Z, P) be a measure space and M be the class of all scalar measurable 
functions on it. A functional p : MH R+ is called a function norm if: (i) p(f) = 
p(I f  I); (ii) 0 < fi < fi , a.e., implies p(fJ < p(fJ; and (iii) p is a norm on M 
i.e., is a positive homogeneous subadditive functional vanishing only on P-null 
functions. Let Lo(Z) be the subcollection of (equivalence classes of) functions 
f  E M such that p(f) < co. Hereafter, equivalence classes will be identified and 
the elements of Lo(Z) (or Lo for short) will be termed functions, unless a distinc- 
tion is essential. Then LO(Z) is a normed linear space, called a (normed) Riesz 
space and is complete iff p also satisfies the triangle inequality for infinite sums 
[55, p. 4451. If p has the Fatou property, i.e., 0 < fn t f  a.e. implies p(f,) 1‘ p(f), 
then Lo(Z) is always a B-space, and this is assumed hereafter. This property 
holds for the LP, 1 < p < CO, and more generally for the L@-spaces. An element 
f  ELP(Z) has an absolutely continuous norm (a.c.n.) iff p(fxA,) J, 0 for all A, 4 a, 
A, E Z, and p is the a.c.n. iff every element of Lo(Z) has this property. p has the 
(strictly) localizable property iff for every f  in Lp(Z) the support off is a (strictly) 
localizable set in Z. For instance, if p(.) = No(.) then p is a strictly localizable 
norm if Q(X) = 0 iff x = 0 (in fact a u-finite norm even). In particular, the 
Lp-norm for 1 <p < cc has the latter property as well as the a.c.n. property. 
In what follows only real spaces are considered. But all results hold, with trivial 
adjustments, in the complex case. 
These concepts are employed in the following results, which will be used 
throughout. 
THEOREM 1.2.1. (a) An eZement f  E LO(Z) has a.c.n. ifl for every sequence 
{f~}CMwithjfl ~fi~fi>,...-Oo,onehusp(f,)J.O. 
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(b) I f  Lop = {f EL$Z): f  h as a.c.n.}, then LBp is a solid (or normal) closed 
subspace, and moreover, 0 <f,, t f  a.e., fn E L,o, and f  E Lap implies p(f,) t p(f) 
and p(fn - f) -+ 0. 
This result was proved in [28] for a u-finite P, and the general case in [39], 
needing a nontrivial proof. 
Recall that a measure p on Z is said to have the finite subset property (FSP) 
if for any set in z1 of positive measure there is a subset of positive finite measure 
in 2. When P has the FSP property, the associate norm p’ of p can be defined 
on Mt-+R+, by 
(1.2.1) 
p” = (p’)’ and higher associates are inductively defined. A result of Halperin 
and Luxemburg states that p = p” iff P has the FSP and p the Fatou property 
(cf. [55, p. 4701). Since ~(~1, n > 1 always has the Fatou property whatever p is, 
if P has FSP then one has LD C Lp” generally. The following result will also be 
needed. 
THEOREM 1.2.2. Let (Q, 27, P) be a measure space and p be a fuvction norm. 
Then Lo(Z) is refletive ifi (i) P has FSP, (ii) Lo = L,p, (iii) Lo’ = LP, where p’ is 
the associate of p, and (iv) both p and p’ have the localizable property. Moreover, 
when (Q-0-v) hold, (Lp)* = Lp’ and (Lp’)* = Lo equalities are in the sense of 
isometric isomorphisms. 
A proof of this result may be found in [39], and the characterization is the 
best possible. 
It will be necessary to consider the concept of PI-bounded variation of an 
additive set function for the work here. Thus, let & = (A E Z : p(x,.,) < cxx}, 
and let A,@,&, P) or A,(P) be the class of additive scalar set functions G 
on the ring Z0 , vanishing on P-null sets such that p’(G) < 00, where the norm 
p’ is: 
p’(G) = sup 11 S,f dG ( : p(f) f  l,f simple/. (1.2.2) 
Such a G is termed of p’-bounded semivariation relative to P. Here f  can be any 
element of Lo(Z) also if the integral is taken in the sense of [13,111.2]. If dG = 
gdP, then (1.2.1) and (1.2.2) imply that p’(G) = p’(g). Thus the same symbol p’ 
can and will be used without ambiguity for both the point and set functions 
in (1.2.1) and (1.2.2). Also it is known that G is u-additive on the ring .Z,, in 
case p is a nontrivial a.c.n. (i.e., such that Lap = Lo) or is continuous at zero 
(i.e., for any E > 0 there is a 6, > 0 such that P(E) < 86 p(xe) < E). Hence, G 
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has a unique u-additive extension to the u-ring u(&,) of Z,, since G is finite 
on Z,, . However, it was shown in [39, p. 1401 that G also has a u-additive 
extension to Z itself. The following result complements and generalizes some 
aspects of Theorem 1.1.2 and Proposition 1.1.4. 
THEOREM 1.2.3. Let Lp(Z) be a Riesz space on a complete (Q, 2, P) such that 
p also has the localizable property. If 9? C Z is a a-$eld and L”(9) is the correspond- 
ing subspace of SY-measurable functions, then there exists a unique linear positive 
co&active idempotent operator ES : LQ(Z) w Lo(@) (i.e., Es@ EB(Lp(Z), L+S’)) 
in the sense of [13] and EgEs@ = Es), such that 
s, f dP = s, Ee@(f) dP, > f ~LV), A E SY,, = {B E 9, P(B) < CO}. (1.2.3) 
Moreover, for any a-Jields 9’ C & C Z, it is also true that 
0) E?fE-%)) = ETf) Es%), a.e., f, g E Lp n L”(Z), 
(ii) ES(ES1(f)) = Egl(Eg(f)) = E9(f), a.e., f E L$ZY). 
Remark. In the context of LO-spaces, this may be regarded as the most 
general result compared to the LO-spaces. A sketch of the proof will be included 
here. 
Proof. The hypothesis of localizability of p ensures that if go = (A E SZI :
p(xA) < co} and if a1 = u(&,), the u-ring (completed for P and denoted by 
the same symbol), then L+S) = L+Q as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.2. So 
if L+@) = {0}, define Ea = 0. In the nontrivial case, for f ELP(ZI) let v,(A) = 
J, fdP, A E z: P(A) < co. If fij = v 1 g, let S,, = supp&). Then by definition, 
S,, E &?. It will be shown that S, E a1 . 
By the localizability of p, p’ exists as a nontrivial associate norm on point 
functions. Also by the Fatou property, p = p” and using the definition of vf 
and (1.2.3), it follows that p(v,) = p”(q) = p”(f) = p(f) < co. Thus, 
Here the fact that p(v,) = p(] v, I), I vt 1 (A) = sA If 1 dP is used. If S, = 
supp(g,,), then S, E a1 , and S = ut-i S, ear. If S, - S, which is in g!, 
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is not v,-null, then there exists an A E go such that v,(A) > 0, and A r\ S = 0. 
Then there exists a g” ~D’(9?r), p’(i) < 1, and 01 = sA g”d 1 vr 1 > 0. This means 
This contradiction shows that SI S,, outside a null set, and since the opposite 
inclusion is obvious, S = S,, except for a null set. Thus, S, E aI . 
Next, consider the restriction (or trace) of .9$ to S, , say a(&,) which is now 
a u-field. Since every element of &, and hence of gI is localizable by hypothesis 
on p, it follows that P ) 9I(S,) is localizable, and the Radon-Nikodym theorem 
applies to (C, , P) on aI( So there is a unique 9&(S,) measurable (hence 
a-measurable) f’ such that c~(A) = sA fdP& , A E g!, P(A) < CO. An analogous 
argument, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.2, shows that the mapping E9 : f-f 
is well-defined, satisfies (1.2.3), and is a positive linear idempotent operator on 
.L~(Z)HL+?). Moreover, (i) and (ii) follow from the same argument since no 
special LO-properties (not true of Lo) were used in the proof of Proposition 1.1.4. 
Finally, to prove that Ea has the stated continuity property, consider again 
p = p” and 
P(f) = P”(f) = P”M = sup 11 J-o g dv, 1 : p’(g) G 1, g EL’WJ 
zsuPlIJ‘,g~~,/:gEL”(~),p’(g)~ll 
= sup 11 I, gEa(f) dP 1 : g EJ?“(L~?), p’(g) < 11. (1.2.6) 
This implies that Es is a contraction fromD(Z) toD(B) ; so Ea E B(D(Z),D(93)), 
and completes the proof. 
Remarks. (1). The first paragraph of the proof shows that the function 
norm p can be assumed saturated [55, p. 4541, i.e., on every set of positive 
measure, there is a nontrivial function from D(zl) living on it, and this will be 
assumed below. 
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(2) Traditionally, the theory of conditional operators is considered on 
LP-spaces on a finite measure space in which p(e) = 11 * II9 can be computed 
without reference to p’ = \/ I&,, , p-l + p’-l = 1. The last property is also true 
of Orlicz spaces, as seen from Proposition 1.1.4, since the norm is given by a 
guage functional [cf. (1.1.10) and (1.1.1 l)]. Th is is not available in the general 
case [cf. (1.2.6)] and it is not possible to assert generally that Ea E I?(Lp(Z), 
D(C)) = B(L$Z)), much less a contraction. The following trivial counterexample 
illustrates the point. 
Let Q = {1,2}, Z = power set, a = (a, Q}, P({l}) = a, P((2)) = #. Let 
p(f) = JF 1 f 1 dP + [Jo 1 f I2 dP]liz, F = {I} = Q - G. Then EB(f) = 
Hf (1) + f (2)). If f = 3XF + 2xc > then p(f) = 1 + 2(#)‘12 < p(E9(f)) = 
i(Q + (%)I/“). By a modification of the spaces, one can even make the right 
side arbitrarily large. 
By a natural restriction of the class of p values, it is possible to eliminate this 
pathology and have properties similar to those of the Orlicz spaces, as noted 
in the Addendum to [39]. This class will be considered below after proving the 
desired property for Orlicz spaces in the next section. First it is of interest to 
state the dependence of Es on .CZ. 
THEOREM 1.2.4. For L$Z) on (Q, Z, P) let p be a localizable norm. If (aa, 01 E I} 
is a generalized sequence of suba-Jields of Z, f E L$X), let g, = Es-(f) (E LD(.%?~)). 
If 9? = u(uar Ba), g = Eg(f ), and there is h E Lo(Z) with a.c.n. such that I g, 1 < h 
a.e., then g, --+ g in norm ajfga --+ g in measure. 
This follows from [39, 1.2.41, and Theorem 1.2.1. The result can be strength- 
ened for Orlicz spaces without reference to such h. 
1.3. Conditional Jensen’s Inequality 
Recall that a mapping v: [w H W is convex if it is measurable and for any 
0 d a < 1, xl , x2 in R, v,(q + (1 - 4x2) < q&) + (1 - 4 dx2), and v  is 
strictly convex if for 0 < 01 < 1 there is strict inequality for x1 # x2 . It is known 
that a function v: [w H R is convex iff for any a, x in [w, v can be expressed as 
~(4 = da) + Jn g(t) dt, a (1.3.1) 
where g: [w t+ R is nondecreasing, and strictly increasing when ‘p is strictly 
convex. This implies, in particular, that the left and right derivatives of e, exist 
everywhere and the derivative v’ itself exists at all but a countable set of points. 
It is also known that q is the upper envelope of a countable set of support lines 
(or aHine functions) g, , gn(t) = a, + tb, , and if v is strictly convex, then each 
g, touches F at only one point. 
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With this the conditional Jensen’s inequality can be given precisely as follows. 
THEOREM 1.3.1. Let ‘p: [w t-+ R be a convex function, (Q, C, P) be a measure 
space, and 99 C ,Z be a u-Jield. Suppose that either: (i) v(a) has a unique minimum 
at a point, say the origin, and v(f) is integrable; or (ii) P9 = P 1 @ is localizable 
and f is locally integrable, where fi Q F-+ IF! is a measurable function for Z. Then 
it follows that 
ET94fN 3 dE-?fN, a-e. (1.3.2) 
where Eg: L,(Z) I-+ L&S) is a conditional operator on locally integrable functions 
L,(Z) in (i) or (ii). If, moreover, v is strictly convex, then equality holds in (1.3.2) 
iff f is a-measurable. 
Remark. The proof of equality in (1.3.2) is apparently not explicitly written 
down in the literature, though the result is often stated and used (as J. Pfanzagl 
mentioned to me in 1969). The simple equality argument is essentially due to 
N. Dinculeanu. 
Proof. Under hypothesis (ii), with Pa u-finite, the inequality (1.3.2) was 
first proven in this generality in [4], and the equality condition can be inferred 
from a reworking of that proof; however, it is not simple. Here (i) and a short 
proof of (ii), together with the equality conditions, will be given. 
(i) In this case P is arbitrary. Since cp > 0 by hypothesis, there exist 
Young’s functions yi, qua such that q~ = vi on Rf and v  = v2 on R-. I f  
f =f+-f-, then v(f) =q+(f+)+q~~(f-) is integrable. Thus f+ E Lml(Z), 
f - ELLS, and pi(x) = 0 i f f  x = 0 so that by Theorem 1.1.3, ES: Lmi(Z) ++ 
Lmi(GY), i = 1,2 exists and if (1.3.2) is true for each v1 , ~a , then clearly the 
result will hold for F. Thus, it is sufficient to prove (1.3.2) with the additional 
assumption that v  is a Young’s function here as well as in (ii). 
With this reduction, the inequality is an immediate consequence of Proposition 
1.1.3. In fact, let vf(.) = St., fdP, and A E 9. Then 
%(.) = (? 1 a>(.) = s,.,f’dP, = jt) Es(f) dP9, (1.3.3) 
and 
I dE?f )) dJ’9 = h@~ ; A 4 G UQ ; 4 = jA v(f) dp 
The extreme integrands are %measurable and A E B is arbitrary; so (1.3.2) 
is an immediate consequence of (1.3.4). S UC h a computation is not available for 
Lp spaces. 
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(ii) I f  PB is localizable, since constants are locally integrable, it follows 
that Ea(or) = OL a.e. for any 01 E R, and that EB(f) exists for each locally integrable 
J The result now follows from the upper envelope characterization of Q, noted 
earlier. Thus, for each x E R, 
944 > as + b, = g,(x) (1.3.5) 
for some n, where g, supports p at x. So if x of, (1.3.4) holds with f for 
almost all w E J2. Thus v(f) > a,f + b, = g,(f), and since E@ is order- 
preserving, this implies 
@b(f))(w) 3 a3'(f)(w) + h =gn(EB(f))b), a-e. (1.3.6) 
Now taking supremum on 7c on the right, one has P(q(f))(w) > #P(f))(w). 
Since this involves only the pointwise supremum of a countable collection, 
this proves the result in this case also. Hence, (1.3.2) is true in all cases. 
For the last part, let v  be strictly convex, Ea(rp(f)) = tp(ET(f)), a.e., and 
y(f) EU(ZI). Here, without loss of generality, Pa may be assumed localizable 
in both (i) and (ii). Since g( .) in (1.3.1) is increasing, it follows that 
v(x) - da> 2 &4(x - 4, a,xE IR. (1.3.7) 
Taking a = E9(f)(w), x = f (w) in (1.3.7), and noting that g(EfB(f)) and 
&Y(aj)) are measurable, and that from the theory of Orlicz spaces (or even 
by a direct and standard argument) g(f) f ELl(Z), (1.3.7) implies 
j-/~(f) dp 3 j-/#?f)) dP9 + /ng(@?f))(f- El(f)) dp 
zzz SnE"(pl(f)) dpa + //@'(g(E?f)))[f- E?f I1dP.a 2 by 
assumption of equality in (2) and the definition of Ea, 
= 
s 
E”(tp(f)) dP9, since by the averaging property of Es the last 
R 
term is zero, so there is equality in the first line. 
Thus, (1.3.7) and (1.3.8) yield 
(1.3.8) 
0 G s sa b(f) - dE”(f )) - g(E”(f ))(f - E?f >)I dp = 0, (1.34 
so that the integrand (which is non-negative) must vanish a.e. Comparing this 
with the fact that in (1.3.7) there is strict inequality unless x = a (strict 
convexity), it follows that on the set A = {w: f(w) # Ea(f )(w)}, the integrand 
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of (1.3.9) must be strictly positive. But (1.3.9) implies that P(A) = 0. Hence 
f(w) = Jwf)( w , o E D - A. Since in the localizability hypothesis the a-fields > 
g, 2 are complete, it follows that f is g-measurable. On the other hand, if f 
is g-measurable, it is trivial that there is equality in (1.3.2) for any convex 
function. Hence, the proof is complete. 
Note that the ordinary (nonconditional) Jensen’s inequality is obtained, if 
a = (m, Q) so that Eg(1) = E(1) = 1 is true in this case iff P(Q) = 1. Thus, 
it is the conditional inequality that affords more flexibility, regarding the under- 
lying measure space, than the classical one. 
The following result, for Lebesgue and Orlicz spaces, improves upon Theorem 
1.2.4 above when the measure is finite (cf. [37]). 
THEOREM 1.3.2. Let 9?, ga be suba-jields of 2, 01 E I, a directed set and 
99 = u(Ua ga). Let @ be a continuous Young’s function. IfLQ(Z) is the corresponding 
Or&z space on (Q, Z, P), a finite measure space, and iff E LQ(Z), let g, = E*(f ), 
g = Es(f). Then g, +g in @-mean (i.e., sQ @((g= - g)/a) dP-t 0 for some 
a 3 1) zzgU -+g in P-measure, as at. If either the norm No(.) of LQ is a.c.n., 
or f is bounded, then g, -+ g in norm if f  g, --f g in measure. 
Proof-Case 1. Suppose I = N. Without loss of generality assume that 
NQ(f) < 1 so that N,(g,) < 1 and N,(g) < 1, since Eg, Eg= are contractions 
in LQ (by Proposition 1.1.4), and a = 1 can then be taken. So g, -+ g in @-mean 
by [13, 111.3.61 iff: (i) g, +g in measure, and (ii) 
lim 
s fv)+O ‘4 @(gn) dp = 0, 
uniformly in 12. (1.3.10) 
First, note that (1.3.10) is always true for the {g, , g}-sequence whether 
P(Q) < 00 or not, i.e., {@(g,), 01 E kA> CLl(,Z) is weakly sequentially compact by 
[13, IV.8.91. To prove (1.3.10), by the Jensen’s inequality (1.3.2): 
h, = @(Esa(f )) d EgM(@(f )), a.e., a!EN. (1.3.11) 
If 0 < Y = @(f)ELl(Z), then by (1.3.11) it suffices to prove (1.3.10) for 
E9$ Y) instead of h, there. However, Y E Ll(Z) implies the existence of a Young’s 
function @,, such that [DO(x)]/x t 00 and Y EL~o(Z). Suppose this is given. Then, 
letting p(.) = NQO(*), it follows that 
lim 
s pw-0 ‘4 
ESa(Y) dP = lim P(A)+O s R ~a-@%‘) dP G p$yo /@TV)) P’(XA) 
G P(Y) p~$-go f’(XA). (1.3.12) 
683/s/3-5 
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But it is well-known from the theory of Orlicz spaces that there exists a convex 
function Y,, such that [Y,(x)]/x t ~0, and P’(xJ = NY&xJ = [~~lUIP@)I)I-l 
which tends to zero as P(A) -+ 0. Actually Y,,(X) = sup{] x 1 y - 4(y): y 3 01. 
Thus, (1.3.10) is true. It remains to prove the above italicized statement. 
This statement is based on a classical argument of de la VallCe-Poussin’s 
(1915), and can be sketched as follows. Since Y EG(Z), there exist K, f CO such 
that the following holds: 
un2 ’ L>k I Y dP 3 f  iP[i < Y < i + l] n i=k, 
= f  P[Y > i] + P[Y > kJ(kn - 1) 3 f  q(Y), (1.3.13) 
i=k, i-k,, 
where ai = P[Y > i]. Thus, (1.3.13) implies 
n=l i=k, 
If Y is not bounded, then there exist infinitely many K, > 0, so that b, t co, 
and if Y is bounded Y EL% for any such @a since L1 n L* CL& for any con- 
tinuous 6. In the unbounded case let @a( *) be the convex minorant of Cisr bi . 
Thus Y EL’%(Z), and the result follows. Hence the theorem is true in this case. 
Proof-Case 2. I is any directed set. In this case the hypothesis implies 
that for every countable sequence, by Case 1, the result is true. That the same 
conclusion must then be true for the generalized sequence follows by an indirect 
argument. This part of the proof is identical with that of [13, p. 1251, and, 
hence may be omitted. 
The last statement about the equivalence of mean convergence and norm 
convergence when (and only when) @ satisfies a growth condition [@(2x) < c@(x) 
for x > x0 > 0] so that NQ is an a.c.n., is a well-known result in the Orlicz space 
theory. This completes the proof. 
Remark 1.3.3. A slight modification of the construction of de la VallCe- 
Poussin’s result gives some useful information about the L@(Q, 2, P), P(Q) < 00. 
In fact, ; f  Y E Ll(Q, Z, P), then one may choose @ such that @(2x) < C@(x), x > 0, 
[@(x)]/x t co as x f  co, C > 0 (so YE L@(Q, Z, P)); but @ may not grow as fast 
as @I where al(x) = 1 x / log+ 1 x 1, a Young’s function of importance in many 
studies. However, @ may be chosen strictly convex. 
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Proof of Remark. For convenience, let 0 < Y and so YdP = 1. If  a, > 0, 
choose by induction a,, >, 3aflAl, n > 2, such that JIr>a,l YdP < l/2”, as 
before. Let g = xz=‘=, nxa, where A, = [anel , a,), and @j(z) = J,“g(t) dt. 
It is then clear that [@(x)1/x t co, and @ is convex. Also @(2x) < 4@(x), as a 
simple computation shows. Then Y EL@@, Z, P) as in (1.3.14). In fact, 
@(x) < ax, for x < a, , and thus, 
YdP=j YdP+l<co. 
n 
Even if a, = an for a > 1, the above requirements may not be satisfied for all 
Y EP(Q, Z, P). Since @ depends on Y (by the very construction), the above 
result implies L+?, Z, P) = u {L@(Q, Z, P): @(2x) < C@(x), @ Young’s 
function), and hence, if the D-space is infinite dimensional, some of the 
@ values must necessarily grow slower than @r so thatl%(Q, Z, P) CL@j(Q, Z, P) 
for at least countably many Gj , because in the contrary case Ll(Q, Z, P) = 
L%(sZ, 2, P) is obtained, which is absurd. 
To prove the last statement, which is known [35], a strictly convex & is given 
as follows. Let g be the left derivative of Cp (as above), and define 8’(x) = 
g(x)(2 - e+), and 6’(x) = Ji @(t) dt. This satisfies the requirements, and the 
proof is finished. 
If  Q(X) = x2, I = N, then the above theorem was proved in [47, Theorem 51. 
The following result has some interest in the theory of martingales, and is a 
consequence of Theorem 1.3.1. If  f :  Q w R is a measurable function for 2, 
let .@f C 2 denote the u-field generated by f. Then one has: 
THEOREM 1.3.4. Letf, g E Lp(SJ, 2, P) where P my be infinite, and 1 < p < cc. 
If  IT?(g) = f, a.e., and E”o(f) = g, a.e., then f  = g a.e. 
Proof. The proof is simple if p > 1. For in that case by Theorem 1.3.1, 
with O(X) = 1 x 12, which is strictly convex, the hypothesis implies 
Q(g) = @(EBg(f )> < @V(f )), a.e-, (1.3.15a) 
Q(f) = @(-@f(g)) < -@(@(g)), a.e., (1.3.15b) 
with strict inequality on a set of positive measure unless f  is gg-measurable. 
But if the latter is not the case, then by (1.3.15) 
j- @(g) dp -=c j -@?@(f )) dP = j- @(f > dP 
n R a 
< j- EBf%‘(@(g)> dp = j- @p(g) dp, (1.3.16) 
R $2 
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a contradiction. Hence, there is equality in both parts of (1.3.15), so that g is 
g’I , andf is a0 measurable. Hence, f  = Eaf(g) = g, a.e. 
If p = 1, then {f, g} CLl(Z) is a set that is trivially uniformly ubsolutely 
integrable, i.e., satisfies (1.3.10). H ence, by de la VallCe-Poussin’s result recalled 
in (1.3.13) and (1.3.14) above, there exists a @a such that [@s(x)]/x t co, and 
{f, g} CL%(Z). For the existence of @a , no finiteness of P(Q) was used in 
(1.3.13) and (1.3.14). However, @s may be assumed strictly convex as otherwise 
it can be replaced by such (Remark 1.3.3), and then (1.3.15) and (1.3.16) apply 
to give the same conclusion: f  = g a.e. This completes the proof. 
It is clear that the above proof yields the following generalization. 
THEOREM 1.3.5. Let Cp be a continuous Young’s function such that Or(x) = 0 
a$f x = 0. Let f,  g EL@(Z) on a not necessarily finite measure space (Q, Z, P). 
I f  Eqg) = f, a.e., and E9g(f) = g, a.e. (these conditional operators exist by 
Theorem 1.1.2), then f  = g a.e. 
In view of Theorem 1.3.1, it is desirable to strengthen Theorem 1.2.3 for a 
class of Lp-spaces. The condition on p, appropriately called the Jensen (or 
J ) property, is the following. It was originally introduced for a different purpose 
in [15, p. 71. 
DEFINITION. If f  ELo(Z), and CY, any finite disjoint collection of sets {,A, , 
i = I,..., n} such that 0 < P(A,) < co and p&) < 00, are given, let f  = 
E@(f) = cb, (sAi fdP> l/[P(Ai)]xai. Then p has the j-property if for each 
suchaone hasp(f) <p(f),f~Lo. 
It can be shown that if p has the J-property, its adjoint p’ does also (cf. [15, 
p. 91); and the LP and Lm-norms have this property. More important for the 
present is that Es of Theorem 1.2.3 is a contraction in B(LQ) for any ~?8 C Z, 
u-field (and the converse is also true as shown by Gretsky [16]). The J-property 
will be assumed for p essentially always in the rest of the paper so that E” is a 
contractive projection. 
PROBLEM. Let @: [Wf ++ IW+ be a monotone function such that Q(O) = 0 
@p(x) t 00 as x t co. [Extend to Iw- by defining @(-x) = Q(x) for convenience.] 
Let L@(2) = {f: so @(of) dP < co, for some 01 = af > O}. Then with d(f) = 
inf{ol > 0: so @(f/a) dP < a>, (Lo, d(.)) is a complete metric space. These 
spaces become Orlicz spaces iff @ is also convex. Such spaces, sometimes called 
generalized Orlicz spaces, were found to be of interest in some problems of 
Prediction Theory (cf. Urbanik’s work in the Fifth Berkeley Symposium on 
Probability and Statistics, Vol. 2). Extend as many results as possible to these 
function spaces. [Note that G(x) = 1 x \p, 0 < p < cc is admissible so that 
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for p < 1 some care is needed because there are no nontrivial continuous 
linear functionals on such spaces.] 
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF CONDITIONAL OPERATORS 
2.1. Identities Satisfied by Conditional Operators 
It will be convenient to start with two basic identities satisfied by the con- 
ditional operators on Lo(Z), or L@(Z), p roved in the preceding sections. The 
precise statement is given in the following: 
THEOREM 2.1.1. Let (Sz, Z, P) be a measure space and let Lo(Z) be the Riesz 
space. If @ C Z is a o-field, let p have the Fatou and J-properties and suppose a-tither: 
(i) p has the localizable property; OY (ii) Pa is localizable. Then there exists a 
mapping Q: Lo(Z) t-+Lp(B), Q = E”, which is a linear positive contractive 
projection taking bounded functions into bounded functions, and in case (ii), Ql = 1 
a.e. is also true. If aI C gz C Z are a-fields (and Pg, is localizable in case (ii)), and 
Qi = ES*, i = 1,2, then QIQS = Q2QI = QI . Moreover, if f, g ELD(Z), f OY g 
bounded, then (the averaging identity) 
Q( f Qg) = Qf Qg, a-e.9 (2.1.1) 
and for any f, g EL’(Z), (the &ddk identity) 
Q((Qf) v (Qg)) = (Qf) v (Qgh a-e. (2.1.2) 
This result is simply a restatement of Theorem 1.2.3 and Proposition 1.1.4 
in the context of Lo-spaces. Since Q 1 Lo(a) is the identity mapping, (2.1.2) is 
obvious. Also note that if Lo = LO, P(G) < oc), then Q: L@(Z) t-+L5(9) has a 
unique Lr-continuous extension to Q: Lr(Z) E+ L1(5@) where Q is the conditional 
operator on this space. 
The preceding theorem raises the following two natural questions: (1) Are 
there other positive contractive projection operators on D(Z) F+ Lo(a) that 
are not conditional operators and, if so, how are they related 7 (2) If  Q: Lo(Z) w 
Lo(Z) is a contractive projection, under what conditions does it coincide with 
a conditional operator on the space ? Both these problems are related to each 
other and are certainly nontrivial; but answers to these questions provide 
considerable facility in the convergence theory of conditional operators. There- 
fore, they will be analyzed in this section. 
DEFINITION 2.1.2. A linear mapping T: Lp(Z) t+L$Z) is said to be: (a) an 
averaging operator if (i) T(f Tg) = (Tf) (Tg), f or g bounded, and (ii) there is a 
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set {f= , (Y E I> CD’(Z) n Lm(Z), w h ere I is an index set such that Tf@ = fa , 
OL ~1, and if S, = supp(f,), then (Q - UDLEI S,) is P-null, or Q * Vat-, S, ; 
(b) a siddk operator on the lattice D(Z), if T((Tf) v (Tg)) = (Tf) v (Tg) for 
all f, g in D(Z). 
The first observation to be made about these operators is: 
LEMMA 2.1.3. Every averaging or sid& operator in Lo(Z) is idmpotmt. 
Proof. (a) LetfELp(Z) andg = Tf. Iff= ~(f, , (Y EI}, then by the averaging 
identity of (i) and the property (ii) one has 
Wag) = T(fm Tf) = Tfa Tf =faTf (2.1.3) 
and on the other hand with (ii): 
Hence, 
T(fmg) = T(g Tfa) = Tg Tfa =fm Tg. (2.1.4) 
fcx T?f =fJk = T(f,g) =f= Tf,f EL‘V). 
Consequently Tzf = Tf on S, = supp(f=) for each 01 E I. Since Q + UaE, S, , 
this implies T2 = T. 
(b) Takingg = 0 in the Sidak identity, one has 
T((Tf)+) = T(Tf v 0) = Tf v 0 = (Tf)+. (2.1.5) 
Since f - = -(-f)+ by definition, this yields 
(Tf)- = -(-Tf)+ = -(T(-f))+. 
Thus, 
(2.1.6) 
T((Tf)-) = T(-(T(-f>)+) = -T((T(-f))+) = -T((-f))+ = (Tf)- (2.1.7) 
by (2.1.5) and (2.1.6). Consequently for any f EL$Y), 
T”f = T(Tf) = T((Tf)+ - (Tf)-) = (Tf)+ - (Tf)- = Tf (2.1.8) 
and hence T2 = T, as asserted. 
Remark. The SidAk identity was introduced in [47] to remove the bounded- 
ness condition on f or g occurring in the averaging identity when Lo = L2 with 
P(Q) = 1 (and Tl = 1). The present analysis will also be useful for the more 
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general Reynolds operators, to be studied in Section 4, but the averaging 
operators have independent interest. 
2.2. Contractive Projections and Conditional Operators 
The first theorem on the structure of certain contractive projections on Lo- 
spaces can and will be used to unify several results. The proof may be simplified 
using Theorem 1.3.1 ifLD = L”, p > 1, and the measure space is finite. However, 
the general case has many applications. A sketch of it was indicated in [39] for 
a somewhat special case of this result, which also makes precise some results 
of [37]. 
THEOREM 2.2.1. Let T: Lo(Z) t+ Lo(a) b e a bounded projection where 99 C .Z 
is a Qeld and (Q, 2, P) is a measure space such that Pa has the jkite subset 
property, or FSP. Then there exists a unique locally integrable quasifunction g* 
(or cross-section, cf. [29] and [55], i.e., g* coincides with a measurable function on 
every set of fkite P-measure) such that Tf = Ea(fg*), where Ea: Lo(Z(A)) ++ 
Lp(g(A)) is a conditional operator for every AEB, P(A) < 00, and Z(A), B(A) 
are the traces of Z, 9? on A. If P*a is localizable then (and only then) g*( = g) is 
a measurable function. If also there exists a family {fa , 01 E I} CLo(@ n L”(a) 
such that Sz * use, supp(f,) and that ;f P(supp(f,)) < 0~) (thus, Pa is strictly 
localizable), then E”(g) = 1 a.e. Finally, if p is also an a.c.n., with the J-property, 
and T is contractive, then g = 1 a.e., and this need not be true when p is not an 
a.c.n. and T not contractive, even if the J-property is assumed. 
Proof. The FSP property only excludes some trivial cases of no interest here, 
and it is not a real restriction. Because of this property Lo’(g) exists nontrivially 
and also Lo”(a), and that p = p” here since p has the Fatou property. Let A E a 
be a set of finite positive measure so that Lo’(Z(A)) exists nontrivially. For this 
proof it may be assumed that p’(xA) < co. In fact, it may be assumed that 
p-purely infinite sets do not exist in Z (i.e., sets E E Z such that P(E) > 0, and 
for every subset F C E, FE Z, p(xF) = co) since there exist no f E LO(Z) that 
is different from zero, a.e., on such a set. The same property holds for p’ (cf. 
[55, p. 4721). Th en f or such A, Lo(S?(A)) and Lo’(g(A)) [as well as L$Y(A)), 
Lp’(.Z(A))] are well-defined and there exist p and p’ admissible sequences {A,} C 
9(A), i.e., A, t A and p(xA,) < co, p’(xA,) < co for all n. Thus, A may be 
replaced by A, for all large enough n, and by the FSP of Pa this covers everything 
in a for this proof. 
Consider the functional xA* E (Lo(Z(A)))* defined by 
xA*(f) = s, XATf dP = so xA(Tf) dP, , A ~g, (2.2.1) 
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where PA(*) = P(A n .)(and [I X, * jj < p’hA) < co). Since PA is a finite measure, 
the following unique representation of x,* holds (cf. [55, p. 467; 39, 1.1.141): 
s TfdPA = xA *(f> = lAfgd dp, + J/‘(f) dGA , felt:), (2.2.2) A 
where g, EL~‘(Z(A)) and GA is a purely finitely additive bounded set function 
on Z(A) vanishing on P-null sets, and F(f) is a certain canonical image off. 
The last integral is well-defined (cf. [15,39]). It may be assumed that there is an 
0 <fa EL~(&Y(A)) nL”(g(A)) (such an element, called a “weak unit” in [28], 
always exists if the measure space is a-finite). Then replacing f byfOxB , B E 99, 
and remembering that T ) Lo(a(A)) is identity, 
s,,, fo dp~ = s,nBfOgA dpA + /.4nBF(fo) dGA 9 A, Beg!. (2.2.3) 
Since B is arbitrary (A n B E B(A)), the first two integrals are u-additive on 
~&4), whereas the last one is purely finitely additive (or a “singular” functional 
in [55]) so that it must vanish. In any case, (2.2.2) becomes 
j- Tf @a = j- fgA dp = j” E?fgA) dp, , f do(Z), A E a0 . (2.2.4) 
A A A 
The integrands of the extreme integrals are a-measurable and hence they can 
be identified. As A varies in ~%a , {gA} defines what is called a quasifunction g* 
(McShane’s terminology [29] and “cross-section” in Zaanen’s [55]). The various 
integrals are well-defined, for such “functions,” as was shown in [29], so that 
the above can be expressed as 
Tf = -Wfg*), 
This is the first statement. 
f ELqq. (2.2.5) 
It is a generalized Radon-Nikodjrm theorem of McShane and Zaanen and 
Segal that a quasifunction g* is measurable iff Pa is localizable (cf. [29, p. 336; 
55, p. 2641). Thus, in this case g* is written as the measurable function g, so that 
Tf = -@(fg), f ELqY). (2.2.6) 
The hypothesis that Q =‘: uoiol supp(f,) then implies, on replacing f by fa in 
(2.2.6), 
fw = Tfa = E-‘?fLx) =fP%), (2.2.7) 
since fa is a-measurable. Thus, EB(g) = 1 a.e. on supp(f,), a: ~1. Since Q is 
exhausted, it follows that E*(g) = 1 a.e. holds as stated. Regarding the paren- 
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thetical statement, J2 + UaGI supp(f,), each set of finite positive measure, 
implies that P on .% has the direct sum property, so it is strictly localizable 
(cf. [18, p. 171). 
To prove the last part, since (Lo)* = Lo’ because of the a.c.n. and localizability 
of p.58, one may now reproduce the corresponding proof (because of the J- 
property) of the Orlicz space case of [43, Theorem 4.51 and conclude that 
g = 1 a.e. The negative statement is seen by taking p(.) = Ij& , for instance. 
This completes the proof. 
Note that the a.c.n. property of p and the localizability of Pa were used in the 
above proof in deducing that (Lp(B))* = Lp’(.S?). However, the latter can hold 
in some cases (e.g., Lo is reflexive) for general measures. If this is assumed, then 
the quasifunction g*Xa E Lp’(.Z(A)), and everything goes through. Then the 
conclusion is that g* = 1 a.e. on each set of finite measure, and the other 
assumptions then show that g* = 1 must be true a.e. on Sz. This can be stated 
for reference as follows: 
THEOREM 2.2.1’. Let T: L$?Y) *Lo(g) b e a bounded projection, p has the 
Fatou property, and PS has the FSP. Then 
Tf = Wfg*), f ELV) (2.2.8) 
where g* is a quasifunction such that g*xa ELP’(Z(A)) for every A E: g,, , and 
where Es: U(Z(A)) I-+ L1(9(A)) is th e conditional operator. If, moreover, there 
exists {fa , 01 E P} C Lo(g) A L”(.@)’ such that Uacl supp(f,) h Q, 0 < P 
(supp(f,)) < 00, and p has the property that (Lo(@)* =Lp’(g), the J-property, 
and that T is a contraction, theng* = 1 a.e. 
Remark. Note that (2.2.6) or (2.2.8) implies that T also satisfies the averaging 
identity T(f Th) = (Tf) (Th), for f or h bounded, f, h ELP(Z). This follows 
from 
T(f Th) = E”((f Th) g*) = Th E9(f g*) = (Th) (Tf) (2.2.9) 
since Th is g-measurable (and use 1.1.4). This is not obvious a priori without 
Theorem 2.2.1. It will follow from a remark after Theorem 2.2.8 below that 
when the Lo(g) has a set (fW , (Y ~1) as above, then T is also positive. 
From the preceding result several specializations will be recorded for later use. 
COROLLARY 2.2.2. Let T: L@(Z) ++ L@(@) on (Q, 2, P) be a bounded projection 
where either Pg is localizable OY Q(x) = 0 isf x = 0 and LO is the Orlicx space. 
Then 
Tf = Ea(fg*), a.e., f EL@(Z), (2.2.10) 
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where g* is a locally integrable quasi-function such that fg* is measurable. If, 
moreover, T is con&active, 0(2x) < C@(x), x > 0, 0 < C < co, and L@(g) is 
nontrivial, then g* = 1 a.e. locally. g* = 1 on Q if also either the complementary 
function !P of @ satis$es Y(2x) < C Y(x), x > 0, or PS is localizable. 
In the case when Q(x) = 0 for 0 < x < x0 , then L@(g) contains constants, 
and if Q(X) = 0 only when x = 0, then L@(g) = L*(.%J where 9Yr is the u-ring 
such that P is u-finite on every one of its elements. So there exist (fE , (II E I> C 
LO(gl) and one can take fE = xA . The same is true if PB is strictly localizable 
when n”(x) = 0 on (0, x,]. Thus;* = 1 a.e. on A, , 01~1, and with localizability 
this gives g* = g = I a.e. on Q. If Y satisfies the given condition, then 
(LO)* = Ly [L* is reflexive then], and so by Theorem 2.2. l’, the same conclusion 
holds. 
The following is a more familiar version of the above result and is related to 
some work in [22]. Taking Q(x) = 1 x 131, one has: 
COROLLARY 2.2.3. Let T: LB(Z) ++LP(@, 1 < p < co be a contractive 
projection such that Lp(SY) is nontrivial. Then 
Tf = IY(f), a.e., f  ELP(Z), 1 <p < 03, (2.2.11) 
and the same holds true for p = 1, z.. Pg is localizable in addition [or equivalently 
(Ll(S?))* = L”(a)]. 
A less desirable point about the preceding theorem is that the range of the 
projection operator should be specified. Therefore, it would be of interest to 
find conditions on the operator itself such that it is (or is related to) a conditional 
operator. This can be done for a subclass of contractive projections, determined 
by the contractive averaging and Siddk operators (cf. Lemma 2.1.3). This 
collection is large enough to be almost exhaustive. The idea is to show, after 
some nontrivial reduction theory, that the desired characterizations are obtained 
finally as consequences of Theorem 2.2.1. 
First a concept of weak unit is needed: 
DEFINITION 2.2.4. Let L“(Z) on (9, 2, P) be a Riesz space. Then a set 
Sz, E Z is said to be the support of a subspace J? CLp(Z), if f  E &! implies 
supp(f) C Sz,, and if Sz, E Z is any other set with the same property, then 52, C Q, 
except for a null set. A family F,, = {fm , a! ~1) CM n Lm, with supp(f,) n 
supp(f,,) is P-null for 01 # OL’, and UaPl supp(f,) G 52, is said to be a generalized 
weak unit (g.w.u.) for A, where 0 < P(supp(f,)) < cc. 
If .M = Lp(SY), %? C Z is a u-field such that Pa is u-finite, then such a family 
with I = N always exists with stronger properties (cf. [28, p. 1531) and in fact 
one can take fa = xa,, P(A,) < 00, LN A, 5 Q2, dxA,) < ~0, and P’(x~,) < a~. 
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If Pa is strictly localizable (i.e., it has the direct sum property, cf. [18, 46]), 
then the above also holds true, but I may be uncountable. If  p is localizable, then 
9, may be a proper subset of !Z2 and F, C &Z CLp(9) is possible. So here it will 
be assumed that Q,, + Q and F is such that fm = xa,. Hence hereafter, a g.w.u. 
signifes F0 = {xA, , 01 E I} C A!, with 0 < P(AJ < 00, o(xA,) < co, and 
Uael A, + Q. Thus, the existence of g.w.u. in Lo@) implies the strict local- 
izability of Pa . Considering the example p(f) = ji (If (x)1/x) dx, for the a.c.n., 
so that L$Z) on this Lebesgue interval (Q, Z, P) has no constants in it, it may 
be necessary to consider weak units even on finite measure spaces, for the 
Lo-theory. This example also shows that (with a small computation) Lo’(Z) 
has constants so that a g.w.u. of Lo’ and of Lo may be different. [For the LO or 
the L”-spaces with P(Q) < co, F, = (xa} will serve the purpose, and is in both 
LO n Ly or LP n Lq, Y and q being conjugate to @ and p.] Of course, a g.w.u. is 
not unique when it exists but this is not relevant for the study here. This example 
explains why the theory really becomes harder on Lo-spaces than the LP or L@ 
cases. 
The following result is an essential link between the two problems mentioned 
prior to Definition 2.2.4, and will be of interest in many applications. 
THEOREM 2.25 Let Lp(Q, Z, P) or Lo(Z) be a complete normed Riesz space 
and A? C Lo(Z) be a closed subspace. Then & = Lp(@ for a unique a-field SY C .Z 
with Pa strictly localizable, s$f the following conditions hold: 
(a) f  E A implies its complex conjugate fE AZ. 
(b) The real functions of A! form a lattice and there exists a g.w.u. F0 = 
{XA, , (YEl}CA, u A, t 52, P(A,) < 00. 
(c) 0 < fn f  f  a.e., fn E A, f  E LO(Z) implies f  E A. 
The same result holds in case L$Z) = MQ so that bounded functions are norm 
dense in Lo(Z), if(b) and ( c a ) b eve are replaced by (b’) and (c’) below, assuming (a) 
to hold. 
(b’) The bounded f  t uric ions of A! form a norm dense algebra containing a 
g.w.u. F, , living on Q. 
(c’) fn E A!, fn -+ f  a.e., and 1 f,, 1 <g ELD(E) implies f  E A!. 
Remark. If  p is an a.c.n., then (c) and (c’) are automatic (cf. Theorem 1.2. l), 
but will be essential otherwise. 
Before proving the theorem, several applications to characterization theorems 
will be given. This gives a better appreciation of the result. For a slightly 
restricted class of Lo-spaces, Theorem 2.2.5 was given in [43, Theorem 2.31. 
A proof of the general case will be sketched since it is used crucially in many 
results of this paper. 
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THEOREM 2.2.6. Let T: L$Z)t-+L~(Z) b e a positive contractive projection. 
Suppose there is a g.w.u. F,, in Lo(Z) and p is an a.c.n., strictly monotone (i.e., 
ffJ = dfi), fi <f2 a-e. z- fi + fi) and has the J-property, and that TF, = F,, 
Le., TXA, = XA, Y  01 E I). Then there exists a unique a-field 39 C Z such that 
Tf = Es(f), a.e., fEL$ZY). 
Proof. If .A? = T(L$Z)), then F, CA+‘ and A is a closed subspace since T 
is a projection. To see that A’ is also a lattice, let f E JA! and it suffices to show 
that / f 1 E .M. Since T is positive and &f < 1 f 1, 
Ifl = t Tf I G T(lfl), (2.2.12) 
so that P(f) d p(T(I f I>) < p(f) by contractivity of T. Thus, p(f) = p( T( / f I)). 
If there is inequality in (2.2.12) on a set of positive measure, then the function 
norm p(.) must satisfy p(f) < p(T(I f I)), by strict monotonicity of p, which is 
impossible by the preceding sentence. Thus, / f 1 = T( I f 1) E A. 
It is now immediate that (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.2.5 are true for ~4’. Since 
p is an a.c.n., (c) also follows. In fact, 0 < fn f f, f ELQ’) and fn E 4 implies 
O<f--fP1jO a.e., and <f and, with the a.c.n., Theorem 1.2.1 implies 
p(f - fJ j 0. By the completeness of .A?‘, f E A@‘. Thus, Theorem 2.2.5 yields 
the existence of a unique u-field 99 C .Z such that A! = Lo(g) and T: Lo(Z) H 
Lo(g) is a contractive projection. But the existence of a g.w.u. F,, C Lo(g) implies 
Pa is (strictly) localizable. Hence, by Theorem 2.2.1, Tf = E@(f), a.e. for all 
f E Lo(Z), as was to be proven. 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. Let T: LP(.Z) F+ Lp(Z) b e a on zve contractive projection p t’ 
1 <p < CO and P(Q) < 00. If Tl = 1 a.e. also holds, then there exists a unique 
a-Jield g C 2 such that Tf = Ea(f ), a.e., f ELp(Z). If P(Q) = a, let there be 
a g.w.u. F, C Lg(Z) such that TF, = F,, . Then the same conclusion holds. 
If T is an averaging operator, then the positivity can be dropped in the above 
theorem, using the second parts of Theorem 2.2.5, and the following result can 
be proved for the Lp-spaces. 
THEOREM 2.2.8. Let T: Lp(iY) ++L$Z) b e a contractive averaging operator 
relative to a g.w.u. F,, C L$Z), and let p be an a.c.n. with the J-property. Then 
there is a unique a-Jield &7 C Z such that Tf = Eg(f ), a.e., f E Lo. 
Proof. With Lemma 2.1.3, Tis also a contractive projection. If A = T(Le(Z)) 
then F, C A’. It will be shown now that (a), (b’), and (c’) of Theorem 2.2.5 hold 
for A. 
First, claim that the bounded elements of A’ form an algebra. In fact, let 
f E A’, bounded, so that f = Th, for some h ELM and f2 = Th Th = T(f h) 
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by the averaging identity. But f h EL$Y), so f2 E A, and (by linearity) bounded 
elements of J? form an algebra. To prove that such elements are norm dense, it 
will be necessary to show first that T maps bounded elements into bounded 
elements. Thus, let h ELP(.Z), 1 h 1 < 1, a.e., and g = Th. To show that g is 
bounded, a stronger statement can be proven, i.e., / g 1 < 1 a.e. This will show 
that T: Lo n Lm w LD n La and is a contraction in both Lo and La-norms. 
To see this, since Tg = T2h = Th = g, one has 
T(g2) = T(g Th) = Tg Th = g g = g” (2.2.13) 
by the averaging identity. Hence, by induction, T(hgn-l) = Th T(g”-I) = gn. 
The a.c.n. of p validates the following computation since p = p” and 11 T 11 < 1. 
dg”) = sup 11 s, g”f dp 1 : p’(f) G 11 
= sup 11 s, T(hP) fdP / : p'(f) G 11 
< sup 11 j-/P fdPI :p'(f) G 11, 
= p(hg”-l) < p(P), since I h 1 < 1 a.e. (2.2.14) 
This gives, by iteration, that p(g”) < p(g) < p(h). If A = {w: / g(w)1 < l} then 
p(I g InxAc) < p(f) for all n. Since on A”(= Q - A), ] g I > 1, so that by the 
Fatou property the limit can be taken inside p, one has p(I g InxAe) = 0 or 
P(Ac) = 0 and 1 g I < 1 a.e., as asserted. 
Next, note that p is a.c.n. implies L* = MD. To see the density of bounded 
functions in &, let f E J%, and E > 0 be given. Then there is a g E LD(Z) such 
that f = Tg, and there is a bounded g, E Lo with p(g - gJ < E. If fe = Tg, , 
then by the preceding paragraph, fE is bounded, fE E JY, and p(f - fJ = 
p(T(g - g,)) < p(g - gJ < E. Thus (a) and (b’) of Theorem 2.2.5 hold. As 
regards (c’), if fn E A, fn + f a.e., and / fn 1 <g ELP(Z), then by the a.c.n. 
property (cf. [39, 1.2.4]), p(fn - f) - 0 so that by the completeness of A, 
f E &?. Hence, there is a unique a-field &? C Z, such that JZ! = L$GY). By the 
last part of Theorem 2.2.1, it follows that Tf = E”( f ), a.e., f E L$E), since the 
existence of g.w.u. F,, CLp(a) implies the localizability of Pg , and the other 
hypotheses are valid. This completes the proof. 
Remarks. (1) Note that if only p has the Fatou and ]-properties and Lo = MD, 
then the above proof holds and shows that T(Lo n Lw) C Lo n L” and T is a 
contraction in both the Lo and Lm-norms. A consequence of this fact is that T is 
also positive [without checking (c’), which without the a.c.n. property of p is 
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more difficult]. This is shown with an adaptation of an argument of [ 13, V.8.1 I] 
as follows: If this were false, then there will exist an 0 <f < xa , a.e. where 
xA E F,, , the g.w.u., and the bounded element Tf < --01 < 0 on a set B C A 
of positive measure. Since TxA = xa , this yields T(xa - f) 3 xa + LY on B. 
Hence, from xa - f 3 0 a.e., it follows that 
1 2 II xa -f Ilao 2 II T(xA - f)llm.p 2 1 + 0~ > 1, (2.2.15) 
a contradiction. Thus, T is positive on bounded elements of Lp. Since every 
f E Lp(.Z) is a limit a.e. of a sequence of bounded elements fn (= min(f, n)) one 
can deduce that T is positive on Lo itself because Lo = il@ and then the result 
is reduced to that of Theorem 2.2.6. From this fact it is possible to prove that 
T must be positive on LD even if Lo # &lo. But this is more difficult as it uses the 
complete representation theory of bounded operators on Lo-spaces of [39]. This 
deeper argument is required even for the LO-spaces when @ is continuous but 
does not satisfy any growth conditions. (For the L”-spaces, 1 < p < co, 
L” = RI”, and the above argument is entirely sufficient.) 
(2) The insistence on the a.c.n. property in Theorem 2.2.6-2.2.8 is not 
necessary for the applications of Theorem 2.2.5. Only the Fatou and J-properties 
were needed. However, the verification of condition (c) [or (c’)] is now more 
difficult, as seen from Theorem 2.2.11 below. The form of T will then be 
Tf = Es(fg) for a locally integrable g with E@(g) = 1, a.e. 
COROLLARY 2.2.9. Let T: LP(Z) H L*(Z) be an averaging operator, 
1 < p < co. If F,, C Lp(Z) is a g.w.u. with TFO = F,, and T is contractive, then 
Tf = EB(f), OY Tf = E?fg), f ELV), (2.2.16) 
according as 1 < p < co OY p = 00 where g is a locally integrable function with 
E%(g) = 1 in the latter. In particular, when P(Q) < 03, F0 = {xn} and so 
Tl = 1, a.e. In any case, for p = 03, g = 1 a.e. does not hold in general. 
When (Q, Z, P) is the Lebesgue space on the real line, this Corollary was 
briefly discussed for Ll(.Z) in [22] pointing out a need for such a study on 
noniinite measure spaces. 
The following is a useful by-product of the present considerations. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.10. SupposeLD(Z) is such that: (i) p is an a.c.n. and has the 
J-property; (ii) there is a g.w.u. F,, CL+?) n Lo’(Z); (iii) T:L$X)~~LQ(Z) is a 
contractive linear mapping; and (iv) the adjoint T* of T is an averaging relative to 
F, . Then there is a unique a-field g C Z such that Tf = Es(f), a.e., f E Lo(Z). 
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PYOO~. Since for any bounded operator 11 T I/ = 11 T* 11, it follows that T* is 
a contractive averaging operator. Hence, T* is also a projection. So on the 
bounded elements of P’(Z) (= (D(Z))* since p is a.c.n.), T* is positive (and 
with a further argument, the same is true on all of Lo’(Z)). Hence, considering 
Mp’ as a Riesz space in its own right, it follows that since F,, C MD’, T*(g) = 
P(gg,,), g E MO’ for a unique u-field a C Z, with Ea(g,) = 1 (because Pa is 
localizable) by Theorem 2.2.8. But T* is a projection so that T**: (Lo’)* I-+ 
(Lo’)* is also a projection that is both contractive and positive and which is an 
extension of T. Thus T = T** I(Lp(Z)), and hence, T is a contractive positive 
projection. 
For any f E Lo(Z) n Lm and g E MO’, one has 
j Tf g dP = 1 f (T*g) dP = 1 fEa(ggo) dP, by the above analysis, 
a sa sa 
= j-E?fE”(ggo)) dPa = j” E?f) E?ggo) dP.ca , 
R n 
= 
I Ea(ggo E”(f)) dPa , by Theorem 1.2.3, sa 
= s ggo E?f) dP, g E MD’. n 
But MO’ determines p” = p so that Tf = go E”(f). Also, 
E?Tf) = EYgoEYf )) = E?go) E-?f) = EYf ). 
Thus, EaT = Es. On the other hand 
(2.2.17) 
j- 
n 
T(E”(f )) g dP = 1 E?f) (T*g) dP = j f Ea(T*g) dP9 , 
sa sa 
as in (2.2.17), 
= 
I 
f T*g dP, since T*g is g-measurable, 
R 
= s Tf g dP, g E MD’. (2.2.18) a 
Hence, TEa(f) = Tf, a.e. and so TEa = T, as in the preceding case. The 
two equations together imply that (i) 4 = T(L$Z)) = TEa(LD(Z)) = T(L”(g)) 
so that .&I CL~(hi9), and (ii) L“(a) = Ea(Lo(Z)) = Eg(Lo(Z)) = Ea(.X), so that 
Lo(B) C 4, and then M = L$%?). Thus, T: Lo(Z) t+D(S) is a (positive) 
contractive projection with Pa localizable and p a.c.n. with the J-property. 
Hence, by Theorem 2.2.1, Tf = Ea(f) a.e., f e LO(Z), as asserted. 
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A weaker version of this result was stated in [37, Theorem 31, and another 
result, again with stronger hypothesis, was given in [34, Theorem 21 for Orlicz 
spaces. The other class of contractive projections of interest is the Sidak operators 
for which the following general characterization can be presented. 
THEOREM 2.2.11. Let T: Lo(Z) ++ Lo(Z) b e a contractive operator such that: 
(i) T( Tf v  Tg) = Tf v  Tg for f,  g E L$!Y); (ii) there is a g.w.u. F, in Lo(Z) such 
that TxA, = XA, 7 XAa E F,, , 01 E 1; and (iii) either (a) p has the Fatou and strictly 
monotone properties and T is also positive, or (b) p is a.c.n. and has the J-property. 
Then there is a unique a-j7eld 9l C Z such that Tf = Ea(fg,,) for a unique locally 
integrable g, with E9(g,) = 1 a.e. (and g, = 1 a.e. in case (b) of (iii)). In case 
Lo = U, then (i) is automatic for any contractive projection satisfying (ii). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1.3, every Sidik operator is idempotent and hence T 
with (i) is a contractive projection, and by (ii) J%? = T(L$X)) is a closed subspace 
containing FO . By (i), d is obviously also a lattice. With the Fatou property 
of p, &Z is a B-lattice with a g.w.u. F, in it. To conclude that 4 = Lo(g) for a 
unique u-field g C Z, by Theorem 2.2.5, only condition (c) need be checked, 
i.e., 0 < fn E 4, fn t f ,  f  E LO(Z) implies f  E J@. This is immediate if p is a.c.n., 
so that the result follows by Theorem 2.2.1, in this case since (a) of Theorem 
2.2.5 is trivial here. Thus, when (iiia) holds, i.e., T is positive but p need not be 
a.c.n., condition (c) must be verified. This is the difficult part and is proved as 
follows. 
Since T is a bounded operator on Lp(Z) to itself (cf. [39, 1.3.21) there exists 
a unique additive set function G: z‘++L~(Z) of p’-bounded semivariation such 
that 
Tf=JfdG=/fdGli-/F(f)dG,, f  ELP(Z), (2.2.19) 
s) R R 
where G = G1 + G, is a decomposition with Gi u-additive, G, (weakly) 
purely finitely additive, and F(.) is a canonical mapping. The integrals in 
(2.2.19) are in terms of the Dunford-Schwartz theory (cf. [13, IV.10; 6, p. 2541). 
Let 0 < fn E J&+‘, fn t f ,  f  ELo(Z). Then for any x* E (Lo(Z))* since G, is 
u-additive 
1 x* j-, (f -fn) dG, 1 < s, (f -fn) dv(x*GA (2.2.20) 
where W(U) denotes the variation measure of a vector measure 01 and is 
u-additive when cy is. Hence, the right side of (2.2.20) tends to zero for each 
x* E (Lo(Z))* and this implies lim n+O Jo fn dG, = Jn f  dG, (cf. also [13, IV.10.91). 
It will now be shown using positivity of T that Tf = f ,  and hence, that G, = 0 
so that (c) follows. Then by Theorem 2.2.5 .M = Lp(9). Since P9 is localizable, 
Theorem 2.2.1 yields the desired conclusion. 
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When T is positive, the representation theorem implies that both Gi and G, 
are also positive. Thus, JoF(f,J dG, < jb)F(f,+I) dG, < JQF(f) dG, , On the 
other hand, using (2.2.19) for the fn sequence in A and fn < Tf, 
lif;” j F(fJ dG2 = li,m (fn - s fn dGl) = f - 1 f dG, < Ia F(f) dG, . 
n n n 
(2.2.21) 
Thus, 
o<f <jnfdG,+~/‘(f)dG2=S,fdG= Tf. (2.2.22) 
By the contractivity of T one has 
p(f) e CCf) <p(f). (2.2.23) 
Hence, the strict monotonicity of p implies f = Tf a.e. and f E A. This yields 
Ji F(f) dG, = lim, .k.F(f,J dG, f or every such sequence and the fact that 
G, is purely finitely additive implies that this can hold only when Ga = 0. 
Thus, the main part follows. 
If Lo = L1, then T is a contractive projection and TF,, = F, implies its 
positivity as can be shown easily (cf. [43, Proof of Theorem 3.31). Consequently, 
its range is a vector lattice, as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.6. So the SidAk 
identity is true and trivial here. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
If T is an averaging, then T is positive on LD r\ Lm, but a Sidak operator may 
not be positive even if it is contractive. The theory in [39] shows that when p is 
continuous at zero (cf. discussion after Theorem 1.2.2), then G, = 0 and Gr is 
P-continuous so that it is u-additive. Then (2.2.20) above holds and the con- 
clusion follows. This may be stated as: 
COROLLARY 2.2.12. Let Lo(Z) be such that p has the Fatou property and is 
continuous at zero. If T: LO(Z) t-+ L”(Z) is a contractive operator satisfying (i) and 
(ii) of the theorem, then, Tf = Eg( fg) f OY a unique @ C z‘ and g such that E”(g) = 1 
a.e. 
In all these problems the g.w.u. with the particular form might be useful for 
the proofs but one may ask whether it could not be dispensed with. The following 
special result shows how some generalizations are possible, but that for general 
spaces such as Lp, it would be indispensable (cf. also [9]). 
PROPOSITION 2.2.13. Let T: LP(Z)++LP(Z), 1 <p < a~, P(Q) < 00, be a 
contractive linear mapping. Suppose it is of the averaging type, i.e., (a) T(f Tg) = 
Tf Tg, f or g in Lw(Z) and (b) Tf,, = f0 for a 0 < f0 ELM. Then there is a 
a-jield 9zY C Z for which f,, is measurable and Tf = E9(f ), a.e., f E Lp(Z). 
683/s/3-6 
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Proof. First, note that 0 <f. ED’(Z), 1 < p < co and define a new measure 
TV on (Q, Z) by dp = fop dP, so that P and p are equivalent. It is clear that 
h E LP(D, Z, CL) iff f,,h E L”(D, ,Z, P) so that Lp(.Q, Z, ,u) = f. LP(Q, Z, P) and by 
the closed graph theorem they are topologically equivalent and have the same 
elements. Thus, the operator A: LP(Q, Z, p) F+ Lp(Q, Z, p) given by 
Ah = VfoWo 3 h EL~(Q, Z d, (2.2.24) 
is well-defined and by (a) and (b), Ah = Th, a.e. Moreover, Al = 1, a.e., 
Af, = f. a.e. It is also trivial to note with (2.2.24) that A is an averaging operator. 
Moreover, it is a contraction in Lp(Q, Z, CL). For, 
1 
n 
IAh/rdp=J IThIPfupdP=l IT(foh)lPdP<j- IfohI”dP 
D 5) D 
= n Ih Ip&, s (2.2.25) 
since T is a contraction on Lp(Q, Z, P). Hence, A satisfies the hypothesis of 
Corollary 2.2.9 (F,, = (xo} here) so that A = EB for a u-field ~?8 C Z. It then 
follows that Tf = Af = Ea(f ), a.e., f  ELp(Q, 2, P) as an operator identity 
and f0 = Af, = EB(fO), a.e., so that f0 is &measurable. This proves the result. 
Remark. The idea of changing the measure space is used in [l, p. 3991. 
It is clear that for general measure spaces, a more delicate argument is needed. 
The preceding results show the central place of Theorem 2.2.5, and thus, 
its proof will now be given. The following Stone-Weierstrass approximation 
theorem, proven in [36], will be needed. It is presented in a form suitable for the 
application here. 
THEOREM 2.2.14. Let Lp(Z) be a complete normed Riesz space on a complete 
measure space (Q, Z, P). Suppose Y0 CL$Z) n L”(Z) is such that either: (a) 
Y0 is an algebra, OY (b) Y0 is a linear space whose real functions form a lattice. 
Suppose in both cases the following three conditions hold: 
(i) Y0 is self-a!joint (s.a.), i.e. f  E Y0 implies its conjugatefs Y0 ; 
(ii) there exists a family {fa , 01~1) C 9s such that VOlEI supp(f,) + Q; 
(iii) for any disjoint sets E1 , E, in ,Z of positive measure there is a g E Y0 
such that g > 0 a.e. on E1 and g < 0 a.e. on E, . I f  Z,, is the a-field generated by 
Y0 and completedfor P, and ifL$Z&) is th e corresponding space, then Lo(Z) = L$Z,) 
in the sense that every element of one space is equal a.e. to a unique element in the 
other space. Moreover, the norm closure C1(YO) = MD. 
This result is proved by first noting that Lo(Z) = Lo(&) where Zr is determined 
by all the bounded functions V C Lo(Z) an completed for P. If da and .A? are d 
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the closures of Y0 and V, in Loo-norm, then they determine u-fields which, when 
completed, are Z,, and Zr so that under (i)-(iii) it suffices to show that Jt, = 3. 
Since a uniformly closed algebra of bounded real functions on Q is also closed 
under lattice operations, (a) is subsumed under (b) and in the latter case the 
proof uses a result of Kakutani’s on the representation of abstract (M-)spaces 
(do ,x are such), and then with hypothesis (ii) the classical Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem shows that ~?a = .,J?. The details are given in [36, Theorem 2.11, 
and the last part in [39, 11.1.41. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.5. It suffices to consider the case that Lo is real since 
the complex case with (i) can be simply deduced from this case. 
Let .M CL$Z) be a closed subspace. If  JY = LO(~) for a u-field g with Pa 
strictly localizable so that J! contains a g.w.u., then it is trivial that conditions 
(a), (b), (c) hold and if Lo = MD, also (b’) and (c’) hold for A. Thus, only the 
converse needs a proof. So let .M satisfy (a), (b), and (c) in the first case. 
Given F, = {xA, , 01~1) C.&Z is a g.w.u., let Z,, C Z be the collection such 
that each pair of its disjoint sets of positive measure is distinguished by a bounded 
function of +&. Then {A,, 01 EI} C Z0 and let 55’ = IQ,,) and after completing 
it for P let Lo(i?iY) be the corresponding subspace of L$Z). Clearly, F, CLp(Z) 
and let Y C JY be the set of all bounded functions. Then F,, C 9, and ~7 
separates the sets of a, and hence by Theorem 2.2.14, Y generates a u-field that 
(after completion) is g. [If 0 < fn t f, a.e., fn E Y, p(f) < co, then by (c) 
f E &?, and since fn is g-measurable so is f and f E L$@).] I f  0 < f E Lo@), let 
fn = min(f, n). Claim that fn EA. In fact, if MD CL$%) is the subspace 
determined by the bounded functions of Lp(@), then using the fact that 
UDIEI A, + 52 it follows by the last part of Theorem 2.2.14 that Cl(Y) = Mp. 
Since Sp C &Y n Lp(S?), Cl(Y) C &? as well. But fn E Lo(@) n Lm(@ C MO C .d, 
hence fn EM, and by (c) f E A. This proves Lo(B) C &’ because both are 
lattices and the consideration of positive cones suffices. 
T o prove the opposite inclusion, again it is enough to consider positive 
elements. Let 0 < fO = x:i”=, aixa,, be a bounded element of k’, and let 
0 < f E &Y be any function such thkt supp(f) C Uz, AEi . For any a > 0, let 
fn = [n(f - afJ+] A fO . Then the lattice property of &? implies fn E ..M and 
clearly 0 < f+, < f. . Also fn t h, < f. , a.e. By (c), h, E &‘. But if A = 
{w: f(w) - ufO(w) > 0}, then h, = foxA , a.e. Since fO is defined by xA,( , Aai E g, 
it is a-measurable. Since 0 < h, < fO and the latter is bounded and h, E A’, 
it follows that h, E Y. Hence h, is also a-measurable so that xa = ho/f0 is 
g-measurable. Thus, A = {w: f (w)/[f&w)] > u} E 9? for any a > 0. Since 
fO never vanishes on the support of f, it follows that f is a-measurable. If  
0 <f E &’ is arbitrary, this argument shows that fxa, is g-measurable for 
each 01~1. Since the measure is localizable, this is equivalent to saying that f is 
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37-measurable. But p(f) < 00 and this means fed. The arbitrariness of 
0 <f E A’ then implies A CD(g). This proves the first (and the main) part of 
the theorem. 
Next suppose (a), (b’), (c’) hold. If 9s C .M is the algebra of bounded functions, 
then F, C Y0 , and if ~39 is the u-field generated by Y0 (and then completed), 
it follows as in the first part that Lo(g) C A! with (c’) on using the algebra part 
of Theorem 2.2.14. On the other hand, by the density of Ye in A! [by (b’))], 
if f E A’ and E > 0, there is fE E Y0 such that p(f - fJ < E. Since 9s CD(g) 
(=A@) also, f6 ED and th e completeness of Lo(a) implies f  ELo(g). Hence 
A CD(9). Thus, in both cases A = Lp(9?) for a (clearly) unique u-field 
37 C Z. This proves the theorem completely since the extension for the complex 
case is trivial. 
Remark. The last part of the proof of the above theorem shows that the 
hypothesisD(Z) = MD can be omitted provided (b’) and (c’) are strengthened to: 
(c”) Every element f  E A’ is a pointwise limit of a sequence of bounded 
elements fn E A and that the bounded elements of A’ containing a g.w.u. 
form a s.a. algebra. 
Under this condition D(~) CA as before and f  E A! implies f f l  E 9s and 
fn + f  a.e. Since Ys C Lo(g) and p(f) < co, f  E D(B) because f  is L&measurable. 
Thus A = L$%Y) g a ain. This will be referred to as Theorem 2.2.5’ when 
convenient. 
2.3. Averagings on Cones in Function Spaces 
The proof of Theorem 2.2.5 shows that the full force of the linearity of the 
spaces A? or D(Z) was not used. The key point of the proof is that there are 
enough bounded functions in these spaces to generate the same u-fields, as are 
generated by all the functions in the spaces. The following is an abstraction of 
this fact. 
Suppose D(Z) is replaced by X, the set of all non-negative extended real 
valued measurable functions on (Q, Z, P) so that it is closed under lattice 
operations, monotone limits and generates Z (thus A” is nonlinear but is a cone 
in the class of all measurable functions). Suppose A is replaced by a collection 
V C Jlr such that the following conditions hold: 
(I) fi , fi E V implies alfi + azfi E V for ai > 0, i = 1, 2, and if 
fi Gfi 9 a.e., fi is finite a.e., then fi - fi E 5~7. 
(II) 1 E %7 (or a g.w.u. FO = (xA, , 01 E I} C U). 
(III) fi , fi E V implies fi fi E V. 
(IV) fnE%‘,fn-+f,a.e.,f,<g,a.e.,gboundedimpliesfE%’. 
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Alternately, 
(I’), (II’) are the same as (I) and (II). 
(III’) fi , fa E g implies fi v  fi E V. 
(Iv’) fn E %?, fn 7 f, a.e., implies f  E %. 
If Y0 C V is the set of all bounded functions satisfying (I)-(IV) or (I’)-(IV’), 
then by the preceding proof the o-field 97 generated by Y0 is the same as the 
u-field generated by the set of all bounded functions Sp C V. Since there are no 
density conditions on e, this does not imply that g is also the u-field generated 
by G?. The latter holds true i f f  every element of V is a pointwise limit of some 
element of Y [as noted in condition (c”) for example]. This yields the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 2.3.1. If  %? C M is a collection of measurable functions on 
(52, .Z, P) such that %? satis$es conditions (I)-(IV) OT (I’)-(IV’) as stated above, 
let Y0 C % be the set of all bounded functions of %. Then 98 = c(f: f  E YO) is also 
given by ~49 = (A E Z: xa E G?}. If  ++Y is the class of all S?-measurable f: D H R+ 
then 4 C V and there is equality ~$7 every element of % is a pointwise limit of some 
bounded sequence from %. 
This proposition was essentially given by Moy [30] with a different proof. 
With this result a characterization of averagings on N can be presented as: 
THEOREM 2.3.2. Let JV be the set of all f :  D t+ R-t that are measurable on 
(Q, 2, P) and let T: JV H N be an averaging operator in the sense that: (a) 
T(alfi + a ji) = a,Tfl + azTfz for all ai > 0, fi EM, i = 1, 2; (b) Tf is 
bounded if f  is bounded; (c) T(f Tg) = Tf Tg, f,  g E N; and (d) T is sequentially 
continuous, i.e., f,, EN, f,, t f  a.e. andf,, bounded implies Tf,, t Tf, a.e. If  either (i) 
P(Q) < 00, or (ii) P(Q) = 00 and there exists a g.w.u. F,, C JY with TF,, = F, , 
then there exists a a-Jield S? C Z, Pa (strictly) localizable, and a P-unique h such that 
Tf = Ea(fh), f  E JV (2.3.1) 
where EB(h) is essentially bounded. In case (ii), g is generated by & = T(N) 
and T2 = T, Es(h) = 1 a.e. 
Proof. Let .,&? = T(M). Th en it will be nice if .4 satisfies conditions 
(I)-(IV) of Proposition 2.3.1. Unfortunately, there is no obvious way of checking 
this. So an indirect procedure is followed. A nontrivial idea here is to find a 
smallest set V 3 .&Y satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 2.3.1. Here is such 
a candidate. 
Let g = {f EN: T(fg) = fT(g), all g EN}. Taking f  = 1, it is clear that 
1 E 5~? and (II) holds. By the averaging identity, replacing f  by T(f ), it follows 
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that for each f E N, T(f) E %?, so A = T(J) C %. Thus, it is necessary to 
check conditions (I), (III), and (IV) for $7. 
If fi s f2 E VP then T(fdd = flT(f2d = f,fsW, g E M, so that fifi E g 
and (III) holds. Similarly, alfi + aafi E Q for any a, , ua 2 0. Let fi < fi and fa 
now be finite a.e. with fr , fi in g. Then fi - fr E Jv^ and is finite so that for 
a.llgEJv-: 
fm) = wf2 -fi +fd) = T(g(f2 - fh) +fm. (2.3.2) 
If g is bounded, then T(g) is bounded, so (2.3.2) implies 
(fi - fi) w = Q(f2 - fi))* (2.3.3) 
If g is not bounded, then there is a sequence of bounded (even simple) g, tg, 
g, EM so that (2.3.3) with g replaced by g, and the sequential continuity 
hypothesis together imply that fi -jr E V. Thus, (I) holds. Finally, to prove 
(IV), let fn E %, fn <g bounded and fn -f a.e. Then for any bounded h, 
f,,h --+ fh < gh, a.e., and it is to be shown that 
T(fh) = Iif;” T(f,h) = IiF f,T(h) =fT(h). (2.3.4) 
Thus, as above, this will also be true for all h E N and f E %. Hence, (2.3.4) will 
follow if for the sequence f,, it is shown that T(fJ + T(f) (calling fnh by fn). 
This needs another computation. 
Let h, = inf{fi , i > n}. Then h, f f, h, 6 fs < g. But 
Tfn) = T(fn - h, + h,) = Wn) + Tfn - hn) 2 Wd, 
T(f) = IiF T(h,) < limninf T(fJ. (2.3.5) 
Also g -f = lim(g - f,J > 0, a.e., and (2.3.5) yields with (I) 
T(g) - T(f) = T(g - f) < limninf T(g - fJ = limtlinf[T(g) - T(fJ] 
< T(g) - limnsup T(fJ. (2.3.6) 
Since T(g) is bounded, (2.3.6) and (2.3.5) imply 
limzup T(fn) < T(f) < limninf T(fJ (2.3.7) 
and (IV) follows. Thus, V satisfies (I)-(IV). 
By Proposition 2.3.1, if W is the u-field determined by the bounded functions 
of V and if Ai is the set of all f: 52 H R+ which are 9Y-measurable, then .&?r C %? 
and (I)-(IV) hold trivially for it. If h E .N, there exist bounded h, f h so 
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T(h,) t T(h) and Th, , Th E A C V. Since Th, is bounded, it is a-measurable, 
Th, ~4’~ , and so also is Th. Thus, every element of A = T(N) is % 
measurable and 4 C A1 . Thus far, P was arbitrary. The hypotheses (i) and 
(ii) will now be needed to prove (2.3.1). 
Let v(A) = so T(xA) dP, A E Z. Then V: Zt-+ R+ is an additive set function 
and is P-continuous. By (d) of the hypothesis, ~(a) is u-additive since for any 
{A,} C Z disjoint, if B, = UF=, Ai and B = Uz=‘=, A,, then T(x,,,) t T(xB) and 
the monotone convergence theorem applies: 
v(B) = 1iF JQ T(x=,) dP = 1,” v(B,) = 2 v(A,). 
?t=l 
(2.3.8) 
In case (i), P(Q) < co, and in case (ii) the g.w.u. F,, C A so that it is 
g-measurable, and hence, Pg is (strictly) localizable. Thus, in either case the 
Radon-Nikodjlm theorem applies and yields a unique h E JV such that 
j- T(xE) dp = v(E) = j- h dP = s, (xEh) dP, EEZ. (2.3.9) 
R n 
By linearity and monotone convergence (2.3.9) implies 
j- TfdP=/ fhdP, fEJ’-. (2.3.10) 
52 sa 
But for all B E 5?, xe E .A!i C V, and hence, T(fxB) = xeT(f ), all f E JV, by the 
definition of %‘. This and (2.3.10) give 
s, T(f) dP.3 = j-, xJ(f 1 @a = j T(xBf) dP.cs = j- xBfh dp R R 
= 
s E*(fh) dpa , 
Beg’, fEd’-. (2.3.11) 
B 
Since the extreme integrands are g-measurable, it follows that Eg(fh) = T(f) 
a.e., which is (2.3.1). Takingf = 1, by (b) Es(h) = T(1) is bounded. 
In case (ii), as in Lemma 2.1.3, it follows that T2 = T and hence that T(F,) = 
P,, CA = T(M). Taking f = xaW E F,, in (2.3.1), one has xa,Ea(h) = xa, and 
hence (& A, 5 Q implies) Es(h) = 1 a.e. Since it was shown that & C A1 , 
let ,f E A1 so that it is a-measurable. Then 
Tf = Eg(fh) = fE*(h) = f, a.e. 
Thus, f E .4Z and A = A1 . This completes the proof. 
(2.3.12) 
Remark. This important result in case (i) was essentially given by Moy [30] 
and the proof has been rearranged to reflect the general point of view of the 
present paper. [By an example in [30], g is nonunique in Eq. (2.3.1).] 
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Using conditions (I’)-(IV’), one can try for a similar result with the Siddk 
operator in place of the averaging. But this leads to a weaker result, as in the 
followi.ng proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.3.3. Let T: JV t+ ~9” be an operator satisfying (a), (b), and (d) 
of Theorem 2.3.2 and (cl): T(Tf v Tg) = Tf v Tg, f, g E Jtr. Let F,, C JV be a 
g.w.u. with TF,, = FO , a.e. Then there exists a a-jeld 9 C Z, Pa localizable, and 
a unique h E JV such that 
j TfdP=f fhdP, fE&‘-, 
R l-2 
(2.3.13) 
and Es(h) = 1 a.e. Here 9I is generated by the bounded elements of Ji! = T(N). 
Proof. Let A? = T(N) and if fi , f2 E A then fi v fi E .M by (c’) so that 
(III’) is true. (IV’) is (d) an d since TF,, = F,, , (II’) also holds for A. Thus 
only (I’) needs a proof. 
Letting g = 0 in (c’) and noting that Tf > 0, for f E JV, it follows that 
T” = T. Thus, (a) . lm pl’ les %fl + a2fi) = aIT + a2 T(f2) E A. If 
fi \cf2 a.e., (f2 finite),fi , f2 E A, thenf, - fi E J- so that Tf2 = T(f2 - fi) + 
T(f,) and taking f2 bounded one has 
fi - fi = T(fJ - T(fd = T(f, - fd E Jtr. (2.3.14) 
In the general case if fi = T(g,), i = 1,2, then there is a sequence of bounded 
elements gi,, E JV with gi, tgi and fin = T(g$,J t T(g,) = fi , i = 1,2 by (d) 
and fin EA. It may be assumed that fin > fin a.e. Hence, by (2.3.14) and the 
fact that (IV’) holds for A, it follows that 
0 G fin -fin = Tk,, - g,n) = T&J - Tkm) -+ Tkd - TkJ = fi - fi . 
But since fin - fin E .A?, one deduces that f2 - fi E .X, and (I’) holds. 
Thus by Proposition 2.3.1 the bounded functions of A? determine a u-field 
9 relative to which all elements of A are measurable because each f E ~2 is 
a monotone limit of bounded elements. Hence using the procedure of (2.3.8)- 
(2.3. lo), since F. C A implies that Pa is localizable, one has for a unique h E M, 
j+ TfdP9 =s fhdP, fE&. 
a D 
(2.3.15) 
Replacing f by foXA , f. GA%, A E 99 in (2.3.15), it results from the fact that 
T(JZ) = J&, 
s, fo dps = s, fdz dp = s, ETf&) dJ=a 3 AE&% (2.3.16) 
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so that f0 = fJP(h), a.e. Replacingf,, by xa, ( E F, , the g.w.u.), it is immediate 
that E”(h) = 1 a.e. This completes the proof. 
Remark. Without further hypothesis Tf = E”(fh) need not be true. So 
if A1 is the set of g-measurable functions in A”, then the inclusion A? C A1 
cannot be strengthened to equality as in the preceding theorem. 
2.4. Averagings and Projections 
The above work shows that the averaging operators form an important 
subclass of projection operators in the @spaces. But their mutual relations will 
be illuminated if Lo is also an algebra [e.g., L”(Z)] ; or at least an algebra of 
functions is dense in it. Then every contractive projection is almost an averaging. 
In this section this statement will be made precise. 
Since Lm(Z) g C(S) f or a compact Stone space, it will be useful to consider 
the problem on C(Q), the space of all real continuous functions on an arbitrary 
compact Hausdorff space Q. The following proposition was originally given by 
Lloyd [27, Theorem 21. Its proof will be arranged here in such a way that it 
extends to a class of Lo-spaces. 
PROPOSITION 2.4.1. Let T: C(Q) t-+ C(Q) b e a OS Eve contractive projection. p t ’ 
Then it is almost an averaging in the sense that 
T(fTd = WIf 31, f,gEC(Q>- (2.4.1) 
Proof. Let ,E be the a-field of Bore1 sets of Q. Since T: C(Q) F+ C(Q) is a 
continuous operator, there exists (cf. [39,1.3.3]) a unique positive vector measure 
Y: Z+-+ C(Q) such that 
Tf= j-ufWv(dr), fEC(Qh II T II = II v II (81, (2.4.2) 
where ]I v I] (Q) is the semivariation of v (or p/-bounded semivariation of v where 
p(e) = ll.lL so that p’(s) = ll~lll). Th is is also the same as the total variation so 
that /I v [I (Q) = I v I (Q) = I] T I] < 1 where the integral in (2.4.2) is in the 
Dunford-Schwartz sense [13, IV. lo]. 
Since T2 = T, from (2.4.2) one also has 
Tf = Wf) = j-JWM4, feC(Q). (2.4.3) 
This shows that Tf is invariant under the integral for v. But (2.4.3) also implies 
that for any s E Q, (Tf)(s) = so (Tf)(r) v(dr, s), and thus, if v(e) is determined 
by the Dirac measures or the point measures {a,(*), s E Q} then this equation is 
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satisfied, provided Tf belongs to C(Q). Thus, for each s the support of a,(.) must 
be open-closed so that S&l) E C(Q) for each A E Z. If C(Q) were replaced by 
Lm(Z), this would have been immediate. Now since v(A) E C(Q), ja v(A)(r) v(h) 
is well-defined and v(A)(-) will belong to the equivalence class of functions 
giving the same value of the integral. One can define an equivalence relation R 
in Q as: S, , S, E Q are equivalent s1 Rs, iff v(., si) = v(., ~a). Let Y = Q/R be 
the quotient space and if n: Q H Y is the canonical mapping, then let 1;(*, S) = 
v(., s), s E s = US. Let Y, = {y E Y: fi(., y) # O}. Then Y is compact and 
(3(., y): y E Y} u (0) (0 is the zero measure) is compact. [Y and Y, are home- 
omorphic under v(., y) M c(., y).] H ence, its closed convex hull K is compact. 
Thus, the set K is determined by its extreme points. If ?,, = {y E Y, : c(*, y) 
is an extreme point of K), then ij(., s), s E p,, , has its support in n-i(s) (cf. [27]). 
From this it follows that 
(Tf )(s) = jmmlcs~ (W(r) v(dr, 9, SEQ, (2.4.4) 
and hence, (Tf) is a constant on n-l(s). This is the key reduction. [It may be 
noted that in (2.4.2) and (2.4.3), v(., ) s can be considered as a measure obtained 
by the Riesz-Kakutani theorem so that it is regular. Hence, the integrals could 
have been considered in the Lebesgue sense. Here this deduction is avoided. 
Incidentally, that Tf is a constant on each n-5, where the latter forms a partition 
of Q into closed sets when T is positive, was originally noted by Birkhoff in 
1949 (see [3, p. 3621). 
It is now easy to complete the proof of (2.4.1). Consider, with T” = T and 
(2.4.3), the following: 
T(f Tg) = s, T(f Tg)(r) +y) 
zzz 
ss D ,-I(T,fw~K~) 4k r) VP) 
zr Jo (Tg)(r) lg-,,, f (x) v(dx, Y) v(dr), since Tg is constant on ~-l(r) 
= s o (Tg)(r)(Tf )(y) W), bY (2.4.2) 
= T(Tf Tg). 
This proves (2.4.1) and the proposition. 
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R~WZUY~. If T is not necessarily positive (but still a contraction), then the 
analysis on the support of v(*, s) above is false since in general it cannot be 
identified with a measure like v = (6, , s E Q} anymore. Easy counterexamples 
exist to show that (2.4.1) is not true for all contractive projections. The result 
extends to the complex space in an obvious way (cf. the next paragraph). 
One may characterize the class of almost averaging contractive projections, 
i.e., those that admit representation (2.4.1). By the results of [39], each contrac- 
tive projection II on P(Z) (and h ence, also in particular on C(S) (cf. [39, 1.3.31)) 
is linearly isometrically isomorphic to a positive contractive projection T (i.e., 
17 = UTU where U is the linear isometric isomorphism), and since (2.4.1) 
is true for T [at least on C(S)], t i is natural to find conditions on U in order that 
the same representation holds for II. Thus, for f, g E C(Q) consider 
I7(fI7g) = UTu(f UT@) 
= UTo(Uf UTa@),f = USE U(C(Q)) = C(Q), and g = Vi 
= UTg(UUfl UTg”), since Uu = I. (2.4.5) 
However, U is not in general an algebraic isomorphism in the above. Suppose 
now U is also algebraic so that U(fg) = Uf Ug. Then (2.4.5) simplifies to the 
desired form: 
I7(f r;rg) = UTa(U(f Tg”)) = UT(f Ti) 
= UT( Tf Tg”), by (2.4.1) since T is positive and Uo = I, 
= UTo( U(Tf) U(Tg”)), by the algebraic property, 
= II(I7f IIg). (2.4.6) 
This proves the following result: 
THEOREM 2.4.2. Let C(Q) be the space of all complex continuous functions on 
a compact Hausdorff space. Let 17: C(Q) w C(Q) be a contractive projection such 
that II maps real functions into real functions. Then II admits the representation. 
D(f ng> = w?f ng), f, g E C(Q) (2.4.7) 
;sf there is an algebraic and isometric isomorphism U: C(Q) w C(Q) such that the 
range A? = I7(C(Q)) satisfies: (a) the real elements of U(A) form a lattice, and 
(b) 0 <fn E U(JOfn tf p oin t wise and f E C(Q) implies f E U(A). 
The last conditions (a) and (b) on U give a characterization [39,11.2.10] that 
Ul;rg is a positive projection. Consequently, the preceding computation com- 
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pletes the proof since the steps between (2.4.6) and (2.4.5) for everyf, g in C(Q) 
hold iff U is algebraic. 
It will be useful to find another condition on the range A so that U(A) = &! 
and U is algebraic to yield (2.4.7). 0 ne such condition is what was called a 
“weakly separating quotient” in [54]. It is defined as: If A C C(Q) is a linear 
subspace and for p, p E Q let $, 4 be evaluation functionals (i.e., $(f) = f(p), 
f E C(Q)) and $A = $1 A. Then A is said to have a weakly separating quotient if 
p # q and jA = t& for some t # 1, then $A is not an extreme point of the unit 
ball S(A*) of A* C (C(Q))*. If A # {0}, then it is well-known that S(A*) # D. 
Since S(A*) is a compact set in the weak*-topology by [13, V.8.21, S(A*) 
has extremal points and by [13, V.8.61 every extremal point of S(A*) is of the 
form tj(, for j t [ = 1, p E Q. The fact that A has a weakly separating quotient 
implies by the proof of [13, V.8.71 the mapping p H$~ of Q into a subset Q of 
the extremal points of S(A*) is a homeomorphism where the latter has the 
weak*-topology. Since & is closed (hence compact), if C(Q) is the corresponding 
space, then for each 3~ C(Q), 3(jA) = x.(p) defines uniquely an f E A and the 
mapping X: A F+ C(Q) is an algebraic isometric isomorphism (recall that C(Q) is 
a s.a. algebra too). Since C(Q) can be identified with anLm-space (cf. [39,11.2.10]), 
there exists a contractive projection on C(Q) onto A. Moreover, there is an 
isometric isomorphism U: C(Q) I--+ C(Q) such that U(A) is a Banach lattice 
(when real elements are considered) which is algebraically isometrically iso- 
morphic to C(Q) = x(A). H ence, U on A is a composition of two algebraic 
isomorphisms and so can be taken to be algebraic on C(Q). Thus, the hypothesis 
of the above theorem is satisfied and therefore the following is a consequence 
of (2.4.7). 
COROLLARY 2.4.3. Let A C C(Q) b e a (real) algebra such that B CA is a 
linear subspace with a weakly separating quotient. If 17: A H B is any contractive 
projection, thenIl(f fig) = n(I7f I;lg)for all f,g E A. If A = C(Q), then a con- 
tractive projection I;T onto B exists and satisJes the Eq. (2.4.7). 
For, by the preceding analysis, there exists a fl: C(Q) ++ B satisfying (2.4.7) 
and this is the last assertion. If A is as given in the first part, then its uniform 
closure 2 is a B-lattice and hence has a weakly separating quotient. (The fact 
that every sublattice of C(Q) has this property is easy to verify, as is remarked 
in [54].) So every contractive projection onto A admits the representation (2.4.7). 
On the other hand, the argument preceding this corollary implies that A= c(&,) 
and B g c(&,> where Q1 C Q2 are compact subsets and that both these isometric 
isomorphisms are algebraic. If U and I’ are these maps, then V = U 1 B 
because of the above-noted inclusions. Hence, if Liz A +-+ B is any contractive 
projection, then considering its (algebraic) isomorphic image on c(Ql) t+ c(&,), 
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it follows that 17 also satisfies (2.4.7). The point here is that not only is there 
some contractive projection on At-+ B (e.g., 01 A is one such), but every 
contractive projection1T admits the representation (2.4.7), which is a stronger 
statement. 
Some other consequences may be noted. With (2.4.1) or (2.4.7), it is possible 
to introduce a multiplication into the range of T (or Lr) and then it follows that 
A! = T(C(Q)) is isometrically algebraically isomorphic to C(Y,J where Y,, is 
defined just above Eq. (2.4.4). Th e result of the preceding corollary was proved 
differently in [54], extending the ideas of [27]. 
It is clear from (2.4.1) or (2.4.7) that Lf(nfDg) = .17fLrg iff the range of 17 
(or T) is an algebra. Since an algebra always satisfies the algebraic hypothesis of 
Theorem 2.4.2 (or Corollary 2.4.3), one has the following: 
COROLLARY 2.4.4. A contractive projection II: C(Q) H C(Q) is an averaging 
operator (and hence positive) i f f  its range is an algebra. 
This result is related to some work of Kelley [23] where other results on the 
problem may also be found. The proofs of the results 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 above 
yield the following proposition for certain D(Z) spaces. 
THEOREM 2.4.5. Let Lo(Z) be such that (i) p has the Fatou and J-properties, 
(ii) MO = Lp (i.e., boundedf uric t ions are dense), and (iii) there is an 0 <f. ELP n L*. 
I f  T: Lo(Z) +-+ LO(Z) is a contractive projection such that T maps real elements into 
real elements and for 0 <f <f. , 0 < Tf ,< f. , Tfe = f,, , then T admits the 
representation 
T(f Tg) = T(Tf Tg), f ,  g EL0 n L”. (2.4.8) 
More generally, if T maps bounded elements into bounded elements and if there is 
an algebraic isometric isomorphism U: Lo(Z) H Lo(Z) such that UTD is positive, 
then (and only then) T satisfies (2.4.8). 
By [39, 11.1.21, the existence of anfo as above implies that LO(Z) is isometrically 
(algebraically) isomorphic to Lp(S, L@, p) where S is a compact Stone space; 
and then Lo(a) = MD and that C(S) C Lp(B) is a dense algebra. Then 0 < Tf < f0 
for 0 <f < f0 shows that T is also a contractive positive projection in the L*- 
norm. Since T is a contractive projection in the Lo-norm, Eqs. (2.4.7) and the 
above two sentences yield (2.4.8). The last part follows from Theorem 2.4.2. 
In this context the corresponding result for Siddk operators is as follows. 
If T is a positive contractive projection on Lo(Z), then its range A = T(L$?)) 
is clearly a Banach lattice if p is an algebra norm or is strictly monotone so that 
every such operator is a Sidlk operator on Lp(Z). Now consider the general case 
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Xl: D(Z) MD(X) of a contractive projection. Then (cf. [39]) there is a U: 
D’(Z) t-+D(Z) such that T = Ul7~ is a contractive projection and U(.M) is a 
Banach lattice where JZ = II&D(Z)). If, moreover, U preserves lattice operations, 
then the following computation holds for anyf, , fi ED(Z). (In general, U need 
not preserve the lattice operations. A remark to the contrary in [39] is 
an oversignt.) 
npfi v nf2) = ~~Tu~TJ, v UTJ,), J = Ufi ELQ(C) 
= UT(TJ v TJ,), since UI?? = I and u preserves 
lattice operations, 
= u(Tf; v TfS), since T is a positive projection, 
= IIf v Ii-f2. (2.4.9) 
Since the argument is reversible, the following result is obtained. 
PROPOSITION 2.4.6. Let II: Lp(.Z) w Lo(Z) be a contractive projection where p 
is either strictly monotone or an algebra norm. Then I7 satis$es (2.4.9) 13 there is an 
isometric isomorphism U: Lo(Z) I-+ Lo(Z) f or which U17u is positive and which 
preserves lattice operations. If  II is positive (so that U = I), (2.4.9) always holds; 
i.e., II is a &d&k operator. 
This result shows that the class of Sidik operators is larger than that of the 
class of averaging projections. However, if Lr is not contractive (even when it is 
positive), it need not be a Sidik operator. By Theorem 2.2.11, the following 
is true. (See also the Remark following Theorem 2.2.1’.) 
COROLLARY 2.4.7. If  17: Lo(Z) ML+?) is a positive con&active projection and 
p is as in the above proposition, suppose there is a g.w.u. F, CLp(Z), 17F, =F,, . 
Then I7 is also an averaging (as well as a &ddk) operator and in fact nf = Eg(fg), 
a.e., f  ELP(ZI), EB(g) = 1 a.e., for a unique o-field &? C Z, Pg localizable and 
g > 0 a.e., is locally integrable. 
Before concluding this section it is useful to relate the concept of conditional 
operators or expectations on von Neumann algebras (noted in the Introduction) 
as used in [2] and the corresponding concept used here or in [lo] and [24]. 
Recall that a von Neumann algebra is a weakly closed self-adjoint subalgebra 
@‘C B(H) (the set of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space H), or equivalently 
a self-adjoint algebra aC B(H) such that it is identical with its bicommutant, 
GY = W. Then for many analytic studies, it is necessary to know whether there 
is a conditional expectation on such an G? in the following sense. 
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DEFINITION 2.4.8. Let 6YC g C B(H) be two von Neumann algebras. A 
positive linear map T: .?# H GZ is called a conditional expectation if T(AB) = 
AT(B) for A E QC, B E g, and T(I) = I. 
Taking adjoints one sees that T(BA) = T(B) A in the above and equivalently 
T(B, T(B,)) = T(B,) T(B,) and TI = I. The latter form shows that T is an 
averaging operator (and is a projection) in the sense of Definition 2.1.2. Since 
the work of the preceding sections shows that an averaging operator relative to a 
g.w.u. on Lo(Z) is a conditional operator only under additional conditions, it will 
be of interest to specialize the above concept. The following characterizations 
of Tomiyama aids this situation: 
PROPOSITION 2.4.9. Let CY C 3? C B(H) be two won Neumann algebras and let 
T: Sf ++ GZ be a contractive projection (i.e., 11 TB 11 ,( 11 B 11, B E a). Then T is a 
conditional expectation in the sense of De$nition 2.4.8. (Here II.11 is the operator norm.) 
For a discussion of this result and important applications of this concept, 
see [2]. The proposition appears very close to Theorem 2.2.1. In fact, let 
p = Il.llrn so that 9 = La(Z) and 02 = LW(&) where Z0 C Z is a subu-field. Then 
it is well-known and easy to check that QZ C a are commutative von Neumann 
algebras onL’(Z) where (Q, Z, P) is a measure space with PXO strictly localizable. 
Then by Corollary 2.2.9 the conditional operator T: g = Lm(Z) ++ GY = Lm(Z,,) 
is representable as Tf = lPo(fg) f or a unique g >, 0 a.e., with We(g) = 1 a.e. 
(and not Tf = D(f), f EL-(Z)). Th us, the conditional operator of Definition 
2.4.8 is an averaging projection that is not necessarily a conditional expectation 
in the sense of the original Kolmogorov definition (Definition 1.1.1). The 
existence of such an operator in the commutative case presents no difficulty 
and follows from Corollary 2.4.3 for example. But in the general case this needs 
different arguments, as shown in [2]. The preceding work in this section will 
be useful in understanding and extending the interesting theory of [2] and other 
problems in von Neumann algebras. 
In connection with Proposition 2.4.1, in [51] an abstract representation of 
averaging operators as well as applications to information theory may be found. 
Further extensions are given in [52]. A special class of the Lo-spaces can be 
generalized to what are called F-rings that are “abstract function rings.” 
A structure theory for averaging operators on F-rings was discussed in detail 
in [3]. 
PROBLEM. Extend the representation theory of Theorem 2.4.5 for all Lp- 
spaces and consider this and Sidik identities in the corresponding characteriza- 
tions of Tomiyama’s on von Neumann algebras. 
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3. CONDITIONAL AND VECTOR MEASURES 
3.1. Conditional Measures : Generalities 
The relevant concept can be stated as: 
DEFINITION 3.1.1. Let (Q, .Z, P) be a measure space, .G? C C be a u-field 
such that Pa is localizable. Then an a.e. u-additive Pa: .ZCL.~($‘) satisfying 
s P”(A) dPg = P(A n B), A EL’, B ES?‘, (P(B) < co), (3.1.1) B 
is called a conditional measure [or conditionalprobability measure when P(Q) < co]. 
From Section 1, it follows that there exists an essentially unique (i.e., outside 
of a null set) function Pa, (Pa(A) = I?&)) satisfying (3.1.1). Moreover, the 
same existence and uniqueness assertions hold even if Pg is not localizable when 
A E Z,, = (A E Z: p(xJ < ok> and g,, C Z,, in a similar notation if p is a local- 
izable function norm with the J-property. Thus (3.1.1) can be rewritten as: 
s, Pa(A) dPa = P(A n B) = s, XA dP = 1 ES(xA) dP9. (3.1.2) 
B 
Some immediate consequences of the definition are listed for later use: 
PROPOSITION 3.1.2. If (Q, .Z, P) is a measure space L% C Z is a u-field and 
Pg is localizable, then the conditional measure Pa on 2 has the properties: 
(i) 0 < Pa(A) < 1, a.e., A E Z, (ii) P(A) = 0 implies Pa(A) = 0, a.e., and 
P(A) > 0 implies PB(A) > 0, P”(Q) = 1, a.e., and (iii) if {A,} C Z, A, t A, 
then Pa(A) = lim, Pa(A,), a.e., or equivalently (iii’) {A,,} C C disjoint, A = 
uzzI A, implies P”(A) = CzE;, Ps(A,), a.e. 
All these statements are immediate consequences of (3.1.1) or (3.1.2). Note 
that even though P(Q) = co is possible, Pa(Q) = 1 a.e. holds whenever P(Q) > 0 
and Pg is localizable. 
Proposition 3.1.2 says that, since P!(A)(.) is a function (which is 6% 
measurable), a conditional measure is a mapping of .Z into the positive part of 
the unit ball of L”(g) and is pointwise u-additive a.e. However, even if Pa(A) 
can be selected from its equivalence class, the exceptional null set depends on A 
so that Pg(.)(w) cannot be used in general as a scalar set function for each 
w E Q - N with P(N) = 0 if 9 has more than countably many points. An 
example is noted below to explain this pathology. However, a general theory 
can be developed without further restrictions as the following reformulation of 
the above proposition shows. 
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The set {P(A): A E Z,,o> C Lo(g) n Lm@) where L’,, = {A E .Z: &,J < co}, 
and if A, E Z,, , A, t A E &, , then 0 < Ps(A,) t P”(A) < 1 a.e. If, moreover, 
p is a.c.n., then this implies the norm convergence inD(9) by Theorem 1.2.1(b). 
Thus Pa: Z,, ~-+D(99) is a function space valued mapping and if p is, moreover, 
an a.c.n., a strongly a-additive bounded set function. Such measures are known 
as vector measures with a special theory of their own (cf. [13, IV.10; 61). Thus it 
will be of fundamental importance to obtain a finer analysis of Pa, regarding 
it as a vector measure. The particular features of these measures will be developed 
in this section so that their structure becomes clear. 
Remu~ks. (1) If 99 C Z is a a-field such that Pa is localizable, then 
(Pa(A), A E Z} CL”(Q, a’, Pg). Wh en P(Q) = co, the family is not contained 
in P(9) for p < co. This can be true for the D-spaces even if P(Q) < co. 
(2) In the theory of vector measures (cf. [13, IV.lO.l]), weak and strong 
a-additivity (for V: Z++ %, a B-space) are equivalent. However, for the particular 
conditional measures Pg: ,I& t-+L,~(~), the pointwise a.e. a-additivity is weaker 
than the weak a-additivity if p is not an a.c.n., and need not be weakly (=strongly) 
u-additive in this case. 
3.2. Integration Relative to Conditional Measures 
The relevant integration procedure here is that of integrating scalar (and 
later vector) functions relative to conditional measures Pg on (Q, Z, P) so that 
it is a specialization of a known theory when the vector measure takes values 
in a Banach lattice. If v: .X0 H 3, a B-space, is a-additive, then v is bounded. 
But it need not be of bounded variation so that one has to use a weaker concept 
of semivariation of v and the integration can be defined with the latter. These 
concepts are as follows. The variation of v on A E L’s , denoted 1 v / (A), is 
given by: 
1 v 1 (A) = sup 
I 
2 Ij v(A&- : Ai CA, Ai E Z,, , disjoint , 
! 
(3.2.1) 
i=l 
and 1 v 1 (*) is additive or u-additive on Z0 according as v is. If sup{/ v I (A): 
A E Z,,} < co, then v is said to be of bounded variation, denoted ) v I (52). 
The semivariation of v on A, denoted 11 v 11 (A), is defined by: 
II v 11 (A) = SUP 
I 
I/ $r aiv(Ai) 11% : 1 ai I < 1, Ai E & , disjoint Ai C Ai, 
(3.2.2) 
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where a, are scalars. Clearly I] v 11 (A) < 1 v 1 (A), A E Zg with equality if I 
is the space of scalars. Also ]I v 11 (a) is monotone increasing and (a-)subadditive 
if v is (a-)additive. Since A is v-null (i.e., 1 v ] (A) = 0) iff II v ]I (A) = 0, an 
integration can be defined with II v /I (.). 
Using the theory outlined in Section 1.2, Eq. (3.2.2) can also be expressed as, 
(sA fdv is the usual sum for simple f): 
IIf Ilrn < 1, Ai C A, disjoint, A$EZ~ . 
I 
(3.2.3) 
Here f cLm(A, Z(A), P) and v(a) vanishes on sets of P-measure zero. Thus, 
if p(e) = l]*llm , then II v II (A) = p’(vA) where vA : Z(A) H 3 and v has p’( =11&)- 
semivariation finite relative to p. Both (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) make sense when Z,, is 
an arbitrary ring (andLm(Z) is replaced by the space M&Q, Z,,) (uniform closure 
of step functions f = 2aixAi , Ai E Z,,) without any reference to P. However, 
using the particular structure of ,Z’a and its relation to (Q, Z, P) the above 
definition can be restated for D-spaces. This will be useful for the present 
viewpoint since there exist vector measures with p’-semivariation finite for 
some p’ but not necessarily for p’( .) = ll.]ll . A n example is a measure determined 
by the Brownian motion. (See Remark 2, after Theorem 3.3.11 below.) 
DEFINITION 3.2.1. IfD(Z) on (Q, Z, P) is given, let Za = {A EZ~: p(xA) < co 
and p’ be the associate norm of p. Then an additive set function v: Z,, H I, a 
B-space, vanishing on P-null sets, is of p’-semivariation jnite on A E ,Zo if 
x* E %*, (again jA fdv symbolizing the obvious sum for simple f): 
~0 > p’(v,J = sup lq~ [1(x*, IAf dv)I : p(f) < l,fsimple, 
f~J@‘(A,&W’)], IIx*ll < 11. (3.2.4) 
If sup{p’(v,J: A E Z,,} < co, then v  is of p’ semivariation Jinite on Q, where 
vA = v(A n.) and (x*, y) is the value of x* aty, %* being the adjoint space of 3. 
The form of (3.2.4) is only different from (3.2.3) in appearance, but both 
are the same concepts. To see this, from (3.2.4) and (3.2.3) it follows that since 
simple functions are dense in iW(Z(A)) (cf. [15, p. 18, Lemma 21) with p = ll.llm 
and f simple, 
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On the other hand, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
/I x* I/ < 1, x* E s* 
I 
= P’(U”). (3.2.5’) 
Thus, from (3.2.5) and (3.2.5’) it follows that I/ u [I (A) = p’(u,.J, A E ZO . The 
explicit form (3.2.4) is used in computations below. 
It is clear that p’-variation of a set function u: L’s t-+X, can be defined, 
generalizing the concept of (3.2.1). Denoting this as p’(G,& it is given by the 
formula, 
p’(UA) = SUP f  I ai I II u(4ll~ :f = 2 aixA, J 
I 61 i=l 
A$CA, AiEZ,,andp(f) < 11. 
(3.2.6) 
Remark. A slightly different form of the same concept is found in [15, p. 201 
but it can be shown that, under the hypothesis of [15], both formulas yield 
equivalent norms. The above definition follows the work of [6, pp. 246-2551. 
To get a feeling for these concepts, it may be helpful to compute (3.2.1) and 
(3.2.2) for theLP-spaces on a finite measure space (Sz, 2, P). Thus let 9? = U(g), 
a C Z be a u-field and Pa: ZHU(@. Since Z,, = Z now, (3.2.1) becomes 
1 P” 1 (A) = SUP 
! 
i II Pg(A,)II,, : Ai C A, disjoint, Ai E 2 
i=l I 
= sup i s EB(xAJ dP : A, C A as above = P(A), 
I 
(3.2.7) 
j-1 fi I 
so that when % = L1, Pa is of bounded variation, and its variation measure is P. 
Clearly P(Q) < co is not needed for the latter conclusion. If  L’E = LP, p > 1, 
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such a result is not available. In this case consider (3.2.2). Thus, % = L*(g), 
p >, 1, and P*: Z t+ D(B), so that 
II pg II (4 = sup I/ ii @rVi) IIL” : 
I 
A = c A, , Ai E Z disjoint, 1 ai ] < 1 z=l 
I 
d II P-VW, = II E9’(x& < F’WI”“. (3.2.8) 
But II P” II (A) > II W4Ix - Hence (3.2.7) implies II Pa I( (A) = II P9(A)l/Lp < 
[P(A)I1’“, P > 1, with equality for p = 1. In the latter case the variation and 
semivariation of (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) are thus the same. 
To return to the general case, the form of (3.2.4) implies the following: 
Let v = Pa: Zg t-+ % = D(s), where Pa is localizable and p is the function 
norm with the J-property. Then the following useful formula holds: 
p’(Pq < 1. (3.2.9) 
For, let f = XE, aixa. , Ai E Zs , p(f) < 1 and x,* = CL1 bjxB, with B, E 9Y’, 
p’&*) < 1. Since P,‘is localizable, Lp’(SJ) exists and is a subspace of (D(B))*. 
From (3.2.4): 
(xm*, In f dPg) = (xm*, $ aiPs(Ai)), IA f dP9 symbolizes the sum shown, 
= gl ai El 4 1, XB,E~B(XAJ dp 
= f ai S,. x,* dp = gl aiG,(Ad), 
i=l I 
(3.2.10) 
where G,(A) = JA x,* dp, G,,, : Z,, tt [w and p’(G,J = p’(xm*) < 1, by 
Section 1.2. Thus 
sup 11 i dG&%) 1 : f = fj aixA, , df > G 11 = P’GJ, WW 
i=l i=l 
using (3.2.4) with I = scalars. Since p’ is nontrivial and also has the J-property, 
such functions x,* (ED’@)) are norm determining for p, (cf. [15, p. 91). 
Hence, it follows that 
p’(Pg) = sup ]sup [i(xm*, Jnf dPs)I : p(f) < Lf simple] : II x,* II 
= p’(xm*) < 1 
I 
= sup(p’(G,,J : p’&*) < I} < 1. 
This proves (3.2.9), and it will be used several times. 
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The integral of a scalar function relative to Pa is to be understood in the 
Dunford-Schwartz (D-S) sense [13, IV.lO], but when the semivariation is 
replaced by the p’-semivariation. This is as follows. Let L$Y) be a complete 
Riesz space on (Q, Z, P), g C Z with Pa localizable. Suppose &p(Z))* g W(Z), 
so that Pg: &,t--+L~(s) is a vector measure. It also has the property that 
Pa(A) = 0 a.e., when P(A) = 0. If f = Cy=, u,x~, , Ai E Zs( = {A E 2 
f(xA) < co}), A, disjoint, define: 
I A f dP” = i a,P”(A n Ai) (ELO(@)), A E z. (3.2.12) i=l 
A standard argument shows that the integral does not depend on the particular 
representation off. Now if f E D(Z) is arbitrary, then there exist simplef, ELD(Z), 
such that fn + f a.e. If $, fn dPa} in Lo(B) is a Cauchy sequence for each 
A E Z, let its limit be denoted by fA . Then f is said to be integrable in the sense 
of Dunford-Schwartz (or D-S integrable) relative to Pa, and denoted 
IA f dP” = fA = lip s, fn dP”, A E Z. (3.2.13) 
If a = { 0, in}, then this reduces to the Lebesgue integral but need not be so 
in general. Since the null sets relative to Pa (i.e., A, for which P?(A) = 0) and 
those relative to P are the same and the latter is localizable, one checks that the 
integral is unambiguously defined and that the mapping f ++ & dfPg is linear; 
if p also has the J-property, then u,(.) = SC., fdPy: ZHL~(@ is again a vector 
measure. Moreover, it follows that [see (3.2.2)]: 
p (il a&)) = p (iI ja xEif dPa) < P(ffn) p’(P? G P(ffh (3-2-14) 
by (3.2.9) where f,, = Cy=, aixE, , Ei E Z, disjoint. Hence, Ij u, 11 (Q) < 
sup(p(f fn): 1 fe 1 < 1 a.e.}, i.e. II vI II (Q) <p(f) < co. [Cf. also [6, p. 2541 about 
the first inequality in (3.2.14) h h w ic was proved when Lo = L”, but the proof 
extends to the present case.] From this and [13, IV.10.4], applied to uf it follows 
immediately that (with p an a.e.n.) 
lim 
s PW-0 A 
f dP9 = 0, (3.2.15) 
if f is Pa-integrable. These facts are sufficient to rework the proofs of [13, 
IV.lO.8-91 to show that those results extend to integrals relative to PT. 
For the particular vector measures Pa, which take values in the B-lattices 
Lo(B), it is also possible to define the integrals in terms of order limits using the 
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McShane theory of order preserving processes. In particular, the definitions 
given in [53] and the above definition coincide for vector measures Ps: 
& H Lo(B) when p is an a.c.n. and has the J-property. However, the order 
limit procedure can be used even if p is not an a.c.n., but it is not considered 
at present in detail (but see Theorems 3.2.3 and 3.3.3 below). 
As an immediate consequence of the above properties of the D-S integral 
and of Proposition 3.1.2, the following representation holds. Hereafter, p will 
be supposed to have the J-property. I f  0 <f EL$Y), then there exist simple 
functions 0 < fn T f a.e. which also converge in norm when p is an a.c.n. But 
for any A E C, 
(3.2.16) 
so that using an inequality stated in (3.2.14) and with (3.2.9), 
P (1 s, (fn -fm)dPa 1) G dfn -fin) P'U'? G p(fn -fm) ---+(A (3.2.17) 
as n, m -+ co when p is a.c.n. Thus, by definition of (3.2.13) and Proposition 
1.1.5(a), 
E?fxA) = l$ E9(fnxA) = ii lAfn dP9 = /A f dP9, A E 2. (3.2.18) 
These computations imply the following conceptually important result. 
THEOREM 3.2.2. If (a, Z, P) is a measure space, 9I C .Z is a a-jield such that 
PB is localizable (OY p is a localizable norm) and p has the Fatou and J-properties 
such that (Lao(Z))* = L:‘(Z), then the conditional measure Pa: .Zo t+ L,$Z), is a 
vector measure of p’-semivariation at most one. Moreover, the conditional operator 
E”: Lo(Z) w Lp(g) ( w tc exists) admits the integral representation: h ’ h 
Eg(f) = S,fdp' f%W, (3.2.19) 
where the integral is understood in the D-S sense. If MO is the space determined 
by simple functions of Lo, then every element of MD is P*-integrable. 
Using the order properties of the integral (3.2.19) and of E”(e), one can 
clearly extend the definition of the D-S integral so that the representation 
(3.2.19) holds for all f EL”(Z), f  or any function norm p with the Fatou, J, and 
localizable properties. Since (3.2.9) is true for all such norms even though 
Pa(.) is not necessarily a vector measure, the integral is still well-defined and 
is given as an order limit as in [53]. This point is useful in extending the work. 
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It is now natural to ask whether it would not have been simpler and better 
to use the well-known definition of the integral due to Pettis. Namely, let 
V: ZH I be a set function such that for each x* ES*, ~1%~ = (x*, u) is a- 
additive (so u is a vector measure, cf., [13, IV.lO.l]). Then using the Lebesgue 
theory, one can define ssa fdu for each measurable f by setting 
(x*,S,fd+=/QfdvE., x*E%*. (3.2.20) 
If y = so fdv, then (3.2.20) says that x*(y) exists for each x* E E* so that by 
the uniform boundedness theorem, sup{1 x*(y): 11 x* 11 < l} < co. Then the 
map x* w x*(y) defines an element of Z** so y E %**. Thus, the integral 
defined by (3.2.20) is an element of X** and not always of X. However, it is 
desirable for the present theory that the integral be an element of .F itself, and 
the D-S definition provides this property. Thus, it (or the order limit definition) 
may be considered as the most relevant concept for the present theory. 
THEOREM 3.2.3. Let (Q, Z, P), Lp(Z), 9 C Z and Pa (localizable) be as in 
the preceding theorem. Then the mapping f  + ss, fdP” is a positive linear operation. 
Moreover, the monotone and dominated convergence theorems hold for this integral 
and it is faithful (i.e., ssa fdP” = 0, f  3 0 a.e. (P), implies f = 0, a.e.). The 
definition (3.2.13) can also be stated for each 0 <f EL,D(Z) as: 
I faiPB(A,):O<h<f,a.e.,h=ia,X,+,A,EX, R i=l i=l I 
(3.2.21) 
where the equality holds a.e., [and thus (3.2.21) can and will be taken as a definition 
of the integral if p is not an a.c.n.1. 
Proof. The first part is immediate from the representation (3.2.19). The 
validity of monotone and dominated convergences has already been noted after 
(3.2.15) (cf. also [53, pp. 113-1141). Since Eg(f) = J,fdP” >, 0 forf 3 0 a.e., 
and = 0 iff f  = 0 a.e., it follows that the integral is faithful. 
To prove (3.2.21), first note that by the localizability of P9 (hence of P), 
the supremum in (3.2.21) exists and so the equation makes sense. However, if 
Pg is not localizable but p is a localizable norm, then P on the support off is 
localizable in (3.2.21), and then the same argument holds in either case. Let 
h = Cy=, aixa, ELP(Z), 0 < h <f, a.e. If L(h) = CL, a,Pg(AJ, then L: 
Lol$Y) t-+L,o(@, and L = Ea. Thus, L is a positive contractive projection, 
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because p has the J property. If 0 <fn tf a.e., then L( f,J t,!(f) a.e., and since 
f~&o, it follows that p(L(fJ -L(f)) < p(fn -f) -+ 0. Thus, with (3.2.13): 
s sa 
f dPB = izL(fJ = sup&(h) : 0 < h <cf, a.e., h simple}. 
Sincef, can be chosen simple here, this proves (3.2.21) and hence the theorem. 
A simple consequence of these results (and of Theorem 1.2.3) is: 
COROLLARY 3.2.4. Let @I C ~8~ C 2 be a-jelds and either PaI is localizable 
or p is a localizable norm and let p be also a.c.n. Then fw f, g ELD(Z) such that 
f g E Lo(Z) and f is a’,-measurable, 
s, fg dPgl = s, f dPb J’, g dPBz (E L+Q), (3.2.22) 
where the integrals are to be taken in the D-S sense. If, moreover, P(Q) < 00 and 
f g E L1(Z), then (3.2.22) reduces to 
jQ fs dp = jn dp jQ f dPgl s, g dPg2, (3.2.23) 
where the left integral and the first integral on the right are in the Lebesgue sense 
while the other two (on the right) are in the D-S sense. 
Since the result of Theorem 3.2.3 appears to state that essentially all the 
properties of the Lebesgue integrals are preserved by the D-S integral for the 
conditional measures, one might conclude that P”(.)(W): Et-+ [0, l] can be 
treated as a scalar measure for each w E Q - N with P(N) = 0. If this is true, 
it would have been possible to use the more familiar Lebesgue integration 
directly. However, this is not true, as the following example shows. A similar 
example for a related but somewhat different purpose was considered by 
Dieudonne [5, p. 421 (see also [lo, p. 6241 f or an analogous discussion). Since 
the present emphasis is different, some details are included. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. Suppose Pa(.)(w) can be treated as an abstract scalar 
measure (with P(Q) < co) for each w E Q - N, P(N) = 0 using the preceding 
notation. Then it is a fundamental fact of Lebesgue’s theory that the following 
equations are true. For any bounded f 3 0, measurable on (Q, Z) and w E Q - N, 
j,f dPg = sup 1 jo g dPa : 0 < g <f, g simple, measurable , I 
(3.2.24) 
= inf 
Is 
h dP” : f < h, h simple, measurable 
I 
, (3.2.25) 
sa 
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since Pa(*)(w) is a positive set function. To see that this may be false, consider 
the following: 
Let G = [0, 11, SY = the Bore1 u-field of s;) and P = the Lebesgue measure. 
Let A C G be a Lebesgue nonmeasurable set of outer measure one and inner 
measure zero, i.e., if ,Z is the Lebesgue g-field of 0, then 
inf(P(E): EI A, EEZ} = 1, SU~{P(F):FCA,FEZ} = 0. 
Let Z0 = Zr u ZS where 
z; ={AnF:FeZ}, ~2=(ACnE:E~Z}, (3.2.26) 
and let 2 = u(&). For B = (A n F) u (A” n E) E Z,, , let Q(B) = $[P(F) + 
P(E)]. Then &: Z0 H [0, l] is u-additive Q 1 .Z = P. Let Q be the Caratheodory 
measure generated by the pair (2, Q). Th en the collection of Q-measurable 
sets Zo is a u-algebra containing 2 (12) and Q ( Z = Q ( ,Z = P. I f  p is the 
conditional measure on (52, Z. , Q) which exists, then it does not behave like 
an abstract Lebesgue measure, since Qa(B) = E@&J = 0 or 1 according as 
Q(B) = 0 or 1, and that withf = X~ , Eq. (3.2.24) gives the value zero and that 
(3.2.25) gives the value one for the integral j,fdQB. This shows that Qa cannot 
be an abstract scalar measure for a.a. w E Sz. 
In the following sections the regularity problem (i.e., conditions under which 
P* behaves like a scalar measure so that (3.2.24) and (3.2.25) are equal) will be 
analyzed in detail and some characterizations of regularity as well as various 
sufficient conditions will be presented. The point of view brings out the identity 
of the conditional and vector measures in the Lo-spaces into focus. 
3.3. Regularity of Conditional Measures 
A natural setting for the treatment of regularity of measures is with a topo- 
logical space. But in many problems of probability theory, one usually considers 
abstract measure spaces. In such situations the regularity problem is considered 
by transferring it from the abstract spaces into certain topological measure 
spaces under a measurable mapping. Then the regularity properties are under- 
stood in terms of the image measure. This is stated in the following obvious 
result. 
PROPOSITION 3.3.1. Let (S2, 2, P) be a complete measure space and g C 2 
be a (completed) a-jield such that Pa is strictly localizable. If (4, 2) is a measurable 
space, let f: i2 F+ a be a (Z, 2) -measurable mapping and Pg: Z ~--t Lo(g) (p with 
Fatou and J-properties) be the conditional measure so that FB = Pa 0 f-l is the 
tmage measure, z.e., 
P(A) = Pqf-l(A)), AE.2. (3.3.1) 
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Thenp9: 2; I-+ Lp(9Zf) is a vector measure for p a.c.n. If q&4, w) = (PB(A))(w) and 
&+t w) = Hf-l(A), w), th en or any realpa-integrable g on 0, one has f 
where the integrals are understood in the D-S sense. 
The preceding proposition will be used in transferring the regularity problem 
from the abstract spaces to the topological spaces since @,z) is usually topo- 
logical. Later it will become clear how the corresponding concepts can be 
defined on the original space itself. If f: Q ++ fi is a mapping where (Q, Z, P) is 
an abstract space and (s”i,&’ IS a topological measurable space, consider the 
following specialization used in some probabilistic treatments. If 0 = Rn, 2 is 
a u-field of W (the Euclidean n-space) containing the Bore1 sets and f =(fi ,..., f,J 
is a measurable mapping of a probability space (Q, Z; P) onto lP, then &(A, w) 
can be formally expressed as F,(x, ,... , x, , w) where A = )(y=, (- co, XJ E 2 
and F,(., W) is q&e, UJ). H owever, F,(., w) may not be used as a Stieltjes measure 
(sometimes called a distribution function) for each w E Q - N, P(N) = 0 in 
view of the above counterexample. Thus, the vector integral approach is needed 
here. This distinction has not always been stated clearly enough in the literature, 
and is worth clarification. The conditions under which the above formal relation 
can be made rigorous will now be obtained. All u-fields below are assumed 
complete as they can otherwise be completed. 
DEFINITION 3.3.2. (a) Let (Sz, Z, P) be a measure space 9Y C 2, a a-field such 
that Pa is localizable. Let (0, z) be a topological measurable space such that 2 
contains the Bore1 sets of fi and let f: Sz ++s”i be a measurable mapping. If 
#(.): J:LLm(9) is the image of P@: Z:LLm(G9) under f, then #(a) and hence 
also P@, will be called (Borel) inner-regukr relative to f if the following holds. 
For each relatively compact open set A C 6: 
$(A) = sup{+(C) : C C A, C compact}. (3.3.3) 
The terms quasi-regular, left-regular and (when P(Q) < co, .Q = W) wide 
sense conditiona distribution of f are also used in the literature for the same 
concept. [Note that #(A) gLrn(g) since P is localizable so that the supremum of 
the positive bounded functions on the right of (3.3.3) exists and #(A) < 1, a.e.] 
(b) The set function #(.) or Pa(.) b a ove is said to be (Borel) outer-regular 
(or right-regular) relative to f if for every relatively compact Bore1 set A Cfi, 
#(A) = inf(#(B) : B r) A, B open}. (3.3.4) 
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If $ is both (Borel) inner and outer regular forf, it will be called (Borel) regular 
relative to f. 
Replacing Bore1 sets by Baire sets, the corresponding (Baire) concepts are 
obtained. If the (Sz, 2, P) is topological, taking f = identity, one gets the concepts 
for Pa itself. It is clear that the regularity properties of a set function can be lost 
by changing the collection of sets involved arbitrarily. One may also demand the 
(stronger) property of regularity relative to every (2, z)-measurable function. 
It will be seen that such a property holds for a smaller class of measure spaces 
(52, Z, P); for instance, if P is aperfect measure, (to be defined later) this will be 
true. 
A general characterization of regularity and related information is given by 
the following result. 
THEOREM 3.3.3. Let (9, Z, P) be a complete measure space, .98 C Z be a 
complete a-field and Pse be localizable. Let 0 be an arbitrary (not necessarily 
locally compact) metric space and 2 be a a-Jield containing the open (and hence 
Bore1 = Baire) sets. I f f :  Q H fi is any (Z, z)-measurable mapping, then Pa’ or 
p”” = P~of”:n+L~(~) is always (Borel) inner-regular (relative to f). 
Moreover, the integral relative to Pa on .Q (or rather relative top’ on s’i) can be 
defined in the Lebesgue sense zjf P”, or 4 is (Borel) regular relative to f. Thus, the 
integral in (3.3.2) given by the Dunford-Schwartz dejkition can also be obtained 
from the Lebesgue dejkition s$Ps is (Borel) regular on 2 relative to f. 
Proof. It will become clear from the proof how to obtain other generalizations 
of P@ to vector measures with values in a Banach lattice. Outside the lattice 
properties of the range, only the localizability of Pg and the fact that the integral 
preserves monotone convergence are crucial for the argument. 
Let f: Q H 0 be a (2, &measurable mapping where 2 is as given in the 
statement and b is a metric space. Let I/ = PB 0 f-l : 2 H Zm(9). It is to be 
shown that 9 is (Borel) inner regular in the sense of Definition 3.3.2(a). Thus, 
let A C 0 be a relatively compact open set so A E 2. Since A is open, xa is 
lower-semicontinuous. Next recall the classical result that every finite valued 
(positive) lower-semicontinuous function on a metric space is the pointwise 
limit of an increasing sequence of positive continuous functions. Hence, there 
exist 0 < fn t xa , the f, being continuous on 0 are (Bore1 and so) z-measurable, 
it follows from Theorem 3.2.3 that the following equations hold: 
= sup 
II s) 
g d# : 0 < g < XA , g continuous , 
I 
(3.3.5) 
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by the monotone convergence. Let 0 <f, < xA be an arbitrary continuous 
function. If C, = ( 6: l/n <Jo(G) < l}, then C, C A C 2 for all tl, and is 
compact. So lim, C, = uf, C,, CA and the pointwise a-additivity of 4 to- 
gether with the lattice structure of pm(W) yield (the inequalities holding 
pointwise a.e.): 
#(A) > #(lip C,) = li? I&C,) = li? /a xc, d#, by Proposition 3.1.2, 
by monotone convergence again. Thus (3.3.6) and (3.3.5) imply 
#(A) 3 supM(C) : CC A compact1 3 sup //afo d# : 0 d f. < XA/ 
= #(A), a.e., (P). (3.3.7) 
This shows that # is always (Borel) inner regular. 
For the second part, if the D-S integral is also definable (for #) by the Lebesgue 
method, then for any Bore1 set A Co, 
Ifi xA dt,6 = sup 
I 
lfl g d# : 0 < g < xA , g continuous (or simple)/, a.e., 
= inf 11, h d# : h > xA , h continuous (or simple) , a.e., 
I 
g and h having compact supports. Hence, # (so also Pg) is both inner and outer 
regular, in the sense of Definition 3.3.2. 
Conversely, let 4 be regular, or equivalently (in view of the first part) outer 
regular in the sense of Definition 3.3.2. Since every u ~U(fi,z,i,) is integrable 
for 9, by Theorem 3.2.3, it is to be shown that for any E > 0, there exist simple 
Bore1 functions g and h, g < u < h a.e., and jo (h -g) d$ < E, a.e. For this, 
by linearity, it is sufficient to show, for any relatively compact Bore1 set A with 
u = XA , that there exist g = xc, h = xH, where G is compact, H is open, 
and G C A C H, satisfying the above inequality. It will then follow that the 
D-S and Lebesgue definitions are equivalent. Note that the order continuity 
and norm convergence coincide here (the Lr-norm is a.c.n. and has the J- 
property) since every u E Lo(Z) is #(*)-integrable and the same argument applied 
when p is an a.c.n. with the J-property (or the order definition of integral). 
Thus, let E > 0 and select an open H such that by the outer regularity of 4, 
H 1 A and #(A) > #(H) - 42, a.e. But HC C AC and Hc(= fi - H) is closed 
and AC is a Bore1 set. Since AC - Hc = AC A H = H - A, 
0 < #(AC) - t,h(HC) = #(AC - HC) = +(H - A) 
= z)(H) - $(A) < 42, a.e. (3.3.8) 
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This implies that every Bore1 set can be approximated by a closed set from 
below for #. In particular, if A is a relatively compact Bore1 set, there exists 
a closed set G C A C A (so G is compact) such that #(A) - 4(G) < 42, a.e. 
Thus there exist G C A C H, of the desired description, such that 
+(H) - C3 6 VW - $(A)) + V(A) - W.3) < 6, a.e. (3.3.9) 
This proves the theorem. 
With regard to the statement and proof of Theorem 3.3.3, several remarks 
are in order. 
Remarks. (1). In the definition of regularity, the test sets were required to 
be relatively compact. As the proof shows, this may be dropped if the approxi- 
mating sets are respectively closed and open for the inner and outer regularity. 
However, it can be seen that, when d is locally compact or metric (as here), the 
above mentioned more general case is equivalent to that of Definition 3.3.2. Also 
note that the strong additivity has not been crucially used in the proof for P9 
and only its order continuity is needed. Thus, the result holds for the general 
Pa which need not be a vector measure, (e.g., if p \j . &J. 
(2) The fact that s”i is a metric space was used at one critical point: that 
the lower-semicontinuous positive function is a limit of an increasing sequence 
of continuous functions. Thus, the theorem and proof hold if 0 is any Hausdorff 
space with this property, i.e., if fi is uniformizable and Hausdorff. 
(3) In the case of a metric space, it is known, and easy to check, that the 
Baire and Bore1 regularity of I/J are the same. Thus, the theorem can be restated 
briefly as follows: $( *) : 2 ++ Lm(a) is always Baire inner regular and that it is 
(Baire) regular i f f  the two integration processes are equivalent. I f  0 is locally 
compact (and Lm(@ is replaced by P(g), p an a.c.n. with the J-property) then 
the theorem is a consequence of a general result of Dinculeanu and Kluvanek [8]. 
Since the metric space a need not be locally compact (and p(.) = lljm is not 
a.c.n., though this may not be critical), the result [8] does not imply the above. 
In a probabilistic context, part of the above result thus shows that the “wide 
sense conditional distribution, given 2, of the random variable f,” with values 
in any metric space a, always exists. A classical case of this result (when s”l = FP, 
P(Q) < co) was established differently by Doob [lo] long ago. 
Remark (3) shows that conditional measures ~,4 always have the important 
property of (Baire) inner regularity for any fi Q H ai, measurable, and s’i is any 
metric, or locally compact, space. Thus, it is useful to find the subclass of 
spaces fi for which the (Bore1 or Baire) outer regularity of # also holds. A special 
case of the general result of [8] will be of interest when adapted to the present 
context. This is essentially what is done in the next result. The argument is 
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included only because it will be needed later in cases where there is no topology. 
This will also clarify the wide and strict sense conditional distributions considered 
in Probability Theory. 
The following variation of Definition 3.3.2 will be needed. Thus, if S is a 
topological space, QZ is a ring of subsets of S, u: a++ I, a B-space, is a vector 
measure, then it is inner regular on 0& whenever, for each A E U, and E > 0, 
there is an F E 4 P C A, relatively compact, and for any C C A - F, C E GZ, it is 
true that 11 u(C)11 < E. u is outer regular on 02, if there is a GE G& A C int(G), 
and for any EC G - A, E E 02, it is true that 11 u(E)11 < E. u is regular on a, 
if it is both inner and outer regular on CY, as usual. 
PROPOSITION 3.3.4. Let Sz be a locally compact space, 2 be the o-ring generated 
by the compact (or compact G&subsets of Q, i.e., Bore1 (or Baire) u-ring. If u: 
.Z t-+ 3, a B-space, is a vector measure, then u is regular on .Z ~$7 it is inner (or 
outer) regular on Z. Moreover, u is always regular on Z if its variation measure 
I u / (.) is finite on compact sets of Sz and is regular on Z. 
Proof. Since the regularity of u on Z implies both the inner and outer 
regularity, only the converse needs a proof. Thus, it is to be shown that here 
the inner and outer regularity are equivalent. Since the arguments are identical 
in both cases, only the Bore1 regularity will be considered. 
Let u be inner regular on Z. Thus let E > 0, and A E Z be relatively compact. 
Then AC lJy=, Oi . Oi open (fundamental neighborhoods) and, by compactness 
of 2, bi can be taken compact. If U = & Oi E .Z, it is a relatively compact 
open set with U 1 A, and U - A E Z. By the inner regularity of u, for the E, 
there is a compact C, C U - A, such that for any B C (U - A) - C,, , B E .Z, 
II u(B)]1 < E. Let G = U - C,, E Z. Then G is open, and 
GT)U-(U-A)=A,BC(U-A)-Co=G-AA. 
Since B E Z is arbitrary in this inclusion, this shows that u is outer regular on 
A E 2, and hence on Z. 
Conversely, let u be outer regular on 2, and A E ,Z be relatively compact. 
If E > 0, there is a relatively compact open set U, as above, with AC U and 
having the following properties. Let C = a, so C is compact, and C E Z, 
C - A E Z. The latter set is relatively compact so that by the outer regularity 
of u, and depending on E, there is a relatively compact open G 3 C - A, and 
for any BE Z with B C G - (C - A), II u(B)11 < E. Let C, = 2 - GE Z. 
Then C,, is compact, An C = @ and C,, C 3. Also for any B E .Z, with 
B C A - C, , it follows that 
BCA-(A-G)=AnGC(GnA)u(GnC?)=G-(C-A), 
so that I[ u(B)ll < E. Thus, u is inner regular. 
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Since II 4411 < I u I (4 f or all A E 2, the last statement is an immediate 
consequence of this inequality. This completes the proof. 
From Theorem 3.3.3 and Proposition 3.3.4, the following result is deduced. 
COROLLARY 3.3.5. Let (52, 2, P) be a complete measure space, g C .Z a a-field 
with Pa localizable. Let f: Q H d be a (Z, z)-measurable mapping, where a is a 
locally compact metric space and 2 is its o-Jield containing all the open sets. Then 
the conditional mea.rurePg(= Pa of-l) : 2 F+ L”(g) n Lp(a), p < 00, is (Borel) 
regular for f ,  and hence the D-S and Lebesgue integration processes are equivalent 
for it. [If o-additivity of Pe and v are taken as in Proposition (3.1.2)(iii), then 
P = 03 is allowed.] 
This result was given by Doob [lo], when fi = lW and the range off (= f (52)) 
is a Bore1 set, using a different argument. A slightly weaker form of the above 
corollary was given by Dubins [12], and he seems to be the first author who 
recognized the vector measure point of view. The significance of the latter idea 
has not been followed for a long time. 
As an application of the above corollary, the conditional Jensen’s inequality 
can be deduced, for regular measures P 9, from that for the classical (uncon- 
ditional) probability measures. Since Pa(Q) = 1, a.e., and by regularity (relative 
to Bore1 sets on R), it behaves like a scalar for w E D - N, P(N) = 0, consider 
Pa = Pg 0 f-l where f: Q w R = 5, is a measurable mapping. If dr: R I--+ R 
is a continuous convex function and 4 =Ps: 2~ ?(a’), then treating 
#(., w’), w’ E Q - N, as a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure on R, it follows, from 
Proposition 3.3.1, that 
(3.3.10) 
Letting Ft(x, .) = $(A= , .) for A, = (- 00, x), this can be expressed in terms 
of the “distribution function” FI as 
@ ( jR xF,(dx, 4) d jR @(4 F,@, 4, OJ’EQ - Iv, (3.3.11) 
and when @ is strictly convex there is equality, in (3.3.10) or (3.3.11), only if 
g is z-measurable. In the more general case, given in Theorem 1.3.1, one can 
employ the conditional measures and integral representation but then one must 
use the D-S theory of integration. Since in that case the result is trivial if g is 
simple, the general assertion follows by monotone (or dominated) convergence 
theorem, which is valid for Pa-measures by Theorem 3.2.3, when D(f) is 
Pa-integrable. 
A conditional measure P”(.)(*) =P(*, .) : .Z x 52 ++ lR+ is said to be a 
conditional distribution if, for each A E z,P(A, *) is equivalent to a g-measurable 
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function, and for each w E Sz - N, P(N) = O,P”(*, w) is a probability measure. 
With this concept the following statement on the existence of conditional 
distributions is a consequence of Proposition 3.3.4. 
COROLLARY 3.3.6. Let Q be a locally compact spclce, 2 the o-$eld of Bore1 
sets of Q and P: Z I+ R+, is an outer regular measure. If ~29 CZ is a o-Jield such 
that Pa is localizable, let &, 2 be the completions of ~3 and 2Z under P. Then the 
conditional measure P’: Z H L’(9) is regular and hence the conditional distribution 
I/(-, a) = P*(*)(o) exists. 
Proof. It was noted inEq. (3.2.7) that the total variation measure / P2 1 (e), 
under the present hypothesis is P(e) itself. Thus by Proposition 3.3.4, the (Borel) 
outer regularity of P implies the same for P” and then by Theorem 3.3.3 (or 
Corollary 3.3.9, P3 is a regular vector measure (or vector valued measure). 
In the result of Theorem 3.3.3, the regularity of Pg was always through a 
transfer of (Q, Z, P) into a topological measure space (0, z,p) under a mapping 
fi 52 t-+ a. However, the proofs of Theorem 3.3.3 and Proposition 3.3.4 show 
how one can formulate these regularity concepts and results, for abstract spaces 
by demanding the existence of certain approximate classes of sets. Such a 
formulation was considered by Jiiina in [20, 211 under certain countability 
hypotheses. The present considerations yield, with the D-S integrals, more 
general results and show the basic relations with the topological case. 
DEFINITION 3.3.7. (a) Let (Q, Z) b e a measurable space, %, 9 be two 
classes of subsets of Q (corresponding to the compact and open classes if Q were 
topological). If V: Z F+ SF, a B-space, is a vector measure, then it is inner (outer) 
regular on a class @C ,Z relative to 9?(U) if for any E > 0, A E a, there is a 
CE@?(GE9)suchthatCCA(ACG)andforeveryBCA-C(BCG-k!) 
with B E Z, it is true that 11 v(B)11 < E. If u is both inner and outer regular on 
6Y for %? and 9, then v is regular on 6Y for the pair (%, 9). 
(b) If QZ = Z = 9, and %? C Z:, then +? is a compact class, if for any 
{Aj} C%?, with of, Ai # a, 1 < k < 00, it is true that fiT=, Ai # O. A 
measure u: Z: F+ 55 (a B-space or R+) is compact if there is a compact class V C Z 
such that, for any E > 0, A E 2, there is a C E g, with the property that for 
eachBCA-C,BEZ,j/v(B)ll<E. 
It is clear that a compact measure u: ,Z I-+ 55 is regular relative to the compact 
class V (or for the pair (%, Z)), in th e sense of the first part of Definition 3.3.7(a). 
Since I/ u(A)11 < / v 1 (A), A E Z, where I u 1 is the variation measure of u, as 
noted before, the following result is similar to Corollary 3.3.6, in the abstract case. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3.8. Let (Q, 2, P) be a complete measure space such that for 
a C 2, a a-jeld, Ps is localizable. Suppose P on @C Z is regular relative to a 
pair (‘ip, ‘G?) of classes of subsets of 0, in the sense of Dejnition 3.3.7. Then the 
conditional measure Pa: at-+ Ll(a), is regular for (%Z, 9). If *( *, *) = Pa(.)(*): 
a++ P=@Y) n .zP(9Zl), then #(e, .) is a conditional distribution on O& of Pa: Here 
Ul is a sub o-Jield of Z. 
When 02 is countably generated, the above proposition and some of its variants 
have been considered, with different arguments, by Jii-ina [20]. 
Another interesting sufficient condition for the regularity of conditional 
measures is perfectness, first introduced by Gnedenko and Kolmogorov, and 
studied in detail by Sazonov [45]. 
DEFINITION 3.3.9. Let (Q, Z, P) be a complete measure space, and f: 
52 +-+ [w be a measurable function. Let GY, be the collection (u-field) of sets A of 88 
such that f-l(A) C .Z (thus, &‘, includes all Bore1 sets of Iw). Then P is called 
perfect if the image measure Pr = P 0 f-l: CY, I-+ R+, defines a Lebesgue- 
Stieltjes measure, i.e., P, has the properties for allfi 
(i) Open sets are P,-measurable (in the Caratheodory sense). 
(ii) For any A C [w, if Pf* is the Caratheodory outer measure of (P, , O!‘r), 
then 
P,*(A) = inf{P,(B) : B 3 A, B open}. (3.3.12) 
(iii) For any compact CC IX, P,(C) < co. 
From standard results in measure theory, it follows that P, also satisfies, 
for any A C Iw ,
(3 P,(A) = sup(P,(C) : C C A, C compact}, (3.3.13) 
and that there exists a monotone nondecreasing left-continuous function 
F, : Iw E+ R+ such that P,([a, b)) = F,(b) -F,(a). If in the above, the 
line Iw is replaced by a Borelian space a, then a measure P,(f: Q ~8), 
satisfying (+0-(v) is called a Radon measure. Thus, in this generality P is perfect 
iff Pt is a Radon measure (on ai) for every f: Sz I-+ s”i. Thus, perfectness is a 
stronger condition than regularity of P, , and the following result holds. 
PROPOSITION 3.3.10. Let (52, Z, P) be a perfect measure space in the sense 
of DeJinition 3.3.9, and such that for .G% C 6?! C Z, a-jelds, Pg is localizable. Then 
the conditional measure Pa: GY+-+U(@, is regular on GY. Moreover, for each 
f: Sz +-+ [w, Ps 0 f-l: 9 H L’(g) is a regular conditional measure on 92, the Bore1 
a-field of R. 
683/s/3-8 
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The result is immediate from the fact that 1 Pa I( *) = P(e), or 1 P-@ o f-1 1 = 
P of-i(*) and the latter is regular, by perfectness. The relations between perfect 
and compact measures, and various properties of perfectness have been discussed 
in detail in [45], when the measures are finite. It must be noted that in [45, 
Theorem 7] the conditional distribution was defined to be not just the one 
given prior to Corollary 3.3.6, but was also required to be perfect. Thus 
Pg: GY+-+Ll(@), where aC Z, &? C Z, are u-fields, is a conditional distribution 
in the sense of Sazonov if Pa(.)(.) : 6Z x Q +-+ [0, l], satisfies: 
(i) Ps(A)(.) : [0, l] is %measurable for each A E @, 
(ii) P9(.)(w) : at-+ [0, l] is a perfect probability for each w E Q, and 
(iii) Se Pa(A) dP = P(A n B), A E 6Z?, B E g. 
It was proved in [45] that such a Pa exists when P is perfect and fl is countably 
generated. Sazonov then remarks (following his existence theorem), that such 
a measure need not exist if G? is not countably generated. 
It is clear that for a general theory P9(.)( w need not be perfect, or compact. ) 
The present work shows that Pa(-)(w) f or w E Q - N, P(N) = 0, can be used 
as a scalar measure iff Ps is regular. Thus, the regularity seems to be the central 
concept. Though the concepts such as compactness, perfectness or that, for 
P” (= Pa of-l), f(Q) contains a Bore1 set B such that P(Q) = P(f-l(B)) (they 
are progressively weaker), are useful su$icient conditions for regularity, these 
are not necessary for a general study of conditional measures. 
Now one may ask: How large is the class of regular conditional measures in the 
class of all conditional measures on a (localizable) measure space. Instead of 
making the notion of largeness precise (by introducing a topology), the following 
isomorphism theorem between these classes will be given. It is a consequence of 
an important well-known representation theorem of Kakutani, and has indepen- 
dent interest in the present context (see also [6, p. 3721). 
THEOREM 3.3.11. Let (Q.2, P) be a complete measure space and 3? C Z 
be a a-field such that Pa is localizable. Consider the conditional measure 
P” : Z,, ++Lo(3?) n L”(g), where p is an a.c.n., and has the J-property. Then 
there exists a locally compact totally disconnected Hausdorfl space S, a o-field 9 
containing the compact subsets of S, and a regular Bore1 measure CL: 9’ t+ @f, 
such that TV is finite on compact sets in terms of which Lo(S, 9, p) and Lo(Q, 2, P) 
are isometrically and lattice isomorphic. Moreover each element of Lo(Y) has a 
a-compact support. Further there exists a unique (Borel) regular conditional measure, 
pa : Y k+ LO(g) f7 L”(g) (i.e., Se t9(AJ dP = P(A n B), A E 2, B E 97, and 
A E Y corresponds to A), such that, if f E Lo(Z) and fe L”(9) correspond to each 
other, then 
j--f dP9 = j,jdP, (3.3.14) 
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where the left integral is in the D-S sense while the right one can be cottsidered 
either in the D-S OY Lebesgue senses for almost all w, and equality holds in the sense 
of a.e. for the elements of LQ?). [Thus, it says that every conditional measure is a 
preimage, under an isometric map, of some (Borel) regular conditional measure 
on some Bore1 (regular) measure space, which however is unique except for 
isomorphisms.] 
Sketch of Proof. First using the theorem of Kakutani on the representation 
of abstract (M)-spaces, it can be shown that Lp(sZ, Z, P) is isometrically (lattice) 
isomorphic to Lo(S, Sp, CL) of the stated description. This, of course, is nontrivial, 
and was given in [39, 11.1.91. But then if A E Z, and a E Y corresponds to A 
in this isomorphism, let pa(a) = P*(A). This is well-defined and $a : 
Y H Lo(a) n L”(g) is u-additive a.e., and satisfies 
1 /P(a) dPa = j P”(A) dPg = P(A n B), B E g’, P(B) < CO. (3.3.15) 
B B 
But by Theorem 1.2.3, and the above-mentioned isometry between Lo(a) and 
Lo(Y), it follows that p’(Pq = p’($s) and $a vanishes on p null sets. Moreover 
~9 is a conditional measure on (S, Y, p) and 
S, f dp” = s,h@> E L”(@ (3.3.16) 
for simple f (and corresponding3). Hence 
p’(P) = SUP [P (~s.fd@) : ~(3) < Lfsimple/. (3.3.17) 
It follows from (3.3.15) and (3.3.17), that p’(p~~) is given by replacing S by 
A. (p~tf%(*) = ~*(a n a)), and thus 1 $a I(.), the variation measure of $a is p, 
(and that of Pa is P). Since p is (Baire and, so extends uniquely to Borel) 
regular, by Proposition 3.3.4, it follows that $a is regular. This completes the 
sketch. 
Remarks. (1) It is clear that if P-@ is replaced by a general vector measure 
U: Z H b, the above result has an analogue, which needs only a slightly different 
argument. I f  Lp = L’, such a result was discussed in [6, p. 3721. For general 
vector measures v  of p-bounded semivariation, where p(a) # 11.11r , u need not 
have finite variation on any set A E Z of positive P-measure. On the other hand, 
Theorem 1.2.3 says that every conditional measure P”: Z++Lo(@, (p has (1)) 
is of finite variation on every set A E Z such that P(A) < co (and p(xA) < CO). 
This allows some refinements (and simplifications) of the general theory of 
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vector measures for the sub-class of conditional measures, with the D-S theory 
of integration. 
(2) Note here that the theory of vector measures also has interest in the 
study of stochastic integration, which involves such measures, derived usually 
from the Brownian motion. The latter is a stochastic process {X, , t E T} where 
T = [0, l] for illustration, and where, by definition, X, : 52 t-+C(Q, Z, P), 
P(Q) = 1, such that 
I [X&) - X&J)] dP(w) = 0, R I R I X,(w) - x&J)l” dP(w) = I t - s I, 
for s, t E T and for any t, < t, < t, , the following equations holds for all 
bounded Bore1 functions y1 , vz on R: 
(3.3.18) 
and that the Xt’s have a joint Gaussian distribution. Let 17: 0 < t, < t, < ..+ < 
t, < 1, and set u(AJ = Xt,+l - Xt, eL2(Z), for A = [ti , ti+J. Then U: 
9 H L2(Z) where W is the Bore1 &ring of T, and u is a.e. u-additive which if 
regarded as a scalar is not of bounded variation pointwise a.e., on any set A of 
positive Lebesgue measure in W, (cf. [lo, p. 3951). But if p = 11.l/2 , (so that 
p’ =I ll*l12 also), for Lo(T, a, CL) where p is the Lebesgue measure, then u has p’ 
semivariation finite as a vector measure i.e., 
A simple computation, using (3.3.18), shows that p’(u) < 1. Hence by [6, 
pp. 241-2471 the one-variation of u is also finite: Thus the D-S theory of 
integration applies to these measures also to integrate scalar functions and then 
this can be extended for vector functions. Hence, the theory of stochastic integrals 
can be considered from this viewpoint. I hope to give a detailed treatment of this 
approach elsewhere. The point of this example is that the theory of vector 
measures forms a firm basis for the theory of stochastic integrals and conditional 
measures, and elsewhere. The work in [6] thus forms a cornerstone in such 
studies. An analogous approach has been taken and developed recently in [33] 
on related subjects. 
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3.4. Some Characterizations of Conditional Measures 
The preceding sections show that conditional measures form a distinguished 
subclass of vector measures into function spaces. A characterization of this class 
therefore adds further interest to (and clarification of) the preceding theory. 
Some solutions to this problem will be presented in this section. 
The first result is special but it contains the essentials of the general problem. 
THEOREM 3.4.1. Let (Q, 2, P) be a measure space and v: ZHLP(Z) be a 
vector measure where LP(,Z’), p 3 1, has a g.w.u. FO = {xA, , OL E I} in it. Then v is 
a conditional measure relative to a unique a-field 9 C 2 (necessarily PS is (strictly) 
localizable) ~2 it satisjies the following three conditions: 
(i) 0 < v(A) < 1 a.e., A E 2s = {A EL5 : P(A) < co}; (ii) v(A,) = 
~~,~F,,,ol~I;and(iii)foranyA,B,CinZ~ 
j- (3.4.1) 
A 
v(B) v(C) dP = / v(A) v(C) dP = s, v(A) v(B) dP, 
B 
the integrals being in the sense of Lebesgue. The a-Jield SY is given as: 
9.9 = o{A E 2 : v(A) = xA , a.e.}. 
Proof. The “if” part is simple, since F,, C Lp(Z) and A, EL% so that Pa is 
localizable and v = Pa satisfies (i) and (ii). Regarding (iii), each integral in 
(3.4.1) is: 
s, VW v(C) dP = s, XAV(B) v(C) dp = S, Ea(x~) v(B) v(C) dp 
s 
(3.4.2) 
= v(A) v(B) v(C) dPg. 
B 
It will be interesting to see how the identity (3.4.1) is obtained in the 
first place, since this indicates other identities for possible characterizations. 
Thus, recalling the averaging identity for conditional operators Ea(fE*g) = 
ETf> Wg), a.e., when f or g is bounded, one has with f = x,., , g = xB , 
A, B in 2s , and with Pa(A) = Ea(xA), 
1 P”(A) P”(B) dP = J IY(xAP”(B)) dP9 , for CeSYn&, 
C C 
= 
J 
Pa(C) P”(B) dPS , since P”(C) = xc a.e., 
A 
= 
I 
P”(C) P”(A) dP9 , since E”(xAP”(B)) 
B 
= I!?‘(xBP”(A)), a.e. 
(3.4.3) 
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This proves (3.4.1) for CEW n Z,, . But now if C E Z,-, , then as noted in 
(3.4.2): 
I‘ Pa(A) P”(B) dP = s Pa(A) Pg(B) P”(C) dP9 , (3.4.4) 
C R 
and thus by symmetry the identity (3.4.3) holds for A, B, C, in & . 
Conversely, let u: ZO wL~(Z), p > 1, be a vector measure satisfying (i)-(iii). 
It will now be shown that this implies, with (3.4.1), that v determines a contrac- 
tive operator on G’(E) tiLp(Z) which is an averaging. Then the result follows 
from Theorem 2.2.8. 
First note that the identity (3.4.1) an d condition (ii) imply, with B = C = A, , 
P(A n A,) = jAE u(A) dp, OlEI. (3.4.5) 
Hence, V(S) has finite variation on every A, of the g.w.u., and that 1 u j(A) = P(A) 
for A C A, , A E Z, where ] u I(*) is the variation of u. Since Sz b ljar A, , 
this implies 1 u I(A) = P(A) for all A E Z, just as for a conditional measure 
found earlier (cf. Theorem 1.2.3). It is thus possible to define an operator T: 
P(Z) t-+U(Z), using the D-S theory of integration. ForfEU(Z),f = Cl, aixa,, 
Ai~Z,,,let 
Tf = s, f du = i aiu(Ai). 
i=l 
(3.4.6) 
T is well defined and (since Ai are disjoint) 
Thus, T is a contractive operator on simple and hence (by density) on all 
functions f E NJ). Moreover, 
TF, = (TxA, =u(A,)=x~,,~EI)=F,,. (3.4.7) 
To see that T is an averaging, consider (3.4.1) as: 
L XA(TXB)(TXC) dp = Jn XB(TXA)(TXC) dp = f, XC(TXA)(TXB) dp- 64.1') 
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Fixing B and C and varying A, (by linearity) (3.4.1’) becomes 
1 f(TxB)(Txc) dP = s, x~(TfPxc) dp = Jo xC(Tf)(TxB) dP> WW 
$2 
for simple f ED(Z), and then, by continuity of T, for all LED. A similar 
argument shows that (3.4.8) is equivalent to 
= h(Tf)(Tg) dp, J f, g, h EL1 nLm(Z). (3.4.9) n 
If T* is the adjoint of T, then (3.4.9) yields the following pair of equations: 
/ T*(f Tg) h dP = 1 T*(g Tf) h dP (3.4.10a) 
n a 
J T*(f Tg) h dP = J (Tf) (Tg) h dP, h ED n P(Z). (3.4.10b) 
a S-J 
Since the set Ll n L* is dense in L1, and h is arbitrary, the integrands can be 
identified, so that 
T*(f Tg) = T*(g Tf) = (Tf)(Tg), f, g ELM n La(J). (3.4.11) 
On the other hand, taking h = xa, in the first two equations of (3.4.9), 
JAa f Tg dP = s,, g Tf dp, XA,EFO- (3.4.12) 
Since UnEl A, * 52, and f, g ELI n Lm, in (3.4.12) A, can be replaced by Q 
and then 
Qf TgdP=la(T*g)fdP, fEUnL”(Z). (3.4.13) 
This means Tg = T*g for all g E L1 n Lm(Z). Hence (3.4.11) yields, on using (i), 
which means Tg is bounded if g is bounded, 
T*(fTg) = T(fTg) = (Tf)(Tg), f, g E U(Z) n La(Z). (3.4.14) 
It follows immediately from (3.4.7) and (3.4.14), that T is an averaging on 
Ll(Z), and that it is a contraction. Hence, Tf = E@(f), a.e. f eLl(Z) n L”(Z), 
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by Theorem 2.2.8 since p = /1*]1i has (J), and then also for f~L”(z), p > 1, 
where g is as given. Consequently by (3.4.6): 
v(A) = T(xA) = EQA) = P9(A), a-e. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
If P(Q) < co, thenF,, = {xo} is a (weak) unit inLP(Z),p > 1, so that v(Q) = 1 
a.e. in (ii). This yields the following: 
COROLLARY 3.4.2. Let (Q, 2, P) be a Jinite measure space, and v: Z++Lr(E), 
p > 1, be a vector measure. Then v is a conditional probability measure relative to 
a unQue a-Jield 9Y C 2 a# the following conditions hold: (i) 0 < v(A) < 1, a.e., 
A E Z, (ii) v(Q) = 1 a.e. ; and (iii) for any A, B, C in 2, (3.4.1) holds. Also 
~2 = {A E 2 : v(A) = xa , a.e.>. 
This result was first proven by Olson [32] by an entirely different method. 
In fact, his long computation amounts to showing the special part, needed here, 
from Theorem 2.2.8, though it may not be evident from [32] immediately. 
The preceding theorem admits the following extension to the Lo-spaces. 
THEOREM 3.4.3. Let (Q, Z, P) be a measure space, GY C Z a u-field. Suppose p 
is a function norm with the Fatou, J, and localizable properties, and let Lo(Z) be 
the corresponding Riesx space. Then the conditional operator Es@: LO(Z) HLP@%) 
exists as a contractive projection and admits the D-S integral representation: 
Eg(f) = s, f dv, f E LV) 
where v: Z,, -Lo(g) is a conditional measure (v(A) = Ea(xA) = Pa(A), for 
A e zZO = (A E 22 : p(xA) < oo}) ifLaD@%) is norm determining for Lo’@%), and then 
p’(v) < 1. Moreover, v satis&: (a) for any A E E0 , 0 < v(A) < 1, a.e., and for 
B E W, , v(B) = xe , a.e.; (b) for any A, B, C in Z0 , and f. E Lp(9) n Lo’@), 
the integrals being in the Lebesgue sense, 
jA f$(B) v(C) dP = s, f,v(A) v(C) dP = S,&(A) v(B) dP. (3.4.15) 
Conversely, if there is a g.w.u. F,, C Lp(Z), then any vector measure v: & w Lo(Z) 
with p'(v) < 1 and satisfying (a’) and (b’), where (a’)for any A E Z0 , 0 < v(A) < 1, 
a.e., and v(A,) = xaa E F, , 01 E I, and (b’) for any A, B, C in Z0 , and f. = 
xi”_, aixAac E Lo(E) n LD’(Z), xA, ,F F,, , (3.4.15) holds, and defkes a contractive 
operator T: LO(Z) H L$X) through 
?,f = S,f dv, f ELP(z), (3.4.16) 
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the integral being in the D-S sense. Moreover, T is an averaging opuator relative to 
F, so that Tf = Ea(fg), a.e., f  E Lo(Z), for a unique u-jield 93 C 2, such that Pa 
is localizable, and a unique locally integrable g > 0 a.e., satisfying Es(g) = 1 a.e. 
Furthermore,g = 1 a.e. i f f  p is an a.c.n., and then (3.4.16) defies v(A) = T(x,,,) = 
E’(xA) = Pa(A), A E &, , and ~3 = a{A E 2Y : v(A) = x,., , a.e.}. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem uses many of the computations (with 
simple modifications) of the preceding result as well as the results of 
Section 3.2. Putting all these things together, the result is established. A 
sketch suffices. 
The direct part that Et% exists and admits the above integral representation, 
under the present hypothesis, is a consequence of Theorems 1.2.3 and 3.2.3, 
while (3.4.15) follows from the preceding theorem. 
To prove the converse part, let T: Lo(Z) wLp(.Z) be given by (3.4.16) which, 
by the work of Section 3.2 is well-defined. Then (a’) implies that F, CLp(B), 
and the identities of (3.4.15) imply that v  is of finite variation on each A,, 
exactly as in (3.4.5). But the D-S integral has the same definition for the L*- 
spaces, as in [6, p. 2541 given for the L”-spaces. Hence, 
P(V) = P (s,f du) G p(f) ~'(4 G PLO (3.4.17) 
so that T is a contraction on Lo. As already noted, the identity (3.4.15) also 
implies that T is a contraction on L1 n L 0, in the L1-topology. Consequently 
(3.4.7)-(3.4.11) are valid on L1 n Lo n Lm. It follows that (3.4.12) also holds for 
all f ,  g ELD n Lo’ n Lm, and since F,, C Lp, this set is nonempty and contains 
some g.w.u. I;;, , which in turn implies that simple functions of this intersection 
are norm determining for Lo and Lo’. Then f  g E Ll(.Z) and so also are f  Tg, g Tf. 
Thus (3.4.13) holds and Tf = T*f is true for f  ELP n Lo’ n Lm. Since the 
hypothesis now implies that p and p’ are (nontrivial and p” = p) function norms, 
with property J (cf. [15, p. 91) T is an averaging on the bounded functions of 
Lo n Lp’. Since T is continuous (contraction), it follows, from the properties 
(monotone convergence) of the D-S (or order) integral relative to function space 
valued non-negative measures, that T(fTg) = (Tf)(Tg) for f,  g E Lo and f  or g 
bounded. But TF, = F, by (a’) and (3.4.16). Consequently, by Theorem 2.2.8 
[and Remark (2) after its proof], it results that Tf = E@(fg), for a unique 
u-field ,@ C Z and g > 0 a.e., of the given description. That g = 1 a.e. when 
and only when p is also an a.c.n. is a consequence of the last part of Theorem 
2.2.1. Hence, when p is also an a.c.n., u(A) = T(xA) = Ea(x,,) = P’%(A), a.e., 
and otherwise u can be a more general function space valued measure (which 
need not be a vector measure!). This completes the sketch of the proof. 
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Remark. The numerous results and computations referred to in this proof 
show clearly that the theory of Section 2 becomes an integral part of the theory 
of conditional measures. 
Some other characterizations, based on the Sidak property of conditional 
operators, will be given now. For simplicity p will be taken to be an a.c.n., and 
Zg denotes {A E 2, p(xA) < co}, as before. The proofs, being similar to the 
above, are omitted. 
THEOREM 3.4.4. Let (Sz, Z, P) be a measure space, p be an a.c.n. with the 
J-property, and {xA, , 01 E I) = Fo C L$Z) be a g.w.u. Then a vector measure 
V: Z,, t-+ Lo(Z) is a conditional measure relative to a unique o-Jield a C .E, with 
A, E a’, zff (i) p’(u) < 1, (ii) v(A) > 0, A EC, and u(A,) = xa, EF,, , and (iii) 
for any A E Z,, , [(ii) being automatic zfp = I[.$] 
(3.4.18) 
where the integral is in the D-S sense. The o-field 99 is given by 
W = o{A E E : U(A) = xa , a.e.}. 
COROLLARY 3.4.5. Let Lo(C) be as in the theorem, and u: &, t-+Lp(Z) be a 
vector measure. Then u is a conditional measure Pa’ relative to a unique 9 C 2Y 
22 (i) 1 u j(A) < P(A), A E A’,, , (ii) u(A,) = xa E Fo C Lo(Z), and (iii) u satisjes 
the identity (3.4.18). The o-field 9 is given as h that theorem. 
Finally, the Sidak identity indicates the following additional characterization. 
PROPOSITION 3.4.6. Let (Q, Z, P) be a measure space and p be an a.c.n. with 
the J-property and there is a g.w.u. F,, = {xA, E I} CL@(Z) n Lo’(Z). Then a vector 
measure u : .Z,, E+ Lp(Z) is a conditional measure Pa for a u-field a C Z with A, E SY’, 
28 (i) 0 ,( u(A), A E Z,, , p’(u) < 1, (ii) u(A,) = xa, E F,, , 01 E I, and (iii) for any 
A,B,Cin.Xo, 
s, XA(@) v  4’3) dp = s, 44(@) v  40 dp, (3.4.19) 
the integrals being understood in the Lebesgue sense. Both sides in (2.4.19) are either 
finite or in$nite simultaneously. As before, when the conditions hold, 9? = 
o(A E Z : u(A) = xa , a.e.}. 
Remarks. (1) The identity (3.4.19) is a special SidAk identity and to prove 
the latter for all f ,  g in Lo directly, is difficult because of the non linearity of the 
maximum operation. 
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(2) Using the D-S theory of integration and the above work, it is possible 
to present an analogue of Tulcea’s theorem on product measures [19] for the 
present case (cf. [40]). Th en it can be used to extend Kakutani’s theorem on 
product measures, in the form used in [26], to conditional measures as sketched 
in [42]. In a similar manner, one can generalize the results of [48] to the present 
case. 
PROBLEM. In the above work, when p is not a.c.n., the a-additivity of P 
has to be in terms of order limits. Replacing throughout, the D-S integration 
with the order preserving integration process of McShane (cf. [53] for the case 
of Lp(B) being a Stone algebra), extend the above work without assuming the 
J-property of p (cf. also the note in the Addendum of [39]). 
4. CONDITIONAL AND REYNOLDS OPERATORS 
4.1. Introduction of the Concept 
In a series of papers on statistical mechanics and turbulence, KampC de FCriet 
has studied and noted the usefulness of the averaging and related operator 
identities on function spaces (see [22] and the references there to his earlier 
work as well as those in [44]). They are based on an algebraic operator identity 
called the Reynolds identity, which is more general than the averaging identiy 
of Section 2. These operators were also found useful in recent years for a unified 
formulation of aspects of the ergodic and martingale theories. However, for 
such a study, it is essential that the underlying measure space be allowed to be 
infinite. A general representation theory of Reynolds operators has just been 
sketched in [38] for a special class of spaces, including those appearing in [44]. 
In this chapter, the theory will be presented for a general Lo-space using the 
results and ideas of the preceding chapters, showing its intrinsic relation with 
conditional operators. The result here complements and considerably generalizes 
the work of [44]. It would appear that new methods and tools are needed for 
further extensions. 
Recall that a linear operator T: Lo(Z) ++ L$E) is an averaging if T(f Tg) = 
Tf Tg (averaging identity) for f, g EL$Y) n Lm(Z), and there is a g.w.u. F,, in 
.0(Z) such that TF, = F, (cf. Definition 2.1.2). The corresponding general 
concept is the following: 
DEFINITION 4.1.1. A linear operator R: L$Y) ~-+LQ(Z), where Lo(Z) is a 
Riesz space on a measure space (Q, Z, P), is called a Reynolds operator if it 
satisfies the following algebraic equation (called the Reynolds identity) 
R(fg) = (Rf )(Rg) + RNf - Rf )(g - WI, f,gELonLm. (4.1.1) 
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Since every averaging operator is also idempotent (cf. Lemma 2.1.3), it 
follows that every averaging on an Lp(Z) h aving a g.w.u. automatically satisfies 
(4.1. I), and hence, a Reynolds operator is more general. Suppose on the other 
hand there is a g.w.u. in Lo(Z). When is the Reynolds operator an averaging? 
The following result answers this question. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.2. Let R: L$Z) w Lo(Z) be a continuous Reynolds operator 
such that R(Lp n L”(Z)) C LL) n L”(Z), and suppose there is a g.w.u. F,, CLp(.Z). 
If p is an a.c.n. and&Z = R(Lo(Z)), let the g.w.u. F,, C A!. Then R is an averaging 
(bounded) operator relative to F, $fA is closed in Lp(Z). 
This is a generalization of [44, Proposition 31 where R: Lm +-+Lm and is 
continuous in the Lr-norm, and can be proved along the same lines using 
Theorem 2.2.5, and the proof is omitted. 
4.2. Structure Theory 
A general integral representation theorem for Reynolds operators will now 
be derived. For a class of Lo-spaces such a result was given in [38]. Applications 
and other remarks follow the proof. 
THEOREM 4.2.1. Let Lp(Z) b e a Riesz space such that p has the Fatou and 
localizable properties and there is a g.w.u. F,, CL,p(.Z), and that (Lap(Z))* = 
Lo’(Z), where p’ is the associate norm of p. Suppose that the F,, is also in Lo’(Z). Let 
R: Lo(Z) H Lo(Z) b e a weakly compact contractive Reynolds operator such that (i) 
RF,, = F,, (i.e., RxA, = xa,, 01 E I), (ii) R(L,’ n Lo’ n La) C L,p n Lo’ n La(Z), 
and (iii) R(L,p n Lw) C Lap n Lw. Then there exist uniquely: (a) a a-ji,ld 9 C C 
with respect o which F,, is measurable, (b) a conditional operator Es: Lo(Z) t-+L~(~), 
and (c) a strongly continuous semigroup {V(t), t > 0} on Lo(g), induced by a 
measure preserving point mapping on .9Y, in terms of which the following (strong) 
integral representation holds: 
Rf ==/#* e-tV(t) I?@(f) dt, f Eqq, (4.2.1) 
where the range R(Lp(Z)) is dense in L+%) an d on this dense set E@ and R commute. 
Finally, if (i) is replaced by RF,, = F,, and R*F,, = F, in (Lo)* where R* is the 
adjoint of R, then the weak compactness hypothesis on R can be omitted. If p also 
has the J-property, then Es@ is a contraction on L$Z) itse& 
Proof. First note that the existence of a g.w.u. in the range of R implies 
the (strict) locahzability of P% and hence Es: Lo(Z) ++ L”(a) exists, by Theorem 
1.2.3. Thus, all the statements are meaningful. For convenience, the proof is 
divided into steps. 
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1. Let A0 = R&,0(Z) nP). Then the bounded functions of JZ, form 
an algebra which is norm dense in A!, the closure of R&p(Z)) in the Banach 
space L,p(Z). Since every element of the latter space has a.c.n., and &n(Z))* = 
D’(Z) by the existence of a g.w.u. in L,$Z), the second part of the hypothesis of 
Theorem 2.2.5 is satisfied (F,, CA, by hypothesis) and thus there is a u-field 
9 C Z such that&Z = Lqp(@ C L,$Y). S’ mce Pa is localizable, W’: D(Z) t-+D(B) 
exists, by Theorem 1.2.3, and maps Lap(Z) onto Lao(g). [Simply let j(f) = p(f) 
for f~,!,,o(Z), and = +oo otherwise, so that D(Z) = L,$Z) and jj is a.c.n.1 
Moreover, Ea E B@(Z), G(g)). It will now be shown that E? and R commute 
on LQ@). ESR = R is obvious. But REg = R is nontrivial, and in fact, this 
follows only after considerable work. 
2. It will first be shown that R*F,, = F,, holds. The compactness and 
contractive properties of R on Lo imply, by [13, p. 5981, that the averages 
(l/n) Cyii Ri converge in the strong operator topology to a contractive projection 
(say Q) onto A%, = {f: Rf = f], and that Q and R commute on A1 . Clearly 
F,C A1 . Since the adjoint R*:(L,p(Z))* =Lp'(Z)++Lp'(Z) is also weakly 
compact (cf. [13, p. 485]), the preceding argument applies and yields that 
(l/rz)C;:; R*" ti Q in the strong operator topology where Q is the limit operator, 
which is a projection. Considering the weak operator topology for these two 
sequences, it is easily seen that Q* = Q on Lo'. It follows trivially from the 
Reynolds identity that bounded functions of &I form a dense algebra. Since 
cdl C.HCL,P(Z), Th eorem 2.2.5 is again applicable so that A1 = La+i?l) for 
a unique o-field a1 C .@ for which (since F,, C A?,) Ps, is localizable. Considering 
the projection Q* on LD'(Z) it follows that its range and null spaces are NrA 
and Al1 where Jv;‘-(A@,~) is the annihilator of Nr = (I- Q)(Lao(Z)), (&J 
(cf. [13, VI.9.221). But Lap(Z) = A1 @ Jv; so that Lo'(Z) = A!,l @ Jv;l and 
since L&Z:) is a Banach lattice it follows from the general theory of such spaces 
that X1’- is isometrically isomorphic to (.A’J*. (For some relevant references 
and discussion on this point, see also [15, p. 431.) Since F,, C A1 = La+?&), it is 
a1 measurable and since F,, C Lo'(Z) by hypothesis, F,, C Lp'(BJ = A,*. But 
NIL is the closed subspace determined by the fixed points of R*. Hence, it 
follows that R*Fo = F,, . [If R is a Reynolds operator, then R* need not be 
one since this is not true even for averaging operators.] The weak compactness 
hypothesis of R is used only for this deduction. 
The next step uses all the rest of the hypothesis. It will be proved now that 
R is also defined on L2(Z), and is a contraction in that space. 
3. Let f, g E Lap n L". Since the Reynolds identity can be equally expressed 
as 
R(fRd +R(gRf) = RfRP+R(RfR& (4.2.2) 
683/s/3-9 
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for any h E Lo’ one has 
j hR(fRg + gRf) dP = j h[Rf Rg + R(Rf WI df’. (4.2.3) 
ra R 
But the g.w.u. F0 = {xa , OL E I} C Lap n Lo’ n Lm. For this step, it is no restric- 
tion to assume (by the stiict localizable property of P) P is u-finite and there is an 
0 <f. EL,D n Lo’ n L*, which is determined by a countable sequence (xAI)F. 
In fact, the result in the general case follows from this for every countable 
sequence J C 1, and the localizability property of P then implies the full result 
(cf. [46] on such an implication). Thus taking h = f. in (4.2.3), and since by 
Step 2, R*f, = f. (and Rf,, = f. by hypothesis), Eq. (4.2.3) can be rewritten by 
taking adjoints appropriately (Jo Rf g dP = Jo f R*g dP, for f eL@D, g E Lz’), 
j R*fo[fRg + gRf 1 dp = j-l2 iX??f Rg + R*fo(Rf Rg)l dp. (4.2.4) R 
Setting R*f, = f. and noting the fact that R(f,h) =f,R(h) for h ELQ(ZI), by 
the Reynolds identity, (4.2.4) simplifies to 
j, [fR(fog) + f&f1 dp = 2 s, Rf R(fog) dP. (4.2.5) 
However, the fact that f. belongs to Lao n Lo’ implies that every simple (and 
hence bounded) function of Lap(Z) also belongs to Lo’(Z). Hence, R*f E Lo’(Z), 
and one has from (4.2.5), with appropriate adjoints again, 
jQ [R*f + Rf] fog dP = 2 ja R*(Rf) fog dP, g EL,O n L*. (4.2.6) 
Such g are norm determining for Lp’(Z), this yields 
(R* + R)f = 2R*Rf, a.e., f E L,$?Y) n Lm(Z). (4.2.7) 
Next let U = I - 2R. Then for any h E L,Q n L*, Uh EL,” n Lm, and one 
sees on a simple rearrangement that U*Uh is defined and (4.2.7) implies 
U*Uh = h, a.e. But h ELD nLP* so that SD h2 dP < p(h)p’(h) < 00, i.e., 
h E L2(A’). Moreover, 
j (Uh)2dP= j U*UhhdP= j h2dP, h E Lap n Lm n LD’. (4.2.8) 
a n a 
Thus Lo’ n Lao n Lm CL2 and so f. EL,~ n Lp’ n L2 n L*. However, the 
bounded functions of Lao determine Z by [36] (or [39, 11.1.4]), and this implies 
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that Lp’ n Lao n L” is dense in L2(2). Consequently, (4.2.8) says that U is an 
isometry on a dense subspace of L2(Z) and hence has a unique extension, to 
remain an isometry, to all of L2(C). Since R = $(I - U), it follows that R 
is defined on L2(Z) and [with (4.2.8)] is a contraction there. 
4. The operator U on L2(Z) can be used to obtain various properties of R. 
First, (l/n) Cy:: Ui -+ Qr , a contractive projection, strongly as in Step 1 
(since in a reflexive space every bounded operator is weakly compact) and that the 
range A2 of Qr is the set of fixed points of U, which is thus the null space of 
R in L2(Z). Considering orthogonal complements, I - Qr has its range d21 in 
L2(Z), which contains the range of R. The latter is dense in J%‘,’ since JZ21 = 
L2(,q@Jz2 = 1 c osure of the range of (I - U) = closure of the range of R 
in L2(2J). Hence by Theorem 2.2.5 again (F,, C d21 now), there is a a-field 
&Y2 C ,Z, Pa, localizable, and .,JZ!~~ = L2(B2). But Qr (and so I - QJ commutes 
with U, and hence also with R on L”(S%J. Using the same symbol R on both 
the spaces L2(2) and L,$iY), it follows that 
L2(a2)3 R(L2(Z))3 R(L,o(Z) n Lm)3F,,. (4.2.9) 
But the bounded functions of L2(Z) and of Lap(Z) determine Z by [36]. Also R 
on L2(iZ) is the unique extension of R I(L,o(Z) n L”(Z)), the latter space being 
dense in the former. Moreover R maps bounded functions into bounded 
functions. This shows that every element of R(L2(2Y)) can be approximated in 
the L2-norm by a bounded element of R(L,o(Z)). [If g ELM and E > 0, there 
is a g, E Lap n L” with I/g - g, II2 < E and /I Rg - Rg, (I2 < E, and 
Rg, ER(L,P(Z) n Lm).] By (4.2.9) a2 I>, and by the preceding sentence every 
g2 measurable function is also a-measurable so that 9 = a2 . But there is a 
unique contractive projection on L2(a2) = L”(g) which is Es (see [39, 11.4.2]), 
and by the above analysis this is I - Qr , and hence commutes with R. Thus, 
finally Es and R commute on this space, as stated in Step 1. This proves (a) 
and (b) of the theorem. 
The above computations also show that R is one-to-one on L,$@). In fact, 
in the opposite case, there exists 0 #f+zL2(9#) and Rf = 0, so that Uf = f a.e. 
But f ELM = &21 so that Uf E ./Z2 n d21 = {0}, a contradiction. Thus, 
R-l exists on a dense set of L2(a). (R-l is generally unbounded.) 
5. Since the required reduction on L ap, or on L2, is in hand, the analysis 
uses its action on L2. Thus, R is a contractive Reynolds operator on L2(Z), 
and D = I - R-l on L2(@ is a closed densely defined operator. The analysis 
from this point on can be completed by an extension of that sketched in [44]. 
In a capsule form, the work proceeds as follows. If V, = (ti - D)-l, then 
I’, is the resolvent of D and 11 XV, 11 < 1 for all X > 0. The operator D has its 
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spectrum in the lower half of the complex plane, and by the above estimate on 
VA , D qualifies to be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
contractive semigroup (V(t), t > 0} in L2(g), induced by a measure preserving 
point transformation on g’, and then the family extends to the Lo(g)-spaces 
to remain a strongly continuous contractive semigroup (since the underlying 
measure space is the same in both cases). Then the resolvent V(h, D) is given as 
V, = V(X, D)f = Jme-W(t)f dt, f~L’(ki?), h > w. (4.2.10) 
0 
where w,, = lim,,, log (( V(t)((/t < 0, by the classical Hille-Yosida theory 
(cf. [13, p. 6221). S ince LO(g) = P(Lp(Z)), and V(l, D) = R, (4.2.10) reduces 
to (4.2.1). No other properties of Es are needed until now. 
Note that the weak compactness was used in Step 2 only to deduce the fact 
that R*F, = F. when RF, = RF0 and F, C L,o n Lo’. Thus the last part 
is immediate. The remark about the ]-property is now obvious in view of 
Theorem 2.2.1. This establishes the result. 
Remarks. (1) Since V(t) and Es are positive operators, it follows from 
(4.2.1) that the Reynolds operator satisfying the above hypothesis is positive. 
But this fact emerges only after the representation. 
(2) If RF, = F, is dropped but R is assumed positive, then on Ll(C), 
the analogous representation was recently obtained in [25]. However, the 
corresponding semigroup {V(t), t > 0) then need not arise from a measure 
preserving transformation. The following special form of the theorem is stated 
for reference. (In [25] the mention of the present paper is to the 1971 version.) 
COROLLARY 4.2.2. Let LO(Z) be a reflexiwe space and suppose there is a g.w.u. 
F, C Lo(Z) n Lp’(Z). Then any contractive Reynolds operator R on Lp such that 
RF, = F, and R(Lp n L”) C LD n L* admits uniquely the representation (4.2.1) 
of the theorem. 
4.3. Applications 
The first application given here is to the unified ergodic-martingale study, 
and the second one touches the disintegration problem. 
DEFINITION 4.3.1. A family of pairwise commuting contractive Reynolds 
operators {lit , t > 0} on L’(Z) d e fi nes a generalized martingale {R,f, t > 0} if 
the following algebraic identity holds between all pairs of Ris: 
(sR, - tR,) Rf = (s - t) R,R,2f, 0 -=ct <s,ffzLonL=. (4.3.1) 
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As shown in [38, 411, when the measure space is slightly restricted but which 
result holds true as here under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2.1, one has 
R,f = h 1” e-AtV(t) Z?(f) dt, f ELW, 
JO 
where for each h there is a g.w.u. F. C Lo(Z), R,,Fo = F, so that Pte? is localizable, 
and F. does not depend on h. In fact, if R,/h = V, , then (4.3.1) implies I’, is a 
resolvent operator of the infinitesimal generator D, and then (4.3.2) is obtained 
from equation (4.2.10). With the properties of the semigroup {V(t), t > 0} of 
Theorem 4.2.1, one has the following result. 
THEOREM 4.3.2. Let (R, , h > 0} dJi e ne a generalized martingale on Lo(Z). 
Suppose that Lp and R, , for each A, satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2.1 for 
the same g.w.u. F, . Then for each f E Lao(Z) n LQ@), the generalized martingale 
R,,f converges to f. as h + 0 in norm as well as almost everywhere, where cpl(x) = 
Ixllog+lxl- 
The proof of the norm convergence was given in [38] and if p = jj./]9, 
1 < p < co, the pointwise convergence was given in [41]. The latter result can 
be extended to the present case. Since the details are long, the proof will be 
omitted here. In fact restricting to L%(Z), the latter result extends to the present 
case without difficulty. 
Since every averaging operator is a Reynolds operator and every conditional 
expectation (p with the J-property) is an averaging and hence a contractive 
Reynolds operator, the usual martingale is also a generalized martingale and 
hence the above result implies the key martingale convergence theorem (both 
norm and a.e.). On the other hand, the corresponding result for an ergodic 
theorem is that of the Abel type, and is not in the form of the individual ergodic 
theorem of Birkhoff and Khintchine. However the latter can be obtained from 
the Abel average with a little additional work. This is also proved in [41]. Thus, 
Theorem 4.3.2 may be regarded as a unified version of these two theories. 
Since the structure theory uses the general mean ergodic theorem, the above 
result only unifies (but does not supercede) the ergodic-martingale theories. 
Application to the disintegration of certain vector measures of p’-bounded 
semivariation (where p has the Fatou and J-properties) can be formulated as 
follows. Since R: L$Z) t-+L$Z) is a contractive Reynolds operator, it can be 
represented (from general theory) uniquely as: 
Rf = If dv, f EL’(z) (4.3.3) 
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where p’(v) = 11 R 11 6 1, and Y: Z,, t-+D(Z) is an additive set function vanishing 
on P-null sets and where &, is the ring of p-finite (i.e., A E .Z,, iff p(xA) < to) 
sets (cf. [15, Theorem 12; 39, TheoremI.3.21). The integral is taken in the sense 
of [13, 111.31. M oreover, under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2.1, 
Rf =im 1, e-tV(t) f dPg dt, f we), (4.3.4) 
0 
where the representation for EB of Theorem 3.2.2 is used here. Taking f = xA , 
A E Z. , and comparing (4.3.3) and (4.3.4), one deduces 
v(A) = I m $t, 4 d4), (4.3.5) 0 
where w(t, A) = V(t) P(A). Thus, o(., .) : Rf x ZHL~(@) n L,p(@ is a 
mapping with the properties: (i) o(t, a) is a vector measure of p’-semivariation 
finite (bounded by l), and (ii) o(*, A) is a strongly measurable vector function. 
Here a(B) = sB e-t dt, B E 92 is a finite measure on the Bore1 sets &! of Rf 
dominated by the Lebesgue measure. Note that under the hypothesis of Theorem 
4.2.1, v of (4.3.3) is actually strongly u-additive. 
Formula (4.3.5) says that the vector measure v: Z. w L,+@) n Lm(~) can 
bedisintegrated, relative to a finite (regular Borel)measure 01, such that p’(o(t;))= 
p’(P) < 1 for t E [Wf. This result raises the following general question, as it 
also generalizes the disintegration problem for scalar measures studied by 
Tulcea ([18, p. 1541, or [6, p. 409-j). Remark (2) following Theorem 3.3.11 
shows that neither v nor v(t;) need have finite variations on any set A E ,Zo of 
positive a measure, to reduce the work into a scalar case. 
PROBLEM. Suppose V: 2Yt+LD(9Y) is a vector measure of p’-semivariation 
finite where 9 C Z is a u-field. Let (A, 02, a) be a (finite) measure space. 
Then find conditions on v and OL such that v can be distintegrated into a family 
-w~-)heA 3 relative to cx such that 
v(B) = j-A o(t, B) d+), BE& (4.3.6) 
where o(*, *) : A x Z:LO(S) is a mapping with: (i) w(t, .) is a measure and 
p’(u(t, a)) is uniformly bounded, (ii) v(*, B) is a-measurable and Lp(@-valued 
for each B E Z. The integral in (4.3.6) may be taken as the Bochner integral 
relative to the (scalar) measure 0~. 
Formula (4.3.5) shows that the problem is nontrivial. A result, when p = 1/& , 
so that p’-variation is the jinite’ total variation, has recently been announced in 
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[14] as a direct extension of a result of [18]. A solution to the above problem 
will be even more interesting if it is shown that the class of vector measures 
admitting the representation (4.3.6) is in some way related to the theory of 
Reynolds operators. 
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